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Flotsam 

A Brief History Of Conjecture       154 
A Brief History On The Conjecture Of Language     132 
A Child Named Rape Refuses To Apologize For Knocking Over Your Mailbox     77 
A Flatlander Is Held Up By Mountain Men        44 
A Hangover Of Voice Messages       243 
A List Of Words I Overuse Get Caught In The Ventriloquist’s Throat     32 
Alan Ginsberg Blows His Nose       174 
 “An Unfortunate, Isolated Incident”        62 
Annie Pearl Smith Discovers Moonlight Trying On Wedding Gowns In Filene’s Basement  123 
August In Eight Movements       231 

Barefoot Bay, 1984          99 
Batista         155 
Bernard Scotch Gets Away With It      138 
Betraying Judas        164 
Billy Collins Destroys All Of Western Civilization With Giant Laser Salmon   230 
Bitter Jesus Finds Religion       113 
Body Sulfur Potential          51 
Bombe Theorem          15 
Bread And Butter        220 
Building Nothing Out Of Something      176 

Cerberus Is A Greyhound       120 
Coda         265 
Coin Shadow        153 
Communicative Properties         60 
Concrete Thinking          91 
Constance           96 
Conversation With Nikki Giovanni      158 
Crossing The Flock          79 
Cuddles The Clown At The Balloon Animal Hospital     145 

Daffodil Sestina        237 
Death To Seventeen          11 
December 2009        170 
Deconstructing Freedom       129 
Decoupage For Samuel        255 
Delial           53 
Dick York And Peppermint Patty Take A Gamble On Love    207 
Diet         157 
Do Not Read On Medication (The Bitter Love Edit)       35 
Dorothy Parker Shakes Off Her Umbrella      173 
Drunken Conversations At Hampshire College       80 
Dysphemisms          55 

El Chupacabra Rides The “It’s A Small World” Ride Forty-Seven Consecutive Times  246 
Erasing.The.Peace        171 
Excerpts From The Book Of Answers       195 
Explaining The First Painting I Made Since I Was Twelve      98 

Feeling Elvis        187 
Final Draft For The Moment       247 
Fingertips           92 
Fireflies Dissolving        146 
Fleeing The Asylum Of Your Arms      115 
Follow The Yellow Brick Smile         39 
For No One        167 
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For The Cute Boy Who Hasn’t Kissed Me Yet     235 
For The Professor Who Told A Student His Work Was Too Personal For Her To Understand 191 
Force Feeding Pâté        109 
Forgetting The Lyrics To A Song Everyone Knows     218 
42           73 
Fuck/Insomnia        204 

George W. Bush Chats Brightly About His Favorite Subject    179 
Ghazal 8.6.02        177 
Good Morning Headache       187 
Grace Notes Of Whale Song       100 
Graham Is At The Top Of The Food Chain        29 
Green         239 

Hallelujah It’s Raining Men       172 
High Beams In Fog        122 
How Robyn Su And Chance Millerz Play War For Real     144 

I Am A Word Meaning Lonely       236 
I Am Defined By My Typos       117 
I Am The Last        136 
I Find Myself In Perfect Bliss On The Receiving End Of Fists      82 
I Think You’re Too Young For Nostalgia      137 
If I Were To Hold Your Mouth To My Ear, Would I Hear The Ocean Giggle Or Cry    21 
If I Wrote “Drunken Conversations At Hampshire College” In 2009    163 
If The Town Where I Grew Up Were A Chain Restaurant    104 
In Response To An E-Mail From An Ex Who Was Just Writing To Let Me Know That His Most  

Recent Ex Is HIV Positive, That His Mother Has Abandoned Him Both Emotionally  
And Financially, That His Creditors Are After Him, And By The Way He Misses Me,  
And Could We Maybe Get Back Together?     211 

John Waters, Midori Sours, Shelly Long, And Baskin Robbins’ Peppermint Stick Ice Cream  241 

Kindling         264 
Koalas On Fire          85 

Leda Reclines          75 
Legacy Virus          22 
Love Happens        165 
Love Is Better Than A Warm Trombone        48 
Love Metaphor #77        260 
Luann As A Rough Draft       127 

Mad Libs For Poets Desperate To Seem Surreal       45 
Mangel-Wurzel          49 
Mary Jane’s Magical Divorce       205 
Massage         261 
Midnight Tour Of Gingerbread Houses      193 
Misogyny         126 
My Buddy Greg Is Not Homophobic      202 
My Mother’s M.R.I. M.O.         28 

Notes           89 

Out Of Order        162 
Overheard Mutterings        156 

Phototaxis           84 
Pig Icarus         182 
Plucking The Strings At The Bass Of My Spine     178 
Portrait Of The Son          74 
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Post Tot Naufragia Portus         41 
Praise For The Praiseless Of Days       251 
Prehistory           94 
Prometheus Regrets        194 
Purple Juggernaut Hewn In Daft Suit      139 

Reggaeton Concerto For Piano       105 
Reincarnation As The Last Resort       267 
Reversing Vandalism        118 
Robert Frost Considers His Netflix Queue        54 
Ron Goba Shaves His Legs       224 

Safety In Numbers          59 
Senryu         130 
Senryu Left On The Side Of The Road      143 
Shel Silverstein Empties The Dishwasher      161 
Sick Days           26 
Sirens Of The West Nile         56 
Sixty Foot Madonna        160 
Someone Said          46 
Somewhere In New York City, Peter Parker Tingles     213 
Son Of Words        124 
Speculation        192 
Spongebath Squaredance       198 
Standing Beside His Mother At The Service, She Smiles, I Look Off Into The Distance  258 
Swept Up           43 
Sylvia Plath Flushes The Toilet         86 

Taking Advantage Of The First Amend Mint      131 
Ten Ways To Get Into My Pants       225 
The Artist’s Collection Of Magnetic Poetry Speaks     229 
The End Of Home        210 
The Fiberglass Woman Itches For Truth      221 
The Fix           17 
The Frog Princess        134 
The Man I Love Tells Me He Never Wants To Grow Up    189 
The Mountain Explodes       168 
The Ninth Planet Renounces       199 
The Organ Collapses On Precious Spilljoy      180 
The Passion Of The Bat         66 
The Piano Has Been Drinking From Another Man’s Trough    169 
The Plexiglas Savior Would Like To Be Clear      245 
The Red Wheelbarrow, In Ninety-Two Words     183 
The Road Not Taken, In Twenty-One Words       95 
The Search For ID In A Post-Freudian Society       93 
The Slut Across The Street Would Like Forgiveness       87 
The Universal Language         34 
The Wrecking Ball Speaks       116 
There Are Plenty Of Fish On The Sandbar        19 
There Is No “I” In “Go Fuck Yourself”      141 
Thirteen Stanzas On Your Contagious Depression       71 
Thirteen Ways Of Looking At Autumn, From Summer’s Point Of View   209 
Thirteen Ways Of Looking At My Grandfather’s House       65 
Tigers See In Black And White, At Night They Dream Of Zebras    102 
Tinnitus           64  
To Do List          57 
Tom Daley Opens The Refrigerator      217 
Transitive Properties        150 
Twelve Haiku/Senryu Published In The Boston Globe     159 
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Two Thirds Genie, One Third Wish      257 

Upon Leaving Eden        256 

Variations On The Last Supper       262 

Waiting For The Fall        148 
Whatever Lifts Your Luggage       201 
When Bad Sodomy Happens To Good People     227 
Where Is The Mango Princess?         42 
Why Bunny Ears?  Why Cake?         24 
Why We Are Untitled          91 
Why Your Mother Always Wore Green      127 

Your Version Of Me        181 
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for Ryan, finally 
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Death To Seventeen 

When I was nine I stood at the intersection of parallel universes and ceased to exist 
The vacuum where my faith used to be sucked the cilia from my lungfish 
until they collapsed like a house of cardinals in a secular windstorm 

When I was eight I peered sideways through infinite self-doubt 
  preyed on the prayers of impatient predators 

At ten I peeled my hands apart 
forgot how to sleep on my back 

When I was seven I split my personalities into days of the week 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Steven 
Thursday 
Antisocial 
Jubilation 
No Prayer For Salvation 

At eleven I learned about palindromes 
To escape the pressure to conform I popped my ears like questions 
 learned that gravity yields to no one 
unless you suspend it just long enough to fly in the faces of convention 

 causing my peers to pop questions like ears of corn in a brush fire 

When I was six I stained glass with Kool-Aid and Holy Water 
 dipped Easter Eggs in blood 
 received Communion from trembling seasick hands 
 
At twelve I gave up Sunday School for Saturday afternoon Drama Class 
               I saw God in the eyes of the teaching assistant 
  heard the devil in the priest’s baritone 

When I was five I wrote The Magna Carta on an Etch-A-Sketch 
 cried when my parents shook it apart 

At thirteen I got lucky in the men’s department 
  grew into my elastic tongue 
  used it to fling balls bearing lust at my Fabergé friends 

When I was four I learned to read smoke signals 
  studied my ancestry in Playdoh ashtrays 

At fourteen my heart stopped to ask for directions 
I was told this made me less of a man 

but it was my dick that was driving me in circles through the wrong parts of town 
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When I was three I got an imaginary friend for Christmas 
                           I dressed him in my failures and insecurities 
but every time I tried to play The Blame Game with him 
                      he’d get confused 
                             play Hide-and-Go-Seek 

At fifteen I buried my libido in beaches 
                  tried to seduce the tide to take it away 

When I was two I spoke fluent doublespeak 

At sixteen I drove the Pharaoh out of Egypt in an Expedition 
                  was plagued by the locus of my non-life’s non-events 
If I ceased to exist when I was nine 
                            what was I driving at now? 

When I was one mind 
I dreamed each Universe into creation 
My first breath was the dust that settled in the chest of the serpent 
When I opened my eyes the sun moved to a respectable distance 

At seventeen 
The last girl I ever lied to 
                   bared her heart at the foot of my bed 
                                          while my best friend’s secret burned like salvation in my groin 

I sat at this intersection of parallel universes 
  folded my hands into an origami womb 
                            praying for infallibility or death 
                            wanting desperately to be born 
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Amnesia is not knowing who one is and 
wanting desperately to find out. 

Euphoria is not knowing who one is and 
not caring. 

Ecstasy is knowing exactly who one is and 
still not caring. 
 

—Tom Robbins 
Another Roadside Attraction 
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Bombe Theorem 
for Alan Turing 

I was conceived of two languages I didn’t understand 
Every word that ever trespassed my ears sounded foreign 
The women shrugging their rivers at my parents’ tea and apologies 
every bit as strange as the blanket of flesh being wove around me 

My parents smuggled me to Manchester in my mother’s womb 
I could almost understand every fourth word my father spoke to my mother’s abdomen 
Snow stepmother mirror dwarf apple swallow poison coffin prince kiss happy end 
I grew fluent cracking codes before I ever learned to speak 

I was raised on calculations and theorems instead of affection 
Fairy tales before dreams were the only kiss goodnight 
Theorem India Apple Wilde India Manchester Bombe Theorem India Apple Lethal 
My heart a complex knot of figures I could not decipher 

I rode through sixty miles of countryside barricaded with coal to get my education 
Three hours with only brain bicycle and landscape to keep me company 
                   considering theorems to determine 
                   the number of grass blades in any given field 
Legs grown thick with the accent of desire 

Christopher          Before you there were only numbers and theorems 
                            I never knew language until you smiled at me 
The religious text of the body had always been written in a code I couldn’t crack 

Human beings are born with a set of thirty-two teeth but only one tongue 
As we grow older our teeth fall out one by one 
But the tongue remains the same 

Theorem India Apple Wilde India Manchester Bombe Theorem India Apple Lethal 

Christopher          when you smiled at me my teeth fell out 
                            when you spoke my name my tongue swelled with blood 

You disappeared before I could tell you 
how your touch helped me decipher the complicated grammar of love 

The second day of your absence I waited with tooth printed tongue 

Bovine tuberculosis splotches lesions across the body 
                              is spread only to mammals by the sharing of respiratory fluid 
I have kissed you so many times during dreams I must be a cow 
I must be the cow that killed you 

All this unspoken poison caught in the apple of my throat has choked me 
I could not swallow without your kiss 
For years I was a stasis of paralyzed words 
                                  with no prince to pull me from this glass coffin 

India Wilde Nineteen Bombe Theorem Paper 
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When the war found me          I was a stutter of language no one understood 
The perfect candidate to decipher the garbled speech of battle that surrounded me 
I spun the German Enigma Code out of my DNA 
  called that understanding  
Like everything I ever loved it crumbled to dust at my touch 

In 1952          the Bombe I’d built to destroy languages was in the hands of every ally 
And for the second time in my life          Christopher 
Someone          Christopher          actually smiled at me 
Christopher          I only smiled back because he reminded me of you 
                           He was nineteen and less than half the sum of my years 
                           He stole my furniture and the physics book that used to be yours 
Everything of you gone in his arms 

When I reported the theft to the police 
He told them of the trespass of my lips 
                     how we pressed the accents of our desire against each other in the dark 
                     all the little secrets of my body that I’d never spoke aloud 
And the country I went to war for was so threatened by my sex          they took it from me 

Oscar Wilde          Bitter genius queen of British Literature 
                             Famed almost as much for his sex as his wit 
                             Imprisoned by history for his equal love of men and art 
They named a law of destruction after him 
No matter how important the voice to history 
if the tongue pronounces love to its own gender 
they may choose between a life in prison as a man or a body 
                                               imprisoned with chemicals instead of gender 

Christopher          I chose the chemicals 

Theorem India Apple Wilde India Manchester Bombe Theorem India Apple Lethal 
India Wilde Nineteen Bombe Theorem Paper 

You wouldn’t recognize the code of my body now 
                                    the stuttering growth of my breasts 
                                    this thin excuse for hair 
The chemicals’ desperate desire to legitimize my love 

I stepmothered some arsenic into an apple 
rather than wait for the chemicals to eat away what little of me remains 

The first bite of my patriotism was for my mother 
Let her think me accident or murder 
Never the weakness of my flesh 
Never the fractured grammar of my mind 

The swallow was for me 

There is a war in my body that I am losing 
I will not be taken prisoner 
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The Fix 

I wanted to build my arms into a home where you felt comfortable 
They weren’t big enough 
so I called them a lobby 
My mouth was a door that unlocked when you twirled my tongue counter clockwise 
Each key I cut for you was a work of art you lost in other mens’ pockets 

I tried to build myself more solid 
              tune out the echoes of plaster cracking 
                           the cringe of metal driving metal into wood 
                                           as you drove nail after nail into my flesh 
with no regard for my skeletal structure or artery placement 

The verb to fix can mean to repair or 
                                      to dishonestly influence the outcome of a game or trial 
              to fix can mean to inject yourself with a narcotic or to stay perfectly still 
It can mean to focus your eyes on something or 
                  to castrate an animal 

I was fixed by you somehow 
I’ll call it repair 

So focused on seeming stronger 
I failed to notice how weak I’d become 

I had built myself backwards 
A carefully crafted facade without proper support 
Stairwells leading nowhere 
My shoulders not level enough to hold you 
Windows to rooms no outside world should see 

I’m sorry you couldn’t stay here with me 
You aren’t the tenant I was built for and 
                                                             honestly 
you never took care of me the way that you should have 
      never bothered taking off your shoes before walking all over me 

Eventually you decided I was at best 
                                            a vacation home 
                                            a remote cabin to visit 
                                    when the gurgle of life grew too loud and 
                                    you needed a place to weekend or 
                                                                     summer with no responsibility 

Who cares if the spiders web the corners 
                 how inch thick the dust on my shoulders 

I let you do this 
I would do it again 
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I am a repeatedly abandoned building 
Even at the crash 
Even though I can see myself becoming splintered 
                                       foundation cracking 
                                       support all but gone  
I still lean in to kiss the wrecking ball 
                   even as it insists on swinging away from me 
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There Are Plenty Of Fish On The Sandbar 

I have waved away drink after drink from the high pitch giggle at the end of the bar 
He is too old to fin his hair that way 
         too mustache for kissing 
and nobody buys me drinks for conversation 

I take a PBR from the lonely shrug who sits next to me 
There is something familiar in his foamy head 
             nothing desperate about the way he wraps his tendrils around his mug 

Once upon a bar  he says  I could swim in all the beers strange men bought me 
                                                  float in the succession of ring wrapped arms 

He never smiles 
He knows I’d dance with him if I thought he’d appreciate it 
So I smile for him 

Gigglefin darts his way down the bar 
confusing empathy for a bidding war 
He flashes a yellowed smile of hope 

I buy the next drink myself 
because I need something to call my own 

The flash of my wallet scares away all but the bartender 
who lingers his fingers in my palm when he gives me change I don’t want 

A procession of jellyfish men backwash their ale in my profane mouth 
                                            welting my skin with their desperate stings 
I drink in their poison 
  pretend to savor the taste 
                           how they grind their thick wallets against me on the dance floor 
                                          slam me against the glass of the DJ cage 
                                                       the way I pretend I like it 

Gigglefin rushes to defend me against someone who was never a threat 

Doesn’t he know jellyfish are immune to their own toxic touch 
and so gather in frolicking clouds of painless sting dance 

I am still welt but smiling 
All these forgettable faces blurring by me 

Sharks in the water attack with purpose 
                                       for hunger 
                                       for defense 
                                       never for sport 

Jellyfish infect everything not jellyfish they touch 
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It’s the bartender who lands me 
                                 smacks me with a barley kiss 
                                                  to wash out the taste of my own choke 
It is given without pain or expectation 

I feel my legs wave out from under me 
                             as he grabs my tendrils with his own and 
                                 I surrender to the tide 
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If I Were To Hold Your Mouth To My Ear 
Would I Hear The Ocean Giggle Or Cry 

From the Associated Press: Though already technically engaged, Scott Napper took his fiancée, who he’d 
met online, to Proposal Rock, a popular romantic destination on the coast of Oregon. While on his knees, 
the rock was overtaken by a giant wave, and his fiancée, who already referred to herself as Mrs. Napper, was 
swept away. Napper says he prays every day for her to be found, but her remains have yet to be recovered.  

From the comments page on a news article about the story on CBS.com: 
I wonder if they will use this one on the E-Harmony commercials. 

(posted by shanev137 at 11:42 AM : Dec 05, 2008)  
she’s swimming back to the philippines... in the stomach of a shark. 

(posted by notmudrose1 at 12:04 PM : Dec 05, 2008) 
I always knew little philippino women made the best mermaids. 

(posted by notmudrose1 at 01:22 PM : Dec 05, 2008) 
She must have been a sinner or God would not have drowned her. 

(posted by mrs_premise at 02:06 PM : Dec 05, 2008) 
LOL foolish peasant, prayers dont work- this same god is the one who created the wave to begin with, so 
praying to it isnt going to help, as you found out amigo! 

(posted by newster1 at 03:26 PM : Dec 05, 2008)  

 
You arrogant barnacles 
cling to your leper faith 
as if it could keep you above ground 

Your stillborn smiles will catch 
in the razorwire blink of God 

Poseidon has no need for more mermaids 
                    no use for sin or 
                              your blasphemous wit 

The ocean is vessel 
                    not vassal 
for the passage to death 

And you 
       you shark-finned remora 
              will be punished with a blowfish to your larynx 
so no god will hear your cries 
as you and your prayers are waved back into the sea 
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Legacy Virus 

I want to feel the tide pull through me, like a woman drunk in sin 
I want to feel the fish swim through me, let the water take my skin. 

—Jeff Buckley, “I Never Asked To Be Your Mountain” 

Oh, mercy mercy me 
Oh, things ain’t what they used to be 

No, no 
Where did all the blue sky go? 
Poison is the wind that blows 

—Marvin Gaye “Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology)” 

The voice was the poison in his DNA 
                      the fix that broke daddy forever 
Left him orphan faced in a shotgun shack 
              flailing in the tub 
Green eyed stick figure with red ink dribbling down his chin 
Jeff Buckley          grace boy splashing in his father’s shadow 
                            too fucked up on legacy virus to record that second album 
                            took a break at Mud Island Harbor 
                            hopped fully clothed into the river 
                            singing Take me away 

I understand fear of failure 
                    fear of heights 
But drowning should feel natural 
We are born in fluid 
            conceived from fluid 
Water like enclosed spaces should seem womb like and comforting 

I’ve always been secure in floating at water’s will 
Loved kayaking 
          canoeing 
My father taught me to sail by steering us into the center of a lake 
                                              slipping overboard 
                                              swimming to the shore he said I should follow him to 

When I was thirteen he took me white water rafting 
I will never forget the exhilaration of hitting the first class four rapid 
                                                   when the raft capsized 

I floated Zen to the nearest shore 
I didn’t see my father go under 
                 the water loving him more than air 
He drowned 
                    until our guide pressed his luck against my father’s chest 
His kiss like fire bringing oxygen back to his lungs 

My father said the last thing he remembered was the blinding white tunnel of foam 
                                                                         his dead father’s outstretched hand 
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Marvin Gay Sr. never left his son wanting more father 
                        envied the voice that rose from the choir 
                                                drowning out his sermons 
But grew to despise the post coke binge paranoia 
                              motel televisions pulled apart but the voices weren’t in there 
so when Marvin Junior said Daddy I want to die 
                                          I just can’t seem to kill myself 
His father said If that’s what you want 
                      Give me the gun 

Last year I was unemployed 
                       living park bench to friend’s couch 
                       too embarrassed to tell even family 
              my father tracked me down via phone calls to friends 
                             offered me money and a place to stay 
              I didn’t need his help 
              I was drowning 
              It felt natural 

I am a barnacle man 
Dreams of comfort 
Nightmares of failure 
Waves crashing my sanity against the very rock friends I try to cling to 
                              eyes of surrender 
                              heart drowning logic 
I am searching for my father’s outstretched hand 

Jeff 
Marvin 
The face in the river pulling trigger is our own 
Our fathers never loved us any less than we wanted 
Our legacy is death because everyone’s legacy is death 

Jeff          the tide won’t wash away DNA 
Marvin    you can never snort your way safe from daddy’s prying eyes 
Put the wake down 
Swim away from the gun 
We need your music more than your elegy 

Float back to this side of the river and put root down 
                                                         find love in the faces of the living 
Write us lullabies we can sing to keep our children from drowning 
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Why Bunny Ears?  Why Cake? 
for Gabrielle Bouliane 

The ship has been sinking since before we boarded 
but the band plays so beautifully sometimes 

It would be a shame to miss the last song 
There will be no encore 

I don’t know the lyrics 
like I don’t know the violinist’s names 

The music is sweeter when the instruments are strangers 

Music should be trivial 
Not unimportant 
Just the angle of snowflake you can’t sketch precisely 
       the perfect riff of summer ballad thrown from a passing car 

Trivial is that yes woman’s staccato proclamation 
Doesn’t matter if it’s confession or sin 

Memories without cameras are beyond saving 
Negatives fade 
Ink runs 
I can be four words into a sentence and forget what point I was trying make 

Right 

There are things beyond saving 

You 
You with the very this second haircut and the yesterday glasses 
You with the fuck it all chin and whatever eyeroll 
        stop pretending the chorus is too gentle for the bassline 
                                the melody too dissonant for your shoes 

This is the last song 
You are waiting for a ballad that isn’t coming 

See how the videographer big booty ninjas through the crowd 
      how she balances her camera with her bunny antennae 
She is a dirty riff of a dancer 
She is a phalanx when you’re searching for tongue 
She can dance while filming 
and not an image will jiggle 
but she will          oh god         jiggle 
      she will jiggle you wanton 

Tonight is everyone’s cast party curtain call 
The cake tastes like whatever sin you most need absolved 
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You are the only one with no cake in your hands 
The videographer is covered in crumbs 
Thick frosting of fuck off on her lips 
She is so fucken delicious in that red goddamned dress 

Here’s what she is leaving 
Here’s why there is cake 
Here’s the dirty that bass riff is reaching for 
Here’s every dance floor confession buried under loud house music 

Hesitation is the root of all evil 
The road to failure is paved with it 

It doesn’t matter what the lyrics say 
                          how the lead singer’s voice cracks falsetto 
                          how the drummer voted for a politician you don’t agree with 
When the music plays          dance 
When the scuffed face of the dance floor brightens under disco ball earrings 
                                                                             dance 

If God wanted you to spend your life chaste 
he wouldn’t have set the temperature of your blood so close to fever 
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Sick Days 

Back when sick days were saltine and ginger ale 
Soap opera afternoons filling out crossword puzzles until the fever broke 
My father used to rescue me from three hour church pew sessions 
                            take me fishing 
                            give me sermons between casts 

What’s your favorite Bible story? he asked when I was nine 
The story of Noah I said 
He sighed and asked Because of the animals? 

The animals were incidental 
I loved the possibility of starting over 
When the world gets too complicated 
You can take the bare minimum of good things 
Drown the hell out of everything else 

Water cleanses 

Dad’s flood came shortly after my twelfth birthday 
He left my mother and me behind 
     followed a seventeen year old siren out into The Atlantic 
I hope he learned the other fish in the sea are barracudas 

I miss the days of mint thermometers 
                       when fluffed up pillow afternoons with too many blankets 
didn’t come with the shaking of friends’ heads 
                          the doctor’s reassurance that I was lucky this time 
but from now on I had to be more careful 

The needle’s steel tongue kiss bringing back Beta Max memories 
Parades of men with cocktail napkin names like Michael or Jonathan 
Phone numbers etched into matchbooks 

I can’t stand the recognition in motel clerks’ eyes 
                                           so I wait out in the Volvo 
while tonight’s daddy scribbles pseudonyms in the sign in book 
                                 pays in cash 

Tonight’s trick has a porn star moustache and a latex allergy 
Which may explain the red Braille trail on his thigh 
Either way it’s an extra two hundred dollars for the risk 

Sickness is Xanax lines before grocery shopping 
                 baggy clothing and too much patchouli 
in hopes that some Stepford wife with three kids and four different types of detergent 
                                           won’t stare at me in the cereal aisle 
trying to calculate if the digits in my spine 
                                             correspond with her husband’s credit card number 
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They’d never understand that it’s not personal 
                                      this is a job 
                                                like billing welfare families for hospital visits they can’t afford or 
                                                      putting down puppies without homes 
The wages are high because this is a job no one wants 

Every morning I try and atone for my sins 
                               sitting in the marsh where my father and I fished 
                               letting the greenheads shed the flesh I have left 
                               watching even the stars distance themselves from me 
as I wait for just one Michael or Jonathan to make good on 
                   their promise of Happily Ever After 
so I can finally leave Savannah 
                       follow my father out to sea 
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My Mother’s M.R.I. M.O. 

Working most of her life 
in hospitals My mother learned the science of making people feel 
comfortable in unfamiliar environs She was used to 
seeing people at their worst 
Patching them up with a smile and waving goodbye 

She took her work home with her 
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Graham Is At The Top Of The Food Chain 

Ignoring the mess i’ve made 
in my sickness Flinging laundry at the wall 
Maybe hoping to kill some errant germs Brian and graham 
wake me up and begin 
teaching me to juggle The key to 
juggling graham says is to achieve mastery of the sixth sense 
which is not esp but balance 

I am a wretched juggler 
Balls Pins Beanie babies prove too difficult for my trembling hands 

Brian gives up 
early Graham tries to steady me Teach me how to 
focus on just this one thing 
I forget there is a world besides the two of us 

these tennis balls wrapped in duct tape and the music 
floating up from downstairs Where brian is 
pounding out the first section of für elise 
over and over Graham and i push him aside and improvise 
a quick duet If i could i would 
add some words 

When we are bored 
of music and juggling and my sick house 
When we have taken all the sounds from my grand’s eighty-eight keys 
When 
i’ve come to terms with the reality 
that my voice is shot and i may never sing 
again We decide to drive to a bookstore 
Our trip is slow 
over white ice black ice and the occasional curb 

Brian wonders aloud if 
graham’s driving will kill me before the virus 
inside me I sputter out a laugh 
A starved static thing Graham does not find 

the humor In the fittingly titled border’s 
we each go our own way Brian to 
religion Graham 
to linguistics I 
to poetry We reunite 

in the gift section Brian asks You’re not really buying that 
leather bound 
blank book Are you graham? 
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Why not? graham asks 

And the great vegan carnivorous dance ritual debate begins 

How many cows have to die? brian asks 
Cows counters graham 
are born to die Here 
i make croaking throat sounds 
and gasp We are all born to die For a moment 
there is silence 

Brian breaks it 
You can kill them Eat them Wrap your words in their skin 
because some man with a god complex decided 
when and how they should die? 

Damn straight 
graham says I can do whatever i want 
I am at the top of the food chain 
People are going to kill them regardless of what 
i do The least i can do 
is make use of their sacrifice 

But― brian says Graham says but nothing You wouldn’t want them 
running free 
would you? 
There’s no safe place for them 

India I wheeze 
In smug silence 
Each lost 

in our own thoughts We trudge to 
graham’s trendy suv Brian makes fun of 
the rust built up around the wheel wells In the car 
we hurtle insults at graham’s driving I think 
you two can either shut up or get out and walk 
We shut up 

We make a quick stop at the 7-11 
to pick up ice cream and soda Up at the register graham is 
arguing with the teller I mean what the fuck? Why can’t i 
cash my lottery tickets 
past 10:30 at night? These damned machines with their y2ks 
We need more things that run on batteries 
Rayovacs in particular work really well in my guitar And adam 
weren’t you going to buy some cherry coke? 

Brian stares intently and says shhhhhh 
Hearing that my laugh is turning into the chokes of someone 
who really is dying 
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They take me home where we open up 
three pints of ice cream Grab three spoons Engage 
in a creamy communist ice cream 
social Delving into each others’ thoughts and food 
for them I remark how odd this night has been 
and begin to write about it 
Brian glances over my shoulder to read this and screams horrified 
This poem is full of lies I go on writing 

We spread out like germs in the room 
Brian in the kitchen Eating and reading Me 
in the dining room writing and reading Graham 
in the den juggling and eating All 
our lids are heavy 
as we wordlessly finish our ice cream The playlist is on random 
So are our thoughts 

Brian flips 
through the al qur’an and old testament 
of the bible Did you know 
he asks if you start at just the right point 
in the original hebrew version of the old testament that the first 
letter of every fiftieth word spells out yahweh? 

What graham asks Dropping the tennis balls Does god have to do 
with technology 
balance 
ice cream or 
writing 
in leather bound blank books? Again our conversation freezes This tumor 
Silence will surely kill us 
faster than the virus inside me 
so 
in a stunning lack of talent and judgment I pick up 
the tennis balls Begin 
my futile attempt to juggle And try to sing again 
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A List Of Words I Overuse Get Caught In The Ventriloquist’s Fist 

Every week the same tone deaf drag queen clutches the microphone like a Grammy and 
                                                      warbles out his unique version of 
                                                                        The Girl From Ipanema 
The band has stopped asking him if he’d like to try another song 

When the drummer pointed out that the second verse was not nonsense words 
But rather the first verse untranslated 
And that after five years of singing it at every open mic 
                                     he should probably try and learn all the words 
The drag queen streaked him a methamphetamine smile and 
                        said I don’t speak Ipanemese 

The band members didn’t know what to say 
The audience members had too many contrary opinions 
so they all agreed that from now on 
                           they would repeat the word rabble over and over 
                                                                               when they had something trivial to say 

Last Tuesday Larry told me that 
in 1967 Mick Jagger said he’d rather die than 
                                              spend the rest of his life singing (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction 
Larry has told me this every Tuesday since 1992 

When the show was over you wrote a series of hands on a napkin 
                                             crumpled it into a meteor and 
                                             hurled it at my heart 
The angles were all wrong 
You struck my eyes 
but I couldn’t see your point any clearer 

Drawing a series of hands in fingerspelling poses 
                                       is like reciting a wedding toast in binary 
The novelty is mostly rabble 

You tell me that was your intended message 
                   that my voice is an improper thesaurus for my thoughts 
It is the first thought you’ve ever expressed in my language 

My appreciation is just a series of rabbles you dismiss 
by saying middle finger over and over 

I draw a heart in the condensation from my well nursed whiskey pint 
You tap out a response in Morse Code 
I shrug 

You say Trees shake off their leaves when they need them most 
                                                                                      for warmth 
I say I don’t understand 
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You say The ocean advances and recedes 
advances and recedes 
The sand will always be okay 

I ask Are you leaving me? 

You get up 
You walk not towards a particular destination just 
                away 
I don’t understand your message exactly but I rabble the intent 
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The Universal Language 

Your last lover was a linguistic major who  
                       knew how to say  
                                you will never live up to my expectations in  
                                sixteen different languages 

On our first date  
you flipped through the catalogue of The Blah Blah Blah School of Language  
      crossed out each one I was forbidden to speak 

I told you I was fluent in Lonely  
You laughed in Braille  
I wasn’t kidding 

Lonely is the closest thing there is to a Universal Language  
It’s why strangers invest so much time trying to translate  
the language of Passive Aggressive into the text of Fuck 

You say I wish we’d talk more in Silence  
I keep apologizing in Twenty Dollar Bills 

I’m fluent in Lonely and all the other Romance languages  
                   Latin  
                   Spanish  
                   French  
                   Fist 

I speak Pidgin Nail Gun and  
           just enough Plaster to ask for directions and order take out 

Last night you called me an asshole in Avoidance  
                      refused to listen to my Ice Cream explanations  
so I called your friends for advice  

None of them spoke anything but Curtains 

I got so tired of your friends telling me that my heart was in the right place  
that I had it moved a quarter of an inch to the left 

Our love is like that television commercial where five rhinoceroses rhinosceri a rhino a rhino a 
rhino a rhino a rhino and a parakeet sit on a tinfoil blanket playing Chinese Checkers when a 
rhino sneezes and the parakeet picks up a feather duster and stabs him through the eye then the 
screen goes black and in bright white text it says The Plexiglas Savior Opens His Hotel Room 
Arms 

The Tower of Babel is a beautiful nightmare 

I will never find the words to make your skin fit properly 
                         a dialect to make your past disappear 

I would be content just to find a language where a sneeze doesn’t sound like asshole  
                                                               where I love you doesn’t sound like save me 
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Do Not Read On Medication 
(The Bitter Love Edit) 

This is not a poem I want you to read . I want you to be sleeping . safe at home . Not thinking  . 
Why is he writing poetry about me? . This is not an i don’t want you to read this poem . This is 
a write it down . stick it on your fridge door poem . Put it next to your day calendar . and your 
kids’ fingerpaintings . so you have to look at it . every day before you eat your scrambled eggs 
with cheese and grits . This is an omelet . I am mixing words and thoughts not found in natural 
foods . This is a pie . with cherry cream cheese frosting . baked at 475 degrees Fahrenheit . on the 
one Sunday in November that your favorite football team isn’t playing . But this is not a food 
metaphor poem . Life isn’t like a box of chocolates . Life is like a mosquito . with the malaria 
virus . No one knows its purpose . but it’s here and it kills just the same 

This is an immortality poem . It will ring in your ears for the rest of your life . But in a split  
second . you won’t remember what i was talking about . You weren’t expecting this . What were 
you expecting anyway . This is not some preconceived . preordained . prehistoric prose piece . 
Nor is this some Norton Anthological . logical . topical . tropical . nominal . nominate it for a 
Pulitzer Prize reading poem . This is a cliché infested . bullet proof vested . time untested . time 
killing collage . This is a brain to pen canal . with one damned dam . and a little Dutch boy . 
whose finger is much more interested in what’s inside his nose than of stopping this tirade 

Good grief . This is babbling on . in a nonsensical . non sequitur . self indulgent . self defeating . 
deprecating . defecatingly incoherent . inconclusive way . I don’t know how to contain it .       
constrain it . restrain it . refrain it . maim it . tame it . hang it up and frame it . maybe even shame 
it into telling me what its purpose is 

This is to let you know that I won’t kiss you first . unless you ask me to . but I’m certainly not 
against you kissing me . In fact . it’s all I’ve been thinking about since you walked in the room . 
The thought didn’t follow you out the door . Instead the thought kept growing . So did I 

This is a sexually repressed . sectionally regressed . segregationally depressed . structurally      
impaired stress out . This is that split second . where you catch someone with your eyes . and in 
that moment . you live your whole life with them . But let them pass down the street without 
even getting their name 

This is a no boundaries poem . I don’t know where to put it . It can’t be an introductory poem  . 
You would surely think I was some sort of raving lunatic . which may be exactly what I am . But 
it can’t be a goodbye poem . I don’t want you to leave . I have abandonment issues . How could 
you look me in the face after tearing me apart? 

This is definitely not a bitter love poem . Pining with loss . or searing with anger . This is not a 
sweet sonnet . I don’t have the patience to rhyme . the strength to seduce . or the audacity to sing 
it . If I could . I wouldn’t sing your praise kiss your fingers linger on your lips This is not an I 
love you poem . I don’t know who the fuck you are  
 
This is an obsession . Not a petty obsession . or a Calvin Klein obsession . This is a Nikki    
Giovanni I love you because it is the natural order of things obsession . eternally running its 
hands beneath a faucet . This is fighting the compulsion to scream . I want to cry your name 
from the rooftops of Denver . Write it on the Great Wall Of China . using every square inch 
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This is not a poem for your name . I wrote this for my happiness . and my therapy . Yes I really 
could care less that you’re sleeping in someone else’s bed . telling them the same I love you lies 
that you told me . This is not an Alanis Morissette song . I’m not a mess . I just don’t want to 
talk to you anymore  

This is a phone hangup . a personal hangup . a very very bad pickup line . This is amazing how 
quickly I can fall in love with someone . who might not even be able to spell love without a        
dictionary . Nevermind use it properly in a sentence which includes my name 

This can’t be good for my self-esteem . Best to move on . move away . move your bowels . move 
your moneymaker . Move over . This is a noxious emission in a crowded elevator . with your 
bride to be . and the high school crush you haven’t seen since graduation . Today is your       
wedding . to the girl you settled for . when you really loved him . but didn’t drink enough milk to 
grow spine enough to tell him 

This is the day you left me . I locked myself in your room for ten days . and smoked the rest of 
your cigarettes 

This is an I’m finally going to write you out of my system for good this time . and never let you 
back in independence day song . that I will sing . as I break free from my shackles . and run with 
the clichés and my momentum . to an I hope happier place 

This is getting insane . That’s ok . This is a solitary confinement poem . wrapped in a white suit 
with sleeves that tie in the back . This is a rubber room confessional . to a big bearded bastard 
who taps his pencil while I talk . and rolls his eyes when he thinks that I’m not watching . This is 
a waste of both our times . I need to stop doing this . Stop torturing myself . Stop this insanity  . 
and start over 

This is not a poem I want you to hear . But maybe if you’d listened to it . We’d still be together 
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Sometimes we are asked 
to get good at something we have 
no talent for, 
or we excel at something we will never 
have the opportunity to prove. 

Often we ask ourselves 
to make absolute sense 
out of  what just happens, 
and in this way, what we are practicing 

is suffering, 
which everybody practices, 
but strangely few of  us 
grow graceful in. 

—Tony Hoagland 
“Self-Improvement” 
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Follow The Yellow Brick Smile 
after Disney’s Return To Oz 

Everyone remembers our first encounter fondly 
Whirlwind love affair sounds so much more elegant 
than getting carried away by a tornado of good intentions 

I called you a munchkin because you were small and childlike 
I called you a scarecrow because you loved to play dumb 
When we fought I named you tin woodsman 
Of course I referred to you as the cowardly lion when you left me without saying goodbye 

You thought I touched you like a terrier 
pedestalled you as the wizard 

The more I told our story the more I realized you were Dorothy and 
                                                                                   everyone she encountered 

I was Oz 
         a mythical shelterland concussed into your reality 
You loved how no one else in your life believed that I was real 

Our story is more wrenching when we focus on the love instead of the economics 
Silver is more valuable but red looks better on the screen 
So let the world think you left me for love 
     let the fair weather fans think our story ends there 

The world forgets that after the tornado 
                                    after Uncle Henry and 
                                            Auntie Em kissed their Thank Gods into your brow 
                                    you came back to me 

This time The Scarecrow is king 
This time The Yellow Brick Road has been jackhammered apart 
This time the emeralds have been dug out of the city 
                the munchkins turned to stone 

In your second trip to my arms you are the Clockwork Army 
I must wind you up to get you to think 
I must wind you further to get you to speak 
I must wind you all the way to get you to move 

Our second story is more frightening 
                              less memorable 
                              just as real 

I am still as flesh as the doctors you lie to and 
                                                      lie to me about 
        still just as mappable in the daylight as I am in your dreams 
Every lie you ever attributed to our history is a grain of sand you placed between us 
You named it The Shifting Sands 
                      The Deadly Desert 
        tell your doctors and friends it will turn you to sand if you ever set foot in it 
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It is just a desert 
I am just a landscape 

You are just a series of memories committed to paper 
             a therapist’s case study in social disorder 

When the windows rattle in the night 
you pull the quilt of your new lover’s arms around your stomach 

When you wake in the irons of morning 
you will tell the body next to you that your restless sleep was dreamless 
                                                   that you were not whispering my name in the night 
                                                         it was just the wind 

This is the grain of sand in your slippers that will lead you to rip them apart 
There’s no place like comfort 
            no home to go back to 
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Post Tot Naufragia Portus 

when you grow up in a town called Sandwich . you quickly grow tired of all the wiseasses who 
ask . which part of town are you from? . Grilled Cheese . or Peanut Butter and Jelly? 

these people didn’t understand . that every part of Sandwich is the same . Sandwich                  
Massachusetts is a bread sandwich . a white bread sandwich . city of pretty glass without        
function . this candy dish town with a funny name . where spring purrs like a cat with a stomach 
full of yellowjackets . freshly mowed lawns smell like burning fuses . this is where the next       
teenager will combat peer pressure with target practice . while snowbirds peel saran wrap off their 
windows 

Sandwich is defined by shipwrecks and seasons . autumn . when my parents’ marriage capsized in 
Lawrence Pond . desolation . when my first girlfriend buried her unborn child beneath the sand 
of Town Neck Beach . spring . when April showers flooded out the white steepled churches  . 
filled the oceans with May daffodils and June Hibachis 

I lived for summer . pavement blooming traffic jams . beaches so crowded that tourists childrens’ 
dreams were ground to the seaglass that native kids found . during the first field trips of           
September 

I couldn’t love this town alone . I needed strangers to show me how . so if I only have one month 
to live in Sandwich . give me August . when the sun scoured the white from our faces . painted us 
with shades of beige 

forget the ice cream and scallop shells . give me hurricane season . Gloria with her last gasp flood 
warnings . better yet give me Bob . a storm that threw sailboats into the arms of trees . so they 
could bask in the glory of their fiberglass saviors . Bob who swallowed waterfront property 
whole . pushed the high tide line into summer home basements . lifted the Sandy Neck       
Boardwalk out of its concrete moorings . and sailed it out to sea 

between hurricanes . when bored teenagers drank their cars into the oncoming traffic of suicide 
alley . and the elderly packed their skin full of tchotchkes and flew south . I floated like a sea         
cucumber between tides . this marsh life too familiar to leave 

Ryan begged me to leave with him . My first shipwreck boyfriend said he wouldn’t survive    
another season . I didn’t believe him . until I heard how he’d split his mollusk head open against 
the dashboard of a car . racing to the other side of The Sagamore Bridge 

he was buried in Sandwich . and so never escaped . I didn’t think I could love this town without 
him . I was wrong . I grew accustomed to the sting of salt in my eyes . the way this town’s name 
tasted like sand between my teeth . all these disasters that felt so familiar . I didn’t know how to 
leave this pretty glass harbor that had become . after so many shipwrecks . a haven 
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Where Is The Mango Princess? 
for Morris Stegosaurus who asked first before I did 

in a land overrun with philistine fruit . where looking glass angels are deaf blind and mute . a man 
dredges rivers using only a boot . with crocodile tears . and dreams burned to soot . for forty 
straight nights he flooded the planet . with sobs clogged with blood . and chokes split like granite 

his tune caught the ear of an eggplant detective . best known for his failure to heed the directive . 
that real private eyes don’t wax introspective . until the case has been closed . and the bill is       
collected 

Eggplant followed the tune to the Buttermilk Pier . where he found the foot flautist known as 
Peter McGreer . searching for peace in a fountain of beer . he picked the musician up by an ear  . 
said Whatever it is that you think you have lost . I will happily find it at minimal cost 

the once famous flautist named Peter McGreer . looked up from his fountain of unyeasted beer .  
and said . I have been searching a twelfth of a year . for the one thing I owned that I believed to 
be dear . if you find it I’ll vacuum my valley of tears . and give you my autographed copy of           
Shakespeare’s King Lear 

the eggplant promised he never would rest . until he had found peter’s true love.  The Mango       
Princess 

he searched through the pockets of twelve pairs of pants . and flossed between mandibles of red 
army ants . he scanned candy landscapes as though in a trance . learning the secrets that make the 
wind dance . he interviewed vampires . he conversed with the sharks . who terrorize tourists at 
white water parks . he even tried listening to the crackling of sparks . that are born from the     
friction of beak grinding larks 

for thirty two decades he was true to his word . waking up every morning completely assured . 
that this was the day Pete’s heartbreak would be cured . but day after day the sun reached its 
apex . and the eggplant who dreamed he was Elliot Ness . found only Atlantis . and the key to 
success 

I’m afraid . said the eggplant to Peter Mcgreer . that i have some bad news you may not want to 
hear . I’ve consulted with concubines . driveled with deer . heard so much contradiction . I’ve 
gone deaf in one ear . but I’ve finally solved this case I fear . though I’ve never been kissed . or 
been licked . or been fisted . though when true love advanced upon me . I resisted . I believe this 
snark hunting should have desisted . before my help was even enlisted . The Mango Princess? . 
she never existed 

thank you . said the flautist with improper inflection . you’re a credit to the profession of secret 
detection . Peter picked up his beer . and steered in the direction that all men follow . when they 
seek out perfection 

That night . he dreamed fiercely of pumpkin heads dancing with glee . under beautiful golden 
showers . of tea . and feta Formica . and the General Lee . He dreamed acres of Yoda heads   
vomiting Pez . and a carpet constructed of Masonite fez . and in a kitchen cabinet . behind green 
ham and eggs . with a smile on her face . and between her two legs . he found The Mango      
Princess . the beautiful Mango Princess 
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Swept Up 

Having dusted the shoulders of the prince 
Having mopped the sweat of his thrusting with my gown 
Having sewn shut his eyelashes with my kiss 
I am ready 

I read my story in his eyes 
                        hundreds of times before we even met 

I will run 
He will chase 

Fisher prince with wide net 
He will indiscriminately destroy coral families 
                                                 hundreds of floundering girls seizing from exposure 

I will not answer his knock 
                          should it come 
                          should he not have found some unfortunate curtsy with my face 
                                                                 some peasant smile with my breasts 

He tells the nation of the romantically remaining slipper 
                             how he will trawl every shack and hut for its mate 

This is public relations 
He crushed my other glass slipper beneath his lumbering boots 
      made me scrub off the stains of my own blood on the floor 
I am shoeless and fine now 
        sweeping the last threads of my tattered gown out with the leaves 
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A Flatlander Is Held Up By Mountain Men 
for Noj 

I keep my head pointed down 
                        so that later 
                                   when the police ask for the robber’s description 
                                   I won’t be able to identify a single feature 

I have a future to dream 
          a lover to go home to 
          White laces through silver hoops 
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Mad Libs For Poets Desperate To Seem Surreal 

Every name of season a common noun begins 
Maybe it verbs with an idea 
A promise of something you’ve always wished for 

Let’s call celebrity name a pony 
Paint it color and dress it in adjective wonder 

The problem with name of word game is the lack of substance 
The way the intangible concept dribbles down your body part 

Celebrity name used earlier isn’t a pony 
(S)he’s a animal beginning with a consonant 
Check gender neutral possessive pronoun for claws 
Ask gender neutral pronoun for their pulse 
Does it sound like a pop song you’ve always hated but know all the lyrics to 
Have you ever hummed it in the place you go to be surrounded by strangers 

The problem with name of word game given earlier is that it’s repetitive 
Despite the staggeringly large number suggesting infinity of options 
The plural nouns at the party all have the same frame of reference 
They all dance to the same internet meme 
They all leave blanks in the same location 

Dear Person You Would Write A Letter To 
philosophical rhetorical question beginning with How? 
Do you personal question? 
When the clever adjective suggesting metaphor men come for you in the time of day 
What intangible concepts do you passive noun 
into their common noun suggesting they’re a robot? 

When I name of activity you wish you participated in over fictional place 
Where the fantastical creatures verb and other verb 
I breathe in the something that can’t possibly be breathed in 
of your cool sounding body part 
I cradle it in my body part that can’t cradle anything 
Sing it a lullaby that sounds like a cool image to end a poem with 
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Someone Said 

Someone said poetry was art 
                                      like storytelling or conversation or flirting 
                     it rolled off their tongue 
                                  because to them 
                     the message was more important than the mode until 
Someone said poetry was art 
                                       like music 

They gave it a beat 
         arranged their thoughts by vowel sounds and consonance 
They sang it to their loves 
They sang it to the streets 
They sang it to their kings 
                   until some king or some queen or some scholar or 
Someone said poetry was art 
                                      like logic or literature 

They shackled it into categories 
                                 rhetoric                      romance            modernism 
                                 post modernism         surrealism          sestinas 
                                 sonnets                      rap                    hymns until 
Someone said poetry was art 
                                      like paintings or sculptures 

They hung them from their walls 
                          next to their Norman Rockwells 
Friends passing them on their way to the television room 
            were forced to either dismiss them completely or comment 
                              on their “depth” until in passing 
Someone said poetry was not art 
                                      but math 
                                      a finite set of answers to a  given question 
                                      few variables 
each simile assimilated into psychological profile 

Because poetry was neither art nor math 
                             but science 
                             an alkaline measurement of a person’s sanity 
                             less expensive than a doctor 
                             more damaging than medication 
            poetry had become a type of therapy 
                                         like counting down from ten or boxing 
                                                                                     or art 
I seem to remember 
Someone said poetry was art 
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They lifted it with their tongues 
                 to the ears of those who would not look at it on paper 
They enhanced the text with texture           
                                           tone and  
                                           timing 
They taught it to their children 
         sang it in their showers 
But dared not bring it out in public alone 
for fear of embarrassment or opinions 

Someone said poetry was art 
                                      like dancing or drama 
They shouted it from the street corners 
         brought it to their bars 
                             their museums 
                             their coffeehouses 
They commented on it 
         compared it 
         contrasted it 
         comprehended it 
         competed with it 
They called these competitions slams 

One day while slamming 
Someone said poetry was art at a price 
                                      peace 
                                      integrity 
Someone didn’t want to be known as a slam poet 
                                                        a spoken word poet 
                                                        an academic poet 
Someone just wanted to be a poet because somehow somewhere 
                                                               they thought they heard that 
Someone said poetry was art 
                                      like thinking or 
                                             living or 
                                             breathing 

to be limited to either page or stage 
would be like being forced to choose 
between inhaling and exhaling 
                                sure 
Someone said poetry was art 
Nobody bought it 
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Love Is Better Than A Warm Trombone 
after the Gomez song of the same name 

A warm trombone is better than a cold flute to the temple 
A cold flute to the temple is better than a symphony of angry hornets 
A symphony of angry hornets is better than taking him back 
Even if his tongue is better than chocolate 
Even if his arms are better than a wool blanket 
Even if his chest is better than beating my head against the wall 

An empty kitchen is better than his bedroom 
An empty cafe at closing is better than a night alone 
A night alone is better than a novel’s worth of self-examination 
My notebook is a better diary than my wrists 
My palms are better than taking him back 
A night alone is better than holes in my palms 
A clenched fist is better than a bird in the hand 
A bird in the hand is not worth the scarred palms of a frantic beak 
A quiet laugh at my own expense is better than silence 

Writing is better than taking him back 
Silence is better than taking him back 
An empty kitchen is better than taking him back 

A warm trombone slides easier than a frigid tongue 
                            doesn’t stick to solid surfaces 
Taking him back is easier than better than 
Better than is better than easier 

Empty hands are better than you’d imagine 
Reality is better than I feared it would be 
Fear is better than taking him back 
A straight line is better than an endless loop 
Froot Loops are better than Lucky Charms 
Superstition is better than bad advice 
A stomach full of ground teeth is better than his voice 
This empty bed is better than his fucken arms 

I do not toss like a boring salad 
I do not turn like his back 
I am not restless like a syndrome or a heart 

Being awake and alone is better than sleeping without him 
Sleeping without him is better than taking him back 
A mantra is better than a pillar of salt 
A trombone is better warm 
Warm is better than comfortable 
My heart didn’t come with a thermostat option 
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Mangel-Wurzel 
with apologies to Beckee and Tom Robbins’s Jitterbug Perfume 

February 
The never ending twenty-eight days 
The month for leaving lovers and patient bones behind 
                       running with the flesh and melting snow 

February 
The perfect crime 

I left Beckee on Valentine’s day 
  dumped her without telling her she’d been dumped 
As a gift I’d given her a stuffed teddy bear 
It was purple 
          the color of a common European beet known as The Mangel-Wurzel 
                            a vegetable believed to achieve the eater of it in achieving immortality 

I named the bear for the beet 
Mangel-Wurzel held in his hands his own unbeating heart 
which read available 
because now Beckee was 

Word got back to me that Beckee was oblivious to the meaning behind the word available 
                                                                        as she was to the origin of Mangel-Wurzel 
When she did find out 
we did not speak 
for an entire February of Februaries 

Even then we only spoke in whispers 
She told me how she’d cut the heart off of Mangel-Wurzel 
                                                            because she found it in poor taste 
From this I gathered that she’d never placed the heart to her tongue 
Any Fannie Farmer or Russel Stover will tell you 
the heart tastes like chocolate 
Why do you think they shape the box that way? 

Two years later she invited me to fly out to Wisconsin to visit her 
                                                             as a friend 
I accepted 
                                                             as a friend 

The moment I stepped off the plane 
       her presence grew from the shadow of a candle flicker flame 
                                   to the intense void of an inverse inferno 
as she shoved a book of hand written poetry in my arms 
cheerfully commanding me to read it 

The verse cried I love you more than word can say 
I cried Foul! 
Beckee cried as she burned the book 
flushed its ashes down into the Madison sewer 
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When she came out of the bathroom that served as her words’ crematorium 
                                                        we did not speak for an entire February of Februaries 
Our bones calcifying into stone 
Our face flushed the colors of the now heartless Mangel-Wurzel 
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Body Sulfur Potential 

Last night I kept a promise I couldn’t make 
                I caught your reflection in your mother’s eyes 
                  let it go 

Your memory the stone I skipped across inlets 
                      Precioso 

Your mother who used to call me Precioso and bake me sweetbread 
She didn’t know you called me Precioso when I held you 
Your body melting ice cream through my fingers 

Last night I told your mother she could keep your memory 
                                                            lock it in knick-knacks and photographs 
                                             when gossipy neighbors weighed the balance of sexuality and 
                                                                                                                    marriage 
                                             she could keep your memory straight 
                                                                                         obedient 
                                                                                         silent 

Her son who never loved me 
Your mother never sweetbread 
Your memory no longer Precioso 
when I told her your last rollercoaster wish 

You said you wanted your body burned to ink 
Enough to fill every book on my shelf 
But bodies don’t burn to liquid 
So your body was the paper we scribbled our names on 
                            thin 
                            reflective 
                           flammable 

You have always been paper 
               always smelled like the potential for fire 
Never combusting into catty comebacks 
Taking beatings because that was all some people had to give 

The last word your mother said to you was faggot 
She knew you were destined for flames 
               the virus was consuming you from the inside 
               her words left scorch marks on the bridge of your nose 

So you decided to be ashes 
Rebellion I never wanted from your lips 
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I never wanted you for your body 
but this morning I picked up the fact of your ashes 
                            couldn’t remember where to put them 
                          your last words were a rollercoaster 
We conquered our fear of rollercoasters together 
I don’t have you anymore 
All I have is what’s left of your body 

I want your memory 
           my religion back 

Precioso we are rollercoasters worth so much more than ashes 
              your name is sweetbread under my tongue 
              your photographs are melting ice cream 
              I want to break you out of your mother’s sulfur knickknacks 
              I would gladly give your body sulfur rebellion back 
                                                           for one more day skipping stones across inlets 
                                                                                      kissing ice cream off your paper lips 

Last night I kept the promise I couldn’t make 
                  baked your faggot sulfur potential into sweetbread she couldn’t swallow 
There will be no closed casket circus for a God you no longer trusted 

You did not sacrifice your body for her religion 
        refused to be buried 
                            between the father who beat you and 
                                         the mother you beat to the afterlife 

You survived just enough time 
        made just enough will to make your last words clear 
Here           
Mama           
If all I am to you is faggot 
Then watch me burn 
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Delial 
after Kevin Carter’s Pulitzer Prize winning photograph 

and Mark Z. Danielewski’s House Of Leaves 

I used to be able to stand steady without a tripod . everything sharp focus and crisp . you       
wouldn’t recognize me on the street . but you know my work . flag draped coffin in a freight 
plane . click . soldiers leaning tank eyed . laughing smoke . click  

I am familiar with tragedy . not the way your secretary’s husband is familiar at an office       
Christmas party . or the way a Billy Joel lyric is familiar in a grocery store . I am familiar with 
tragedy . the way birds are familiar with air currents . the way accountants are familiar with       
numbers 

it is my job to be in the wrong place . at the right time . when the civilian’s foot trips the        
landmine . click . when the tanks roll into Tiananmen Square . click . it is my job to record the 
worst of humanity . what everyone wants to study . but no one wants to live through 

I am a trigger . click . wide angled but focused . there is blood on my negatives . sure as there are 
chemicals on my hands . an American soldier point blanks an Iraqi civilian . I do not tremble . 
click . a child pulls the limp arm of his mother’s corpse from the wreckage of a commuter rail in 
Spain . I feel nothing . click . a woman in a burka is stoned to death for showing an inch of flesh . 
I am a rock 

I was in Darfur when I saw the child . insect lipped . sand eyed . belly distended . Delial . I don’t 
know how the camera found its way into my hands . click . I am a trigger . click . I am a vulture  

I called her Delial . knew I shouldn’t have named her . click . knew she wasn’t going to make it to 
the Red Cross tent . click . and really I was going to help her . click . it was too late to help her  . 
click . no one could have helped her . click . I was helping her . click . I put her face to a quiet      
genocide 

frame of reference . Delial’s death was not special . she is a tragedy . click . she is wrong place . 
wrong time . click . every newspaper carried the photographs of the end of her life 

Delial . for days after I took those pictures . I couldn’t decide whether or not to print them . for 
weeks after they ran across the front page of every newspaper in America . I couldn’t leave the 
house . for months after they won me the Pulitzer . I couldn’t sleep without dreaming . Delial . I 
don’t know why this moment . more than the tank in Tiananmen Square . click . more than the 
smoke in the burka . click . more than . Delial . I can’t stop shaking . I am a trigger . click . I am a       
landmine . I never should have named her 

frame of reference . I am zooming into the top right desk drawer . Delial . I am turning the key in 
the lock . click . I don’t know how the gun found its way into my hand . it just fit so perfectly in 
my frame of mind . I am a flag draped vulture does not tremble . I am the click of bullet into 
chamber . she is my legacy . Delial . she is my Pulitzer . belly distended . click . face of a        
genocide . Delial . I am a tremble . the gun is a tripod . she is a trigger 
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Robert Frost Considers His Netflix Queue 

My index finger hovers over the wireless mouse 
with pause and indecision 
In the background The television 
stutters out reruns of law and order and house 

I have but to choose a single flick 
worthy of ninety minutes of my time 
But i’m in no mood for mystery action or crime 
Comedy the only genre my finger longs to click 

Nothing quite so droll as national lampoon 
airplane or the naked gun 
But something seriously fun 

I may decide on brigadoon 
Though i’ve seen it hundreds of times already 
I’m just in no mood for anything too heady 
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Dysphemisms 

Wyatt Maguire’s mouth was so dirty you could see his breath in July 
His mouth was so dirty phone sex workers hung up on him 
                                    flies wouldn’t even lay their eggs in it 

That’s not why I wouldn’t kiss him 

In seventh grade he showed me how he could light a match using only his teeth 
I imagine his canines were carved from flint 
Certainly his tongue was barbed wire 
So many of us were impaled on it 

Between set changes of The Scottish Play I felt his tongue pierce the roof of my mouth 
I pushed him away 
Knowing he could never look me in the eyes and tell me he loved me 
as easily as he could belittle me between drags of his Parliament Lites 
His pupils dilating with delight at each flinch 
He called me a pussy 
His way of telling me he wasn’t interested in me 

Wyatt first caught my eye in English class 
when his giggling interrupted Mrs. Fitzgerald’s bland recitation of Midsummer Night’s Dream 
She flattened her too tight leather mini-skirt with her hands and said 
No Wyatt          Not your kind of fairy 
His eyes moistened into puddles of gasoline 
as he flicked his barbed wire tongue against his teeth 

Mrs Fitzgerald went up in flames two years later 
Her silicone implants not retardant enough 
to stop the wildfire speculation about her relationship with John Fredrickson 
The man they promoted instead of her gym teacher husband 

The day Mr Fredrickson left to become the high school principal 
Mrs Fitzgerald kissed him in front of her entire class 
Leaving a smudge of purple fuck me lipstick on his lips 
that would serve as the max factor in his messy divorce the following year 

Two weeks after the kiss 
Using the same hands that wrote Wyatt Maguire’s college recommendation 
Mr. Fitzgerald broke seventeen bones in his wife’s body 
before crashing her car into a tree and setting it ablaze 

Wyatt said she was lucky her body had been burned to the point of cremation 
as no mortician could ever manage 
to close her legs tight enough to fit into her coffin 
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Sirens Of The West Nile 
for Amanda at The Park Street House 

beautifully Buddha-posed . he sits . seeking guidance from the sirens . whose humming interrupts 
the silence of his daily meditation . fixed on these insects . as they inject their proboscises into his 
awaiting flesh . he receives his revelation 

I watch his eyes grow wide as the mosquitoes harpoon him . balloon into vampirous zeppelins . 
blossoming into awesome examples of misaerodynamics . feeding on his hemoglobin . before 
falling as crimson teardrops . on his white linoleum floor . death by overindulgence 

since our first kiss . I wished to grow drunk on his words . sunk deep into virgin love . with   
vacuous tenacity . believed I would never leave him . told him I wouldn’t . but now that I’m older 

I remember the sirens breaking through the silence of another night . the flight out of bed . down 
the street to his house . furloughs from sweet dreams . as ambulance beams shattered midnight 
romances . trances broken by the relief of a false alarm . or the grief of karmic repercussions . 
from ignored discussions of pain 

again and again . throughout our youth . blame falls short of speaking the truth . about the guilt 
that wilted our will to continue 

now . as the mosquitoes torpedo his arms and legs . swarming his warm flesh . I remind him .  
these insects infect us with diseases . one bite from these parasites can kill us 

he confides . he thinks mosquitoes are the reincarnated souls of suicides . condemned to deploy 
themselves to the sirens’ call of blood . until they destroy themselves . only to be re-reincarnated . 
a never ending cycle of the very thing they hated . fated to get their death wish for all eternity . 
this fraternity of hara-kiri clones keep on dying . and multiplying their pain with each successful    
mission . fission of the soul 

you must be kidding . I say . bidding him to laugh with me . he is serious . Asterius couldn’t be 
more sincere . asking god why we’re here . he answers me with silence . a nylon mask of serenity . 
surprising amenity from someone I’ve just insulted so much 

I reach out to touch him . to his credit he still stays still . I try and edit my words . as they drip 
from my lips and fill the space between us . ballerinas pirouetting off my tongue . I’m sorry . The       
compulsory phrase 

he gazes at his suicide stretch marked wrists . remnants of his despaired abyss . and this . this is 
where I wish I knew the words to speak to regain his trust . I must be crazy . he says . eyes ablaze 
again . there is no mend for the likes of us  

truth bends around us in shafts of forgotten daydreams . it seems there is no proper way to end 
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To Do List 
part one of Fireflies Dissolving, written for my first Cantab Lounge feature, November 2005 

written to be performed with Omoizele Okoawo (bold faced text) and Sean Patrick Mulroy (italicized text) 
anything both bolded and italicized was spoken by both Omoizele and Sean 

 

Monday 

Drop off videos at Blockbuster . Beat late fees . Leave work early . It’s okay . you’ll make it up 
tomorrow . Lunch with Beverly . Beautiful . Pick up Jeffrey from basketball practice . He looks 
tired . Order pizza . Pepperoni . Help with math homework . He’s so smart . Watch football . 
Tuck Jeffrey in . Sweet dreams . Fireflies . Go online . Porn . Make sure Jeffrey is sleeping . 
Check personal ads for responses . Sleep 

 

Tuesday 

Read The Onion . Funny shit . Schedule dentist appointment . Pain . Send time card to payroll 
department . They’re stealing my time . Drive by Beverly’s house . Make sure she’s not alone . Buy 
flowers . Stay late and suck up to boss . Pick up Jeffrey at Tae Kwon Do . Why is he so tired? .  
Make chicken patties . Am I feeding him right? . Help with his math homework . I hate math . 
Watch ESPN . Tuck Jeffrey in . Angel . Sit on couch and drink beer until asleep 

 

Wednesday 

Stop at supermarket before work . Buy donuts for the office . Buy Spaghettios . Buy Pop Tarts . 
Buy Oreos . Buy Sprite . Buy strychnine . Go to work . Open trunk . Look at donuts . Look at 
strychnine . Look at donuts . Look at strychnine . Look at donuts . Don’t do it . Meet Jeffrey’s 
bus . Help him with math homework . Why does this kid have so much math homework? . Cook 
Spaghettios . I should be making salads for him . Check e-mail while Jeffrey watches cartoons . 
Whores all of them . Tuck him in . I won’t let them get you . Angel . Drunk Dial Beverly . Bitch . 
Pass out with phone off hook 

 

Thursday 

Go to work early . Check status on promotion . Why is this taking so long? . Lunch with       
Beverly . Apologize . Cry . Apologize some more . Tell her you’ll give up drinking . Go back to 
work . Get paycheck . Not enough . Leave work early. Buy gun . Put it in the glove                   
compartment . Pick up Jeffrey from basketball practice . Drive by Beverly’s . Is that her sister’s 
car? . Pick up McDonald’s on way home . This can’t be good for him . Check the glove         
compartment . Still there . This math is too complicated for a nine year old . Start drinking . 
Watch whatever keeps Jeffrey quiet . Everything is so loud . Tuck him in . Angel . Sleep 
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Friday morning falsetto shrieks . The solar powered children play freeze tag while Jeffrey         
whispers sleep spells . As children of God we deserve a day of rest . I fold flannel pajamas into 
origami pianos . God gave me this skin to walk proudly in . I strut skinful with humble pride to 
the pickup truck . The glove compartment whispers Still there . Inside I pull dryer warm      
bathrobe over earned paunch . Swirl cinnamon profile of Beverly over white bread . Present it to 
the toaster virgin offering . BURN IT . The world is folded towels . Mother birds don’t neglect 
eggs . I toss Beverly to the blue jays . Kiss consciousness into Jeffrey’s burning forehead . Plead 
feverish son to gods of employment . There is only one God and he is angry . Feed DVD player 
poorly conceived formulaic animated drivel . Drape this pale Imitation of flesh in silk briefs . 
blended cottons . pants . silk shirt . tan blazer . Glide to chariot . Still there .  Peel out of      
driveway like wet skin . The streets staccato Morse Code guide me . Still there . Beverly’s house is 
stucco oasis . Tinfoil shimmer . Baby I’m sorry . Still there . I pass her house twice . Still there . 
Someone else’s beige Corrola . Still there . The lights are on and somebody’s home . How could 
she? . Turn back . Turn around one more time . Go home . Open the glove compartment . Open 
the glove compartment . Go home . Turn around one more time . Put down the gun . Pick up the 
gun . Pick up the gun . GO HOME . I am a pillar of salt . Sweat mingled tears stain shirt . Drop 
the gun . I toss the gun out the window . Fat mosquito . It flies into lawn ornament . Shot fired . 
Firefly dissolving . Go home . Go home . Call Beverly . Apologize . She doesn’t know . Ask if she 
can watch Jeffrey for a while . Someone needs to watch Jeffrey . Angel . I can’t go back . You are 
not your father . I can’t go back . He needs a father . I CAN’T GO BACK 
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Safety In Numbers 

5402867713498881992 begin pick up where you left off last time you tell yourself dial but 
n0body dials anymore you press ear 2 receive confidence and trail off fingers fumble 04 touchless 
t0nes of music ingrained in the press of faithless fingers 2 non judgmental cradle self on floor 
because you need some16174717643626500h can’t call again hang ups bites nail scratches arms 
messy room grinding teeth when asleep things g0 s0 0h well what can you do pick up self esteem 
4771044 crying out loud pick up the ph0ne pick up the ph0ne pick up the ph0ne you feel s0 
65566315084288422 begin pick up where you left off last time you will ever do this you tell 
yourself d0n’t do it now d0n’t dial but you really need 2 talk and deep inside you kn0ws twisted 
n0body wants 2 dial n0 excuses anymore n0 more calling you circular logic presses ear in2 brain 
receiver of in4mation useless can’t process can’t speak can’t breathe confidence stops this and 
trails off of thoughts rap fingers against table thoughts fumble 04 mind you are searching 4 
words hell0h operator first number of c0llect calls c0llect self esteem body is not touchless mind 
is not muddled with 4eign languages 9118605280462 speak in normal t0ne of voice clear throat 
chant music ign0re the fear ingrained in the hell0 press 4ward 0h god can’t breathe need faith in 
self and others less f0cused on pressing fingers 2 ph0ne need voice 2 sound non judgmental  
illnesses schiz0phrenia obsessive compulsive mathematical savant right words hell0 replace cradle 
when n0body answers questions consume self lying on floor when shaking hand because        
trembling voice hell0 falling from your lips like barometer of needs some1240179911 can’t keep 
calling obsessive staring at ph0ne again machine full of hang ups dangled hooks no bites caller id 
nails culprit self worth scratching numbers off ph0ne arms lovers with mock power ballads of 
fear messy complicated words room in scatter brain grinding gears ideas stuck in teeth like     
kernels of c0rn popped words out of mouth when brain was asleep walking through memories 2 
sheer 4 consciousness grasping 4 things b4 they g0 s0 very fast 0h operator give me any number 
you think is magic 3844400h well all numbers can’t be magic what you see you can change you 
do change learn 2 pick up self esteem love stop crying out in the night loud pr0tests d0n’t pick 
up the ph0ne pick up the ph0ne d0n’t pick up the ph0ne is the source of all your problems you 
feel begin when the ringing starts so shallow breathing like diving deep inside your self reaching 
the bends you in2 twisted logic that must be erased b4 you lose yourself in numbers 
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Communicative Properties 

A number plus or minus nothing equals itself 
A number times nothing equals nothing 
A number can not be divided by nothing 
Some numbers can’t be divided by anything except one and themselves 

I have never been any good at understanding the relationship between numbers 
I learned to solve math problems through rote memorization 
4x4 = 16x4 = 64x4 = 256x4 = 1024 

10:24 PM          Baltimore 
Men sashay by in prides of fives and sixes 
Dividing my thoughts with fear 
                                         stereotypes 
                                         the expectancy that i multiply 

Yearning factors in there too 
Baffling me more than the quadratic equation ever could 

Graham was my math 
I didn’t understand him but he fascinated me 

I would sit across from him in Geometry trying to discern the area of his pupils 
  dreamed of running my fingers through his hair 
                    discovering there were more follicles on his head than there are digits in pi 

Here’s the problem 
Graham and I were two parallel lines 
                             straight 
I had a girlfriend but didn’t know how she fit into the equation 

The battle of the sexes waged like a tennis match in my mind 
I loved tennis 
            the arc of the balls 
            the angle of the shot 
           the speed of the spin 

I loved tennis because of its relation to geometry 
I loved geometry because of its relation to Graham 
Men who love men are gay 
Tennis is a gay sport 
Calling anything a gay sport is a stereotype 
I hate stereotypes 
I thought I loved women 
But if a equals b and b equals c then a must equal c 

This is math 
In the midst of this confusion I sat Graham down 
                                                tried to explain how i felt 
He hasn’t spoken to me since 
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So what have I learned from this? 

The rules of tennis have taught me that love equals nothing 
The rules of math have taught me that a thing can not be divided by nothing 
The rules of life have taught me that some times other rules do not apply 

Two friends can be divided by love 
What’s left over is one man with a remainder of divided thoughts 
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“An Unfortunate, Isolated Incident” 

I have grown obtuse looking for the right angle for this poem 
With too many words to speak on the subject 
                                               for a long time I rendered myself silent 

Silence reigned on The Northfield Mount Hermon Gill campus 
                       when the newly appointed headmaster threatened to sue 
any student caught conversing with The Press 
about the “unfortunate, isolated incident” that soured their prom weekend 

Cut Cut back 

Seventeen year old student sits at desk 
                                              doing homework 
                                              listening to Queen when 
out of the doorway the bullets rip 
repeating to the sound of the beat 
                                                                                       he hears a knock 

Wondering what lies on the other side of the door 
                   is nearly always more fascinating than discovering the answer 
Ask any cat 
“Monty, I’ll take what’s behind door number two.” 
“Congratulations, you’ve won two dateraping future frat boys 
looking for someone to harass.” 
“So, you like Queen, huh? 
What’re you some kinda homo?” 

One word meaning same as 
as in homogeneous 
        homonym 
        homophone 

One word meaning also different from or  
                                     queer 

One word carved in seventeen inch block letters 
                           shoulder to shoulder on the back of a seventeen year old boy 

The media’s angle? 
A private liberal boarding school famous for its social activism and cultural diversity 
loses three students to an alleged hate crime. In the school’s only public statement, 
The Headmaster sends his condolences to the victim of this unfortunate, isolated 
incident and his family. 

Cut from the press release: 
This boy was not targeted for his sexual preference 
but his musical taste 

Sliced from The Headmaster’s statement: 
For three nights the victim laid his head on the same pillow that muffled his cries 
He did not speak about the attack to a soul          except his own 
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The Headmaster’s precious code of silence already intact 
until the silence consumed 
The victim knew he had to sing out 
for all the victims with scars they can’t show 
For all the Ellen Jamesians with their self-severed tongues 
he sings: 
 there are plenty of ways you can hurt a man 
 and bring him to the ground 
 you can cheat him you can beat him you can treat him bad 
 and leave him when he’s down 
 but I’m ready I’m ready for you 
 I’m standing on my own two feet 
 out of the doorway the bullets rip 
 repeating to the sound of the beat 1 

I have grown obtuse looking for the right angle for this poem 
          agonized over which is the most dangerous weapon 
The knife blade?          The ignorance?          The silence? 
The Headmaster?          The media?          No 

Cutting deeper than even the most modern laser surgery can ever hope to correct 
The most dangerous weapons in this or any story are words 

Please 
be careful how you choose them 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1-lyrics taken from Queen’s “Another One Bites The Dust” 
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Tinnitus 

the rumor that the Inuit have one hundred and fifty words for snow is not true . due to the  
structure of their language . the prefixes . the suffixes . the Inuit have an infinite amount of words 
for snow . and snow . and snow . the swahili language has only one word for boredom . it was 
created recently . several languages have no direct translation for the English word love . love is a 
useless word . so I understand why you never understood how I used it 

there are ninety-twelve hundred shades to the meaning of love . from . the pleasure of finding a 
perfect seashell . to . the way your neck felt in the crook of my arm  

you said that I never loved you . that everything we ever had was lust . I’m not often left          
speechless . I know you’re not one of the thirtrillion words for stupid that i know . our problem 
is that you see love and lust as binary . ones and zeroes with no shades of meaning before .    
between . or after them . since you could never hear the ninetyleven and ninety eight other 
shades . all my explanations sounded like rabble 

they say that when your ears ring . you are hearing that frequency for the last time . it’s the sound 
of a frayed nerve ending giving out . from that point on every middle g sharp will sound a little 
flatter to you . you will probably never notice this 

there are fifteen foursand things I would have liked to say . each time you and I said goodbye  . 
they all mean something like . fuck you . and something like . please don’t leave me . What they 
boil down to is . I’m sorry you were never able to be honest with me . though really I shouldn’t 
be the one apologizing . since it isn’t my fault . and fault isn’t exactly the right word there . but 
language is weak and cowardly  

I don’t want to name this feeling of losing someone over an inane misunderstanding of love and 
lust after you . you have already infected too much of my vocabulary . your name already too  
rabble . too reggaeton . too boredom . too snow  

I don’t speak a lick of any Inuit dialect . but I  understand that there is a difference . between the 
dusting that doesn’t accumulate . the thick wet white that blankets an open field . and the slush 
that soaks your socks when the melting begins . it can’t all be fucken snow 

but you said . you can’t stand to listen to me anymore . that my rabble doesn’t mean anything . so 
the last thing you heard me say . as i kissed you goodbye . not knowing anything was wrong . 
was . i love you . may those words ring in your ears . until you can never hear them again 
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Thirteen Ways Of Looking At My Grandfather’s House 

The telephone cord frays at the wall junction 

Half the clocks in the house wave their second hands 
                                                   back and forth between five and six 

The television wiggles its ears when he stomps in the living room 

The bathtub drips in nearly almost but no not quite 
                                          rhythm with the clicking refrigerator 

He bangs the radiator with a wrench he found in the pantry 

The s key on the typewriter shrugs too soft to mark paper 

Everything in my grandfather’s life is obsolete and malfunctioning 

His third wife slippers across the kitchen 
                                   from cabinet to cabinet 
                                   unable to recall what she’s looking for 

The carpet on the fourth stair is chewed bare and fractured 
though no one has been upstairs in months 

The half blind guard dog rarely makes it outside 

The glued together ashtray rests above the radiator 

The VCR and answering machine are only good for telling incorrect time 

The cellar is roach deep with old rain and 
                smells like the wet cigar he fell asleep smoking 
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The Passion Of The Bat 

There are nights you can’t sleep because your neighbors are partying 
or your roommates are fucking the walls down around you 

There are nights you can’t sleep because your mattress is too lumpy 
or your flight leaves early the next morning 

There are nights the phone won’t stop ringing 
                          the dreams are too vivid 

There are nights you can’t sleep 
because you can’t remember the last words your mother said before she died 

There are nights you can’t sleep because you can remember 
                                                            you do remember 

There are nights you can sleep 
                                      but you won’t 
because every hour you sleep another crime goes unpunished 
                                            another body to the morgue 

This is one of those nights 
The night a craving graduates to a crusade 
This is where orange meets gray and dusk is born 
This is Gotham 
            miles away from Metropolis 
            another world away from Superman 

I am Bruce Wayne 
        altruistic millionaire with a cool car and a bat suit 

Please don’t call me super hero 

I don’t dispense justice or vengeance 
Vengeance is for the weak minded 
Justice is a rainbow in an oil slick 
Clark Kent went blind trying to find the pot of gold at the end of it 

But at the end of the day Clark sleeps 
                                      Diana sleeps 
                                      Hal Jordan sleeps 
                                      even Jesus slept 
That’s when Judas turned on him 

I keep vigil until the signal goes up 
                  safe from dreams of Dick Grayson abandoning me to become Nightwing 
                                                 Jason Todd’s explosive passion 
When I feel lonely 
I clutch bullets to my Kevlar chest 
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While the papers call me hero or Dark Knight 
          the tights and cape crew mutter vigilante 
They invite me to their “Justice League” out of politeness 
         are shocked when I accept 

They think I’m jealous of their abilities 
                                               flight 
                                               super speed 
                                               strength 
                                   I’m not 

Unlike them 
I can claim my crusade as choice 
                                                 not birthright 
And I can buy gadgets to make me more powerful than any of them 
       I have money like criminals have bullets 
                 more than should be humanly possible 
but never enough to sleep at night 
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It’s always possible to wake someone from 
sleep, but no amount of  noise will wake 
someone who is pretending to be asleep. 

—Jonathan Safran Foer 
Eating Animals 
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Thirteen Stanzas On Your Contagious Depression 

When the alarm armageddons responsibility in like a new day of years and 
          intent rings a hangover of scheduled digits flipping eyelids 
When I have to roll over because the pillow is too bright and 
                                                  meow won’t stop door slamming morning into my 
          I know what fucken work soon time it is 
then I am done dreaming 

I don’t know who spilled morning into the empty you spot of bed or 
                     why it’s been four weeks 
since the mostly eaten rice on top of my television went crisp and inedible 
but there it sits 
                        like the last empty seat on the 57 bus 
                        surrounded by its less selective peers 

I know I will be later than the store hours sign promises 
            that some change hungry meter feeder 
will scream at me like you never existed 
                           like my name is Lazy 
                                                   not Damaged 

Every seat on this bus is my bookshelf 
                                     meticulously letterfied by color title size 
while laundry consumes my floor with no sense of shirts whites colors pants 

The man to my right is humming something like armageddon 
                                    brushing the bugs out of his hair 
                                                  not lice but 
                                                  hornets and moths 
                                                  brightly colored butterflies that burst like soapy wishes 
each time he waivers above a high A sharp 

His song will stay with me 
                                         past the flipping of the open sign 
                                         past the time clock and the breaking of lunch across my wallet 
                                         past the siren of threats from hundred dollar bills 
                                         past the liquor wish bar closing and the long walk home 
Every note your armageddon goodbye 
                 whirlpooling around my ears 
                 chattering my teeth 
                 vibrating my lips around apologies you don’t want and 
                                                                     I don’t mean 

I have given up soda and caffeine every day this so far year 
but spent hours of the last weeks wandering around convenience stores 
                        looking for juices I can swallow without choking back disgust or 
                                                                                                          your face or 
                                                                                                          that damned song 
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Every night I walk home from the Store 24 
                                      with a small bottle of apple juice and grapeade and 
                                              a two liter bottle of Cherry Coke 

I’m not good at quitting anything but cigarettes and friendships 
The only things I finish these nights are TV shows and drinks 
Never promises 

There is a stack of books I’ve been meaning to call you when the shelves bow smile 
But the phone is a pile of laundry I can’t pick up 

If I must have a tune on my lips like this morning 
give me the range to shatter oxygen 
            a tongue to lick the I miss you off my lips 
until a thousand locusts explode on to my you filled doorstep and 
        work crumbles pothole in this asphalt nightmare 
give me a beat to kick your teeth off this pedestal I’ve put you on 

Love is having the power to ruin someone’s day with a word 
                                                                       choosing not to 
Faith is silence in front of a Gatling eyed Herod 
The weightiest note in any movement is a rest 

Morning is an armageddon song lyric 
                  the gurgle of hot air rising bile pens 
                  churning stomach ink notes I can not hit when I’m awake 
but I reach for them anyway 
Droning around the melody like the empty bus seat between your ribs and your pelvis 
              until every breath is arm and 
                      every note is ged and 
                      every hope is don and 
                      I am just mouthing the words 
                                    hoping you won’t notice 
as I fall back on to the mattress 
clutching the thought of you 
like the unwashed fingers of sleep 
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42 
with apologies to the late Douglas Adams 

if Saul Bellow was correct . in his assumption that time was invented to end misery . then it 
should be safe to assume . that there is no time in bliss . which may be what Einstein meant . 
when he theorized that time seems to stand still . when you reach the speed of light  

light . ambiguous illuminator of truth and lies . international symbol of peace . joy . wisdom . and 
salvation . tunnel ender . headdress of the holy . existing simultaneously everywhere and nowhere . 
light is the greatest paradox . since the invention of time 

before I met you . I used to stumble from place to place . completely ignorant of time . if I was       
ignorant of time . and ignorance is bliss . and there is no time in bliss . then maybe I haven’t met 
you yet 

hello . my name is Adam . my love for you is vast as the universe . and just as incomprehensible 

there is a theory . that if anyone were ever to understand what the universe was for . and why it 
was here . it would instantly disappear . only to be replaced by something more bizarre and        
inexplicable . there is another theory that suggests that this has already happened . several times . 
all I know is that my universe changed the moment I told you I loved you . love d ? . you ask . 
just a moment ago you said my love was— . yes . vast as the universe . the universe . though ever 
expanding . is finite . ahhh . you say . I see you’ve been studying astral physics . and here I 
thought you’d spent the years since i left you . killing time . writing half truth poems about me 

I admit . I may have mislaid a few points . when I graphed the math poem . it’s also true . that 
watches have been known to explode . within ten feet of my love poems . that’s not the same 
thing as killing time . watches contain time . no more than poems contain truth . watches are 
dials . gears . pins . poems are just words 

the words you used . to push me away from you . hit me with such force . their inertia sent me  
spinning off crushes . rebounding off lovers . so fast . that I have become light 
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Portrait Of The Son 
all images taken from a walk around The Giving Tree Gallery in Sandwich, Massachusetts, August 1999 

Emerald forks over headless torso 
Moon comes to rest on its neck 
Craters hidden by Macaw feathered mask 

Wind lifts feathers like silk dragonflies 
Colors orbiting her head 
A wicked mobile 

Wind slaps cat tail into daffodil stamen 
Peeling back her petals like a scissor blade curling ribbon 

Grunts rain down on her in rapid sprinkler shots 
Shattering her head like glass 

Her wails climb a spiral stairwell to nowhere 
As the orange turtle head shoots streams of stars into her 

She tries to replace the moon with the portrait of the son 
She stares so hard 
the mask bursts into flame 

Is that what blinds her? 
Or is it the mud that oozes around her eyes 
as she sinks back into the marsh? 
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Leda Reclines 

Leda reclines 
smooth as a rollercoaster 
hashish of feathers on her wing cupped chin 

She is a static eyed bruise of beak chipped teeth 
          spitting stop sign flavored roses from her quivering no lips 

Leda built Greek column thick 
Corinthian curls of inverted please bells ringing please with every head shake no 

Leda 
         waddle legged teenager 
         whose mother called her ugly duckling 
         breasts like forgiveness if forgiveness were as open 
                                                                        as comforting 
                                                                        as every sinner hopes forgiveness is 
         optimistic cheekbones 
         vase-shaped expansion of torso 
         open toed smile 
Leda is everything too open 

(every perpendicular swimming swan appears to be watching her 
it’s the placement of the eyes on the head 
      the pitch feathered faces that shade the strips of lightning in their pupils 
      those calmly floating ballet lovers with their baseball player eyes) 

Leda remembers her mother’s cheesecake vision of 
                                             love and promises 
                          that inner-beauty trumps genetics 
                                 two hundred and forty pounds of flesh over anorexic heart 
                                                                                            spells beauty 
and some day ugly duckling will molt pretty Leda 

Oh 
mothers are the worst kind of liars 

(before the rise of science 
when religion floated oil heavy on our waterlogged brains 
people believed thunder came from the collision of cloud angry gods 

we were a key and a kite away from kissing lightning’s lips 
and thunder always beats lightning to our senses) 

Leda saw Zeus fall on her 
                       white swan meteor 
                       beak diving into her mouth 
she saw him naked and crashing 
                   before she could hear herself shout no 
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Leda remembers the lie of swan grace 
                          the goose hisses pleasure 
                                         bleats orgasm 
                                fury of wings and beak 
                          God in the flesh and feathers smiling at ugly duckling her 
                          vacuum hose neck twist-tying her 
                                              sucking her breath out 
                          filling her mouth with beak and down 

Leda reclines broken 
                    noful 
                    crushed 

(thunder is the heat of his body crashing against her cold front 
it’s the sound of feathers groaning across her lips 
      the nine months of God bearing silence in her womb 
      the feel of his kicks from inside her 
      the tremble when she holds this newborn bellowing body 
      the grinding in her throat as she watches 
      her child’s ugly duckling humanity molt with each passing day) 

When he is swan enough to face her 
he will crane his question mark neck in her direction 
lips hardening into beak around questions she refuses to answer 
                                                                “Who is my father? 
                                                                  Where can I find him? 
                                                                  Why do you tremble when you hold me?” 

She will turn down mouthed from his thunderous questions 
                     hearing only the Olympus in his impatience 
                     unable to face the lightning in his gaze 
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A Child Named Rape Refuses To Apologize  
For Knocking Over Your Mailbox 

I never trusted geese 
hissing fucken ugly feathered hobos 
tramping through every pond they fly over 
                                             as if its their goddamned right 
                                             as if water was inviting because of them 
and not just because water is infuckenviting 

                                             like the shallows were asking for it 

And you          snowbird 
              with your funny little yard trolls and 
                      your “wishin’ I was fishin” bumper sticker 
              go and paint your damned mailbox to look like 
                                  one of those curve necked lawn shitters? 

How dare you 

I’ve lived here all my life 
Before you built your summer home here 
I had a tree fort where your living room is 
I lost a cat where you built your master bedroom 

Nobody thinks your seashell door knocker is cute 
and anyone who laughs at the way you overpronounce chowda 
                                    is just being polite 

Some families can’t afford winter homes or airfare 
We don’t live here because it’s quaint 
We live here because it’s where we were born 

It was my sister          Mercedes 
                        who first noticed that every time you had mail to send out 
                                                   you raised the goose’s wing so the mail guy would know 
                                                                   a giant middle finger to those of us 
                        who don’t have anyone to write to 

It was begging for my baseball bat 

I’ve seen in movies about twentieth century suburbia 
                            how kids used to drive through neighborhoods 
knocking over any damned mailbox that got in their way 

I ain’t like that 
I don’t break things that never done nothing to me 
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But you 
      you and your fucken mailbox and 
                   the lobster trap in your garden 
      you with your three outfits a day and your plastic spoon teeth 
             shooting your howdy neighboRs at me 
                                                               like I was your goddamned friend 

That goose had it coming 
I beat that wooden piñata into splinters 
          all those oh so important words and 
                       precious little pictures of my beaches and 
                                                             my buddies’ houses 
                                                         that you want to send off to your relatives 
                                                         of the quaint little town you think you’re a part of 
All of those things hobble across our lawns like wounded gulls with no voiceboxes 

I did that 
I’m not sorry 

Home is the most important four letter word in my vocabulary 
even if it’s not the one I use the most 

You’d know that 
if you ever really stopped to listen to the way I talk when you’re around 
how I clip the ends of these words 

Listen 
there’s a letter so important to my family and everyone I care about 
                                          that we only use it when people like you aren’t around 
because like every dune and scrub pine that keeps our lives from sliding into the ocean 
                                                          it’s something you can lay claim to but 
                                                                                            never really own 
                                                                a letter it’s impolite to pay attention to 
because it ain’t and will never be yours 
            it’s rs 
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Crossing The Flock 

When my aunt folds her arms across her chest 
and announces They’re called Canada Geese 
not Canadian Geese 
I begin to understand their urgent honking 
the violent hiss at children offering bread 
all this anger at being named for a nation that refuses to claim you 
a nation you visit but is never home 

In an article on one of my upcoming shows 
my hometown newspaper referred to me as a Gay Poet 
I assume because I occasionally sleep with men 
though more often I sleep alone 
but nobody refers to me as a Chaste Poet 

I don’t know why being labeled Gay 
offends me any more than being labeled Poet 
as I’ve been writing mostly prose for the last couple of years 
maybe because I plan on reading poetry during my show 
while I won’t be fucking any men 

I will spend my show hissing rants into a microphone 
while across town 
wings skim over water 
and the geese are honking Fuck Canada 
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Drunken Conversations At Hampshire College 
for Brian S. Ellis          Casey Rochetau          Erin Jackson          and Screwface Mustachio 

The band geeks are discussing how one of them got an A minus in Symphony 
even though all he did the entire semester 
                                  was sit between the two most talented trombonists and 
                                        copy their arm movements 

The trust fund Rastafarian with the hackey-sack chin 
                                         tries to impress me with his bobble headed conversation skills 
                                                                       as he carefully name drops “Che Gorilla” 
making it painfully obvious that everything he learned about “The Revolution” from slam poets 
who learned everything they know about “The Revolution” from slam poets 

Viva La Revolucion de la broken record 

The stuttering brunette with the obviously tweezed eyebrows 
                                    defends against my Amaretto soaked advances by 
                                    asserting his heterosexuality 
                                    offering as proof his missing incisor 
                                    knocked out in a fight 
                                                           a stage fight 
                                                       during dress rehearsals for Cabaret 
I tell him the only way his story could be gayer was if his tooth got knocked out by a cock 

That’s not true 
I can see a straight boy’s mouth accidentally coming into contact with a cock 
No one has ever accidentally been in a musical 

The professor to his left 
                      whose hair is not so much thinning as dangerously anorexic 
                      tells me with a wink so rusty his eyelids squeak 
                                  that with his tutoring I could be the next Alan Ginsberg 

I’ve already seen the most self-righteous minds of the generation before me 
                                                                      destroyed by their own irrelevance 
                                                                      starving for attention 
                                                                      they are inadvertently hysterical 
                                                                                   pathetically naked 

College is a fishtank 
As long as you run your ideas through the appropriate filter 
then everything on your side of the glass is safe from the pollution of the outside world 

If you slide your arms right 
you too can get an A minus in symphony 
without blowing a single note through your fucken trombone 
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The chapstick “lesbian” with the dental dam smile 
                                     tells me her frat boy ex boyfriend thinks I’m cute 
While I don’t mind being the variable in someone’s drunken experimentation 
I’ve learned enough about frat boys to know 
                  that like koala bears and Elijah Wood 
                         they are cute in their natural habitat but 
                         you wouldn’t want to wake up naked next to one when it’s drunk 

Still 
over the last slice of pizza 
Frat Boy tells me he loves me the way ee cummings loved punctuation 
which I think means he doesn’t know what the fuck to do with me 
I finger a line down his spine 
punctuating the point of that particular exclamation 
in an orifice that expresses the urgency of my desire 

He kisses like a dachshund with emphysema 
      gives head like a flatulent shark 
but I haven’t felt this wanted since I played Jack Daniels during a role playing exercise at AA 
so I pull out all the stitches in my chest 
       show him what’s left of my heart and 
       tell him he’s welcome to it 

He confesses that I was merely a slot machine 
                           even though I came up three cherries on his first pull 
                           he feels more comfortable playing sorority girl roulette 

He kisses me one more time before he leaves 

As he walks away I wish him all the luck in the world 
and syphilis 
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I Find Myself In Perfect Bliss On The Receiving End Of Fists 

This is the prelude 
                 night of surprise 
The damned tree of knowledge grown ripe in his eyes 

This is the apple 
           the warm tongue of risk 
This is the passion 
This is the kiss 

The first time he held me I knew I was smitten 
His touch was so desperate 
                      so clutch 
                      so forbidden 
He promised the sun after decades of rain 
My love life in famine 
His words were like grain 
I harvested each promise that fell from his lips 
But if his kisses were sunshine his fists were eclipse 

His touch was like madness 
                      soft enough to cut bone 
I offered my wrists like manna 
He shackled them between his lips 
                                        his lips 
His lips were a flame that never consumed the beard around them 
When he spoke entire civilizations of my dignity crumbled 

I clung to his words 
   played dumb to his violence 
He kissed me religion 
I touched him like science 
He held me so tight my shadow looked like his hands 
                  until I was expelled from the garden 
                                                        my circle of friends 

He became Yahweh 
                  the god who adored me 
He made me promise no other idols before me 
He promised me peace for the karma accrued 
I was starved for attention 
His fists were like food 
His knuckles were scripture 
His voice was divine 
When he said that he loved me 
Water turned into wine 
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If his kisses were thunder 
   his voice was a flood 
He could drown the whole planet in an ocean of blood 
But he promised me peace when we lied in the dark 
His tongue was a raven 
My arms were an ark 

The last time I Jobed for him 
Rotten apple in a pig’s mouth 
He called my by another disciple’s name 

This is the rainbow hammered in half for the blood of the son not the blood of the calf 
These prayers that he gave me 
                     that I learnèd by rote 
Let these words be my apple 
May they lodge in his throat 

Wish I could give up my faith and learn to live Buddhist 
Wish I could kiss him goodbye like a secular Judas 
But I will never unlove him 
      his touch is too pure 
      his words are too gospel for me to ignore 
      my faith is too strong to ever unlearn 
      I know that he loves me 
      it’s why I always return 

I will always love him because that is my role 
He’s not the sun that I orbit 
He is just a black hole in the shape of a deity so commanding 
I crave him like knowledge 
   need him like understanding 

He smelled like pages in an old Bible 
                 damp with widows’ tears 
I am just the fingers that turn him from lie to myth 
You can not convince me otherwise because you have never known him 
You can not convince me otherwise because you are not his hands 
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Phototaxis 

The first time I hit you back you were animatronic 
                                                          wiping blood across your face 
                                                          salmon swimming up the stream of sweat 
                                                                                           to your temples 

They say a butterfly flapping its wings in Nova Scotia creates tornadoes in the heartland 
You say no matter how hard I try to be beautiful 
             I will always be a moth 

Like most nocturnal creatures 
Moths navigate by available light 
I hang the moon to the left of my antennae 
          the North Star on my right wing 

You are a porch light fucking with my navigation 

I beat my wings against your electric smile 
I don’t need them 
I remember crawling as a caterpillar child 
                                      Gypsy moth in search of leaves 

I remember when love struck me dumb without fists 
                  when smiles were flirtations not apologies 

Tonight a moth singes its wings in a bug zapper 
                         refuses to let them go until the circuit breaks 

Tonight in Nova Scotia a cat pounces 
                                     a butterfly dies 
But the leaping cat creates just enough friction in the air 
                                                                      to keep the tornadoes turning anyway 

Even if I hadn’t hit you back 
        if my knuckles never learned the architecture of your nose 
we would be finished 

I was the moth in your closet of tailored suits and poison 
They tasted the same to me 
But the light that drew me to my salvation 
                          sent you skittering beneath our bed on your cockroach legs 

Well if distance is what makes the heart grow fonder 
        I want to love you infinitely 
        I want you to fade until I can no longer chart my life by your memory 
                                    until you are a sixty watt bulb at high noon 
                                                        a match on the sun 
I want to take your ugly nose back 
to the way it looked before it collapsed beneath my dignity 
                               before I made you beautiful 
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Koalas On Fire 

The landscape of your back spread before me 
an offer of land to conquer 

But first you breathe in the Eucalyptus oils I’ve dipped my fingers in 

You tell me your patronus is a koala 
I wince 

In addition to being foul smelling creatures who subsist entirely on poison 
                               animals taxonomized as marsupials because they’re born 
                                                                   too young to survive on their own 
koalas are the most flammable creatures on Earth 

You argue that the koalas are not themselves flammable 
                that it’s just the trees they inhabit 

But I challenge the tree leaves are the only thing they eat 
                       It’s like spending your entire life drinking kerosene and 
                                                                        putting out cigarettes on your tongue 

You turn and squint your eyes at me 
They drink a lot of water 

Much like your patronus 
you’re adorable from a distance 

No one ever told you that the word koala means animal that does not drink2 
because they go for days without water 

No one told you your patronus was a sloth with a nasty disposition 

It is easier to knead your back than to argue 
so I press my fingers to your spine 
and imagine more accurate avatars for you 

I decide you’re a seahorse 
                       a fish that can barely swim 
                       a mainly solitary creature that turns bright colors in social situations and 
                       the rare animal that leaves the child rearing to the male 
             you are all this useful trivia I learned about 
                         the tiny corpses that washed up on the beaches where I grew up 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2- This is a lie that became widely regarded as truth Did you start this rumor? 
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Sylvia Plath Flushes The Toilet 

The history i’ve tried to keep 
disappears in the rushing water 
Everything in me gone septic and deep 
until i am nothing more than mother daughter 
and wife reflected in the fluorescent 
lights that crest the water rising in the bowl 
to fill me like the adolescent 
urge to escape this rat hole 
family that i’ve cornered myself into 
All this new pristine water feels nothing 
but empty as a post war jew 
bereft of family Left behind Nudging 
the coast of the bowl Which is all that rests between me 
and my past The future is not deep enough to redeem me 
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The Slut Across The Street Would Like Forgiveness 
In 2009          the man who successfully broke up my three year long relationship 

ambushed me late at night to explain how it wasn’t his fault 
In 1995          I called my mother to let her know I was dropping out of college and moving back home 

This poem is a mashup of those two conversations, without including anything I said 
 

He tells me that it’s important that I know he’s a good person 
That none of this is his fault 
These things just happen 

My mother is too long an inhale to be understanding 
You called me at work to say what now? 

His cigarette is shaking 
He kicks over his PBR and doesn’t even try to salvage it 
It’s just...I think it’s something we should discuss 

My mother is nostril stream 
There is a patient on the other side of the glass from her 

He bites his lower lip and shifts his weight 
I am so drunk right now 

My mother clears her throat 
A doctor is being paged to the ER 
Say that again? 

I’m a good person he says 
I just need you to know that 
I don’t just go around hurting people 

Give me just a moment my mother tells the patient 

He sips a Corona that’s been sitting on the porch for hours 
Do you have any weed? 

Does your father know about this? 

He raises his eyebrows 
Do you really not have any or are you just bogarting it because you’re pissed 

I don’t even know you right now she says 
What are you going to do when you get back? 
Do you know how much that place cost? 

He sighs 
Would it even things out if I just blew you? 

My mother raises her voice three levels 
What has happened to my son? 

He spits out a fingernail 
I was just asking 
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My mother is paging her patience to the ER 
He winks at me 
She is drawing skulls and crossbones on my future’s chart 
He looks deep in my eyes 
She exhales 
He leans into me 
She exhales 
He whisps his breath in my ear 
Won’t you be my Won’t you be my Won’t you be my neighbor? 

My mother can’t believe this is happening 
He laughs 
These kinds of things don’t happen to her 
He leans in to kiss me 
She doesn’t know who this kind of thing happens to 
He closes his eyes and leans in further 
I raised you better than this 
He falls over 

My mother sees my future as crushed seashells 
His past is shattered beer bottles 
She is crying 
He says My parents drank 
She doesn’t see the connection 
He says Say something 
She says I love you 
He says Anything 
She says I know you’re a good person but no one hurts me like you do 
He says Please 
She hangs up 
He stands up and sighs 
There is nothing left to say 
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Notes 
for Sou Macmillan  

who provided the prompt 

There is music in your silence 
Cymbals crash when you blink 
Your tears are saxophone wails 
I swear to God I hear a piano coming through the wall every time you breathe 

There are needles where your hands used to be 
They are crocheting your symphony into blankets 
My hands are two white flags waving in the breeze 
My state of mind is California 
All I can think of is all the faults I have to own up to 

If I knew where my forgiveness was 
               you say without making eye contact 
                                                      I would give it to you 
In the meanwhile you can take this silence I’ve been marinating in 

I take your silence and a shovel outside 
  curse the arthritis I’m getting from burying our emotions in the yard 

I’m tired of digging 
Sarcasm tastes like tinfoil 
I get no pleasure watching you wince 

Our home is a labyrinth of averted glances 
                      test pattern furniture 
                      a magazine rack full of unpaid bills 
                      profanity filled Post-It note wallpaper 

Dear Shithead 
I’ve noticed your shirts have started migrating to my side of the closet 
Don’t you think It’s time you came out to your mother? 

Thursday is Recycling Day  
Please kick whatever disposable lover you’ve been cheating on me with 
to the curb 

I’m defrosting the freezer this weekend 
If you’re looking for your heart 
I’ve put it in a Ziploc bag 
      packed it in ice and left it in the Crisper drawer 

You never loved me for anything but my body 
Where’s the fucken rent? 

I’m sorry this symphony of discordant notes is stressing our foundation 
      sorry we’ve forgotten the soft language of the body 
      sorry we’ve grown comfortable 
      speaking in italicized bold faced serif curses 
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I’m sorry 
 
I’m a cataract on the eye of an eclipse 
You are dust in a windowless room 

I can’t see you anymore 
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Concrete Thinking 

Before you knew he would not love you forever 
Before you realized your parents’ house would not be your permanent address 
you scrawled a heart and an arrow in the drying concrete in front of your front porch 

You were young and the future was still wet and blank 
                                                      not the alarm clock pavement of fact 

You hadn’t learned the forgetting yet 
                              the cold burn of his nitrogen tears on your chest 
You remembered them glass through the shattering bullet of goodbye 

In the rabblewhile 
memories learning their new density 
you wonder if you would you step in front of that bullet again? 

Love is not a projectile weapon the way goodbye is 
You do not aim it at a heart or launch it belovedly toward someone’s ear 

Goodbye won’t kill you 
the way an arrow won’t kill you unless it hits just right 

Living is the hardest part of goodbye 
wanting so thick to go back to hello 
                                  back to ok 
                                  back to a place there is no atlas for 
                                                          where all your landmark memories look generic 

Would you sculpt the future from your quicksand past? 

Yesterday is wet and impressionable and 
                   no place to live 

The only place to live is Now 
Now that your path is solid 
Now that you know hearts and arrows should never mix 
Now that you know home is more a feeling than a place 
Now that you can see Now as something hard 
                                             something you can always dip your fingers in but 
                                                                          never leave a permanent mark on 
Now that your thoughts are solid 
Now that you know you always live in Now and never in forever 
where do you advertise your hopes to passing strangers? 

Paint washes off in the wrong kind of weather 
Chalk is blurred by even the most respectful footprints 
Billboards are vandalized 
Tree bark peels off 
It takes a jackhammer to destroy concrete declarations 

Were you born a jackhammer? 
Were your wet cement dreams placed at your feet for a reason? 
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Fingertips 

When I was born they told me the world was at my fingertips 
                                  promised me an eternity of unfolding dreams 
                                  taught me to dip my fingers in paint so I could recolor the world 

Before second grade fingerprint art became human heads         turkeys         pigs 
                                                                smiling animals with pencil or crayon features 
until a local police officer visited our class 

That day 
instead of the art of fingerpainting 
we learned the art of fingerprinting criminals 

I could tell by the pressure the officer used to roll my fingers’ pads to the ink pad 
that this was the type of art that would not be returned at the end of class 

I was barely eleven when I took a roll of quarters 
from the glove compartment of my father’s truck 
When I returned to the scene of the crime 
                          with hot dog breath 
                                  watermelon italian ice lips and 
                                  the remaining change 
                          my father did not raise his voice or lecture 
                          he took me directly to the local police station 
                                      where my prints were held captive 

It was years before I left a mark on anyone again 
I would reach and reach 
            never quite touch 
  was so eager to please 
I didn’t make enough waves to cover a single digit 

How well do you know your lover’s fingertips? 
Can you tell without looking whether they’re loop? 
                                                                    swoop? 
                                                                    tented arch? 
Can you paint them in the eternity of your unfolding dreams? 

My first lover’s fingertips swooped up and down my spine 
provoking shivers in previously anesthetized flesh 

Tickling had once produced only nuisance 
Now nuance of nails could topple me to the floor in fits of laughter 

When he would reach out to help me up 
I’d try and press my flesh so hard against his 
that I absorbed his swoops in my sterile palm 
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The Search For Id In A Post-Freudian Society 

some mornings you really don’t know who you are . maybe you read too many books . or 
watched too much television . or maybe last night . you and some friends got a little drunk . and 
went to the movies . and you felt really bad for that poor Almost Famous Cameron Crowe kid . 
so you left your wallet in the theater . so he could afford something to eat 

you wake up the next morning . not sure who you were last night . but you know you can’t trust 
their judgment . because . hey . their wallet is gone 

you and some friends return to the theater . where you are fairly certain that the last night version 
of you left his wallet . but the cute boy who tears the tickets doesn’t seem to remember you . and 
the manager says he searched the place thoroughly . no wallet was found 

okay . you say . but all of my money . and credit cards . and my id were in there . and you start to 
raise your voice . when the manager tells you there is nothing he can do . and it is all your friends 
can do to get you out of there without causing . much of . a scene . your friends remark that you 
really don’t seem like yourself . yea . says one friend . yelling at that kid like that . who do you 
think you are? . well how can you be expected to know you are . if you don’t have any id? 

you go home . call someone who . as clear as you can recollect . seems to be . last time you 
checked . your mother . ask her for proof that you were born . she’s not sure you’re her son . but 
she calls the hospital in good faith  

you call a credit card company . to cancel the cards of . whoever it was that left their wallet in a 
theater . and ask . while you have them on the line . who you are . they don’t know . but whoever 
left their wallet in a movie theater sure owed them a lot of money . so much so that that poor 
Cameron Crowe kid . probably couldn’t use them to buy so much as a cup of coffee . you’re as 
stressed to the max as that person’s credit cards 

your maybe mother claims you on her tax return . and has proof that someone was born       
somewhere . that’s not good enough for the government . even if you are fairly certain you have 
lived over twenty-one years . you can’t purchase beer . or cigarettes . you can’t even pick someone 
up in a bar . because self confidence and id . are not the same thing . I mean if you don’t know 
who you are . how can you expect anyone else to care? 

so you go to the dmv . to find some id . the dmv says you not only need to prove you were born . 
but that you are secure . socially . the government calls to say . they still don’t know who you are . 
but they are fairly certain you were paid too much . for your menial work last year . so . would 
you kindly send them all the money you haven’t . spent and a good chunk of the money you have  

when you finally make it to the office that says social security on the door . you are informed that 
you can’t get one of their little cards . without some id . but you can’t get any id . without one of 
their little cards . their business hours are almost up . and it doesn’t matter that you can prove 
you were born . or you are socially secure . if you left your wallet in a movie theater . way back 
when you were someone else 

by the way . you can’t drive a car . cash a check . but you could use your atm card . if that      
hadn’t been placed directly behind the id in the last night version of you’s wallet  

so there you are . standing next to a useless car . outside the most inconvenient government  
worker office building . wondering if maybe you aren’t better off not knowing who you are . 
anyway 
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Prehistory 

she sat on a park bench . or on a bar stool . or in a bus seat . or safe at home . maybe thinking . 
maybe writing . maybe reading . maybe resting . maybe painting . maybe pacing . the interloper’s 
stare glare caressing her . burning her . tickling the back of her neck . her legs . her breasts . she 
sees him . smells him . hears him . fears him . feels him . she picks up her bag . her skirt . the pace. 
scurries into the woods . pounds the pavement . flees the bus . exits casually . stands her ground . 
no safe harbor . no release . a gun to her back . a knife to her throat . a hand on her shoulder . a 
thought in her head . is thrown . gently laid . stumbled . her head falls to rest on summer grass . 
dirt heap . snow . wood floor . tile . tar . pillow . clothes torn . nearly folded  

her body invaded 

he leaves her there . drives her home . calls an ambulance . threatens her . thanks her . she shall 
never recover . never remember . never forget . he shall never die . never rot in jail . never be free . 
each confined to their separate cells . it’s a matter of spatials . the maybes between moments . the 
hindsight safety should haves that keep them alive in their child’s mind when . years later . the 
son catches the sun ricocheting off a camera lens . the blade of his knife . the muzzle of his gun . 
the silver of his wedding band . class ring . his perfectly chiseled teeth . the distance between them 
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The Road Not Taken In Twenty-One Words 

Two roads 
bent and sorry 
equally worn with the undergrowth of mornings 

I stood 
yellow 
looking down both 

Sigh 

No difference 
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Constance 

Paris Hilton got famous for making the same face in every picture 
and you loved her for it 
                            not for her face 
                           for her constance 

She was no blooming flower 
             no setting sun 
She was Stonehenge 
             a deliberately crafted object of worship that 
      wasn’t particularly striking 
but you knew it took a lot of work to get there and 
                     she wasn’t likely to change any time soon 

You’re a coffeehouse art gallery 
              constant transition of other people’s work across your features 
           stolen bandanas sewn into the kneeholes of ripped jeans 
           an ill-fitting marching band jacket you found in someone else’s back seat 
the front glittered with the silver scratched away promises of 
                                   the losing lottery ticket of your smile 
which was always changing 

I was the artist most often asked to display my wares 

My signature piece 
a caution of neon tubing about us 
reading WE DO QUALITY WORK 
that you left up until entire words sparked out 

WE DO            WORK 
And we did 
long enough to make a reputation beyond each other 

But being model or layout editor was never your intention 
               the lazy artist remembered mostly as undeserving muse 
               an itch in the amygdale that you just can’t reach 

Some people think gallery walls are 
                             themselves 
                                                       a work of art 
These are the same people that pay interior designers more than furniture makers and 
                                               revere the mix tape more than the album 
                             people who don’t understand the difference between creating art 
and learning how to photoshop other peoples’ work 

You were always greater than or equal to the title of artist 
and potential is a word more portended to danger than creation 
which is to say 
you’ve always shown potential 

But the product of what we were together sparked out until it just read                           WORK 
which is all our relationship was anymore 
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I don’t want to waste time Orpheusing you 
                                        googling your name until I turn into a pillar of salt 
too much of us has changed for us to be anything resembling beautiful 

But I remember when we were fresh 
                                              optimistic spray paint exploding from the nozzle 
                                              unaware of the Shepard Fairey stencil we were destined for 

I wanted us to be more then kitsch 
                  to be an art people aspired to 
                           a matrix waterfall of butterflies 
                           a kaleidoscope of lips 
                           something worth remembering 
                                            that can’t be contained in photographs or stills 
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Explaining The First Painting I’ve Made Since I Was Twelve 

The black that crept into the painting at the last step 
                isn’t a void or depression 

The fire spouting bird is neither dragon nor phoenix 

Everyone assumes the blue at the edge is sky 
but really it’s the wet future that children drown in 

The monster growing out of the bottom 
                    was once a flower that I just couldn’t be gentle with 

None of these things speak deeply of my childhood 
or how lonely I’ve been since he left 

The truth is 
I don’t know where these images came from 
but the white space 
      the white space that bleeds through the frame 
                              drowning every screaming color 
      the white space I know 

The white space is the psychiatrist who told my mother 
there was something wrong with her marriage 

The divorced psychiatrist 
whose children were removed by the department of social services 

I heard words like malnourished 
                            haunted 

Her children withering away 
as their mother fed theory after theory to other desperate women 

Maybe this is the black creeping in 
                     the way she painted every man to be fist 
until she couldn’t bear the sight of her own two boys 

I don’t know 

I can tell you that the bird in the painting isn’t flying free or singing in a cage 
The bird was the only noise I heard as the children stood in a field at summer camp 
                                                      while their mother’s mouth opened and shut 
                                                      behind the closed glass of the office 

They only watched her for a moment 
before making their way to the edge of the pond for swimming lessons 
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Barefoot Bay 1984 

At the end of the pier 
three old men laughed 
pulling in fish after fish after fish 

They could not stop catching fish and laughing 

My grandfather caught nothing but nerves 
He threw back each one with a tiny curse word 
that he didn’t think I’d be able to catch 

I walked down to the pier 
not for the fish 
but for the laughter 
But it was a fish one of the old men gave me 

It was probably nothing dinner worthy 
but I was seven 
and the fish filled both hands like a closed mouth smile 

I don’t know where the pelican came from 
other than 
you know 
the sky 

Its smile was open as a stranger’s 
inches from my face 
and laughing like he’d found me at the end of his hook 

What could I offer such a smile but the fish 
and a terrified curse 
that my grandfather pretended not to hear 
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Grace Notes Of Whale Song 

Grace notes of whale song are being drowned 
out by motor boat beat boxes The whales are 
beaching themselves in increasing numbers 
Whether this is 
because they are losing their ability to navigate the sea 
or merely because they are trying to escape 
the noise is still unclear 

When i was nine i could navigate 
the streets of Cape Cod by sight 
But the day my grandfather took me to 
my first whale watch I’d forgotten 
which exit to take 
We nearly missed our boat 

Years later Upon learning that i was dropping out 
of college He called to remind me 
how my poor planning had nearly caused us 
to miss one of the few enjoyable experiences we shared 
Sometimes he said I fear 
you’ll never get a sense of direction 

Last year my grandfather spent four hours driving 
from his house to my mother’s 
across town Familiar back roads shuffled 
blindside My mother gave up waiting 
Thinking he’d forgotten their dinner date 

After three dented buicks and one broken biker 
My mother had no choice but to take the car 
away from him He still wanders 
the parking lot 
looking for it 

Searches have become the dominant activity 
in his life Remote controls House 
keys The building he lives in 
prove too elusive 
Daughter’s face wrinkles into first wife’s 
My voice sometimes speaks in the key of my uncle 
Other times paints precisely detailed pictures 
of my great grandfather who died when i was three 

There are times when his logic leaps 
like the majestic whale in search of breath He wakes up 
heart racing Remembers smoke 
When you smell smoke you dial 911 
to report the fire By the time he finds the phone 
he forgets the fire was just an interrupted dream 
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Whales don’t sleep 
There is always one hemisphere of their brain 
awake 
Pushing them to break the surface of the sea 
and breathe Eventually 
they must get tired 
Their heads filling with images of sleep 

It’s the sandman who beckons them to shore 
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Tigers See In Black And White           
At Night They Dream Of Zebras 

(Mixology Mashup) 
for the Quincy Fight Club           

2001-2006 

Shark swimming 
past tables of salt and pepper shaker people 
Watching waves of hands snap in his direction 

This polyester uniform is shrinking him 
He is fifteen to twenty percent of who he used to be 

But some nights 
when the right music is playing 
He can spray paint time across the night 
                                     between greeting tables 
                                     taking orders 
                                     running food 
He ascends into a near divine state 
Tossing Frisbee platters of the most tender filets 
                                     into the eager awaiting mouths of the barking seals at table #41 

The beauty of the server is in his moves 
How he dives back into the stream of consciousness while he is running food 
                                                                                              running out of patience 
                                                                                              running on 
                                                                                              empty promises of sleep 

Too many cold stares at his back have his spine rigid enough to snap 
He can feel his tips slipping from his grasp 

He’s too tired to keep up this pace 
but rent is due 
      his car needs repairs 
      his mother wants him to pay back his student loans 
but his paycheck had a zero balance 
      all he can see is that elusive fifteen to twenty percent tip 
                              dangling like a worm 
                                                  Everyone has hooks in their eyes 

There is not enough time to calculate how long 
                                      before the bartender returns from her smokebreak 
             not enough time to remember which waitress he woke up next to this morning 
             not enough time to remember how lonely he is 
There is only enough time for salted rim          Tanqueray          Captain Morgan           
                                             Grand Marnier   Cointreau           Cuervo 1800  
                                             splash Coke        splash tonic        lime                      lime 

The beauty of the server is in his moves 
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Night after night he writes The Great American Novel in his head 
                               goes home 
                               opens up promising envelopes from publishing companies 
                               counts rejection slips like tip money 
                               falls face first onto keyboard 
                               dreams Great American Dreams 
                               mails them off into the void before another twelve hour work night 
where the tigers are smiling at him with filed teeth 
          the walls are stalking him 
          every glass he touch shatters 
          the menu is all so much wet Braille decomposing 

Tigers see in black and white 
At night they dream of zebras 
              his Serengeti is lined with tables 
             there is always zebra to be cooked 
             the tigers are watching him like he could use more salt 
                                                      as if his sweat weren’t enough 

To a server a Cape Codder is more than just vodka and cranberry juice 
                  it is blood spilled on the jagged rocks of Sandy Neck Beach 
                  it is shucking mussels in the kitchen of Seafood Sam’s 
                  it is the tide that keeps his mind at bay 
while he mixes kamikazes 
for some angry blue hair from Arizona that he can’t even see 

From season to season 
         restaurant to restaurant 
chasing his dreams like milk after a shot of Jaegermeister 
Sure it settles his stomach 
It also keeps him down 

Long Island Ice Tea was the big haired girl who 
                               wanted him to fill her full of everything he had 

Sam Adams was a boy with too much head 
                                          not enough flavor 
                                  so he moved on 
                         running full speed through the lobby of hyenas demanding to be seated 

The bar area is a grassland on fire 
                                        sending neon smoke signals 

The outside world is a fish tank 
If he opens the door the water will rush in and drown everyone inside 

From Cape Cod to Burlington Vermont to Mesa Arizona and back home to Boston 
The beauty of the server is in his moves 
Watch as he loses himself in them 
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If The Town Where I Grew Up Were A Chain Restaurant 

The waitress is buried under a landslide of boxes and 
                                           glances no hot water could pressure off her flesh 
How she wishes she had asked for help reaching that top shelf 

The busboy leads the rats in a cruel march 
                                       into the paradise of strychnine laced french fries 
A pilgrimage that will not taper the beasts’ numbers as much as the manager hopes 

Sunshine in little pieces 
              wickers the crumb dusted vinyl of empty booths 

The song playing on the overhead system 
               describes nothing in the room but itself 

The boy at the host stand 
              draws a failure of circles around every vacant table 

The cook lets the retractable promise of business whistle through her teeth like optimism 
as she scrambles the confusion of vegetables and meat 
                                              into a medley that will hum the lips of 
                                                     every bored waiter she calls friend 

The menu hung by the cash register peels itself off the wall 

The first party of the night is a three top 
                                             two boys in intentionally falling jeans 
                                                           and a girl in a Batman shirt 

Not one of them is old enough to drink 
All of them are high enough to be beautiful 
                               which is why they are welcomed with such fully formed smiles 
                                                                                by the front of house manager 

The liquor is feeling ignored 
and so pours itself into a tiny sea of daylight 
                                                  that no one in this night of smiles can find 

The frialator hisses at the promise of peeling potatoes 
                                 the hungry knives carving them into crinkled seeds of if 

The scheduler leaves her booth for a smoke 
and the ceiling fan takes the opportunity to blow the calendar around the dining room 

Everyone rushes to cradle the paper 
No one thinks to turn off the fan 
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Reggaeton Concerto For Piano 
for Sora 

first movement 

The computer always freezes in the same place 
The cat keeps stepping on the same piano key 
Every reggaeton song has the same beat 
The cars pass beneath the window at precise intervals 
The traffic light blinks orange     You aren’t here 

The rain is steady 
The wind blows the fan blades into a pinwheel 
The T honks every time it crosses the intersection 
I think the song is on repeat 
The cat keeps stepping on the same piano key     You aren’t here 

There’s an undercast to the overcast day 
The piano plunks C sharp 
Conversation always freezes in the same place 
Shhhhhh 
The computer chirps 
The T honks 
I think the song is on repeat       You aren’t here 
 
Do you ever feel so lonely that you can’t listen to music 
Or the silence of not having music? 
Me neither 
It’s best not to talk about those things 

Fuck this maudlin shit with its reggaeton beat     You aren’t here 
I flick the cat with my foot       You aren’t here 
Turn off the computer       You aren’t here 
Shut the window        You aren’t rain 
Turn on the CD player 

Do you ever feel so music that lonely can’t silence the not having? 

I’ve eaten all my terrible rice 
Read every book on my shelf twice 
There aren’t any movies I want to see 
I think I’ve bored the computer to wind 

The problem with pity parties is that the food sucks 
The guests usually show up at all the wrong times 
The entertainment isn’t so much depressing 
As it is steady C sharp rain with an undercast reggaeton honk 
The T chirps 
The traffic light blinks music 
I think the silence is on repeat 
I want to be wrapped up in you and shhhhhh and wonderful 
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Do you ever feel so steady silence that you aren’t here? 

The computer pinwheels       You aren’t here 
I think C sharp is on repeat       You aren’t here 
The fan blade chirps every time the wind blows through the intersection  You aren’t here 
The computer plunks       You aren’t text 
The cat passes        You aren’t claws 
I am sick on repeat        You aren’t cure 
I miss you        You aren’t here 
It’s all that pity and terrible rice 

There’s an undercast to the cat’s reggaeton     You aren’t here 
Silence beats me lonely like a pinwheel      You aren’t air 
The phone chirps        You aren’t— 

Your voice splits through my depression like an axe through firewood 
I want it on repeat 
You are C sharp and echo 
It’s the way you filter all the shhhhhh out of my usual 

I miss your eyes        You aren’t sight 
         your voice        You aren’t words 
         your smile        You aren’t truth 
         the space between your ribs and your pelvis    You aren’t space 
         your glasses        You aren’t here 
         your hair        You aren’t hair 
         your obviously shoulderblades 

Your tongue splits through my lips like an echo through an intersection of silence 
I want your voice on repeat 
You make life music and wonderful 
The undercast pinwheel of your voice always freezes me in the same place 
I love you        You aren’t here 

 
second movement 

a pantoum 

Your last pack of cigarettes A pair of pants 
The mix cd I made that you never listened to Me 
These are the things you left behind 

I didn’t have much use for anything except 
the mix cd I made that 
                                     You never listened to me 
Steady rain of you aren’t here shhhhhh and reasons 
i didn’t have much use for Anything except 
our bodies seemed superfluous as a 
steady rain of (you aren’t here) shhhhhh And reasons 
pound reggaeton echoes over 
our bodies Seemed superfluous 
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                                                 As a 
lover I never delved in magic Illusions 
pound reggaeton Echoes over 
I forgive you You should have stayed 
lover I never delved in magic illusions 

You took flight I wanted to hear you say 
I forgive you You should have 

                                                Staid 
scars on eyelids Flutter heart 
you took Flight i wanted to hear you say 
is for the birds Your body was perfect to leave 
scars on Eyelids flutter Heart 
is metaphor for something I just don’t know what it 
is for 

            The birds? 

                               Your body was perfect To leave 
Too easy To stay Too easy To decide— 

Is metaphor for something? I just don’t know What it 
brings to our us — a doorway pause 
too easy to stay Too easy to decide 
we are rorschach Heart pumps fist or daffodil Does it matter what it 
brings to our us? 

                            A doorway paws 
at a kitten Your eyes never leave the back of your head 

We are rorschach heart Pumps Fist Or daffodil Does it matter? 

                                                                                                What it 
comes down to is traffic lights blinking orange 
at a kitten (your eyes) Never leave The back of your head 
feels like maudlin Rice 
comes down too Is traffic lights blinking orange 
you aren’t here enough? This 
feels like maudlin rice 

I think our song is on repeat 
                                  Arguments over whether 
you aren’t here enough This 
tangible gravity of 

                             shhhhhh 
I think our song is on
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Repeat arguments over weather 
until laughter breaks the caution tape of your lips 
Tangible gravity of shhhhhh 
not enough to disturb the orbit of crossed eyes 
until laughter breaks  

                                 The caution tape of your lips 
press closer 
Not enough to disturb the orbit of crossed eyes 
Your last pack of cigarettes A pair of pants 

Press closer 
These are the things you left behind 
 
 
 

rondo 

you left   you took   you forgive  you pause  you repeat  
you music  you beat   you break  you computer  you pass  
you chirp  C Sharp   you echo   you aren’t  you here  
you gravity  you paws  you pelvis  you kiss   you reggaeton  
you blink  you freeze  you suck   you miss   you  
you   everything is about you  you   you  
you flutter  you heart  you silence  you press  you repeat  
you maudlin  you sick   you rice   you left   you left  
you left  you left  you left 
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Force Feeding Pâté 

You are never coming 
back to me I realize You are 
with god in a way 
usually reserved 
for those who dwell in the past tense I am not bitter 
like the pâté 
the boyfriend you dumped me for forced you 
to eat Covering your trembling mouth with his girlish hands Is hard 
love what you’ve been 
looking for? God 
is the right man for you then Intolerant 
of the mere idea of impropriety Other gods cease to be 
interested in you 
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Love is or it ain’t. 
Thin love ain’t love at all. 

—Toni Morrison 
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Bitter Jesus Finds Religion 

For his son’s birthday this year God took Jesus to church 

Nothing says loving like spending three hours listening to some stranger 
take your words out of context 
while standing in front of a scale model of the very instrument they used to kill you 
in your father’s name 

Let he who has never given a crappy birthday present cast the first stone 

I awoke on my birthday pity party this year to the sound of breaking glass 
It seems God has been taking petrified serpents 
                                  wrapping them in pretty paper 
                                  tossing them through atheist’s windows 
Each package comes with a coupon for fifty percent off window repair 

On the back of the coupon is one word scrawled in cauliflower Crayola 
That word is believe 

I believe all of my secrets are flying out through that hole in the window 
I believe that God is a word defining a god defining a 
                                  word defining a god that we have yet to define 

I believe that the one trail of footprints in the sand is my own 
I carry God inside me 

I believe sweet Jesus grew bitter listening to living men saying Jesus lives in dead languages 
so for Easter this year God took him to the briar patch to pick out a hat 
The resident rabbit was so terrified it shat pastel eggs 

I believe every tooth fairy tale about fat white men in red suits 
racking up frequent flyer miles on their Toys-R-Us Visas 
But I do not believe there is any such thing as a crisis of faith 
You have either faith or crisis 

My father used to call the Catholics vampires 
because they were so fixed on drinking the blood of Christ 

Years of being forced to drink the sacramental wine against his will 
                                              fermented into secular alcoholism 

This is the blood of Christ 
It was shed for you 
Not spilled idly 
Purposefully shed 

I see snakeskins in collection plates 
        wrinkled green husks of sin
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Ryan owned seven snakes 
                    Anger 
                    Envy 
                    Gluttony 
                    Greed 
                    Lust 
                    Pride and 
                    Sloth 

Lust was always my favorite 
              ball python who loved to slither over denim and flesh while Ryan watched on 
Envy draped around his neck 

I asked him if he wanted to kiss me 
His eyes pendulumed 
my body the floor 
my body the floor 
before he fell into my arms 
          baptizing me with his tears 
shed for loss of faith 

Shed is more than a verb meaning to pour forth 
It is also a noun 
a place to store things you don’t currently need 
but someday will 
A bicycle          A rake           A secret           Faith 
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Fleeing The Asylum Of Your Arms 
after Grant Morrison’s A Serious House On Serious Earth 

To cure Two Face from his predictable pattern of decision making 
                             the wardens at Arkham Asylum moved him to dice 
the jingle of smooth plastic 
               so much more reassuring than the flipping of that scarred coin 

And the nothing but a pack of cards that pleased The Mad Hatter 
contained not one 
                but two Jokers 
still paled in comparison to the seventy-eight card Tarot 

Soon he soiled himself before he could discern what to do about the pressure in his bowels 

Nature is faster than man at making decisions 

The janitors wouldn’t allow him anywhere near the I Ching 

I’ll call you Harvey 
not because I think you’re two-faced 
that would be too easy 

You were always buried in the tarot 
                          slicing apples apart and counting seeds 
                          swirling the tea leaves at the bottom of your cup 

Divination is always easier than logic 
tragedy ordained instead of punishing 
and how relieving to be able to blame the cards for the way he hit you 
                                               blame the Ouija board for why you stayed 

The future is more than match sticks but just as flammable 

You who would rather love everyone than anyone 
        kissed me every time I thought of home 
                        until I could no longer tell whether I should be escaping to your arms or 
                                                                                                            from them 
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The Wrecking Ball Speaks3
 

I was never anything more than collision you begged for 
My body held nothing for you but weight and destruction 
You knew this when you first laid eyes on me 

Oh the spectacle of public deconstruction 
Averted eyes or python jaws 
depending on the amount of sunlight 
                      how familiar the building about to be leveled 

The verb to level means to flatten or utterly destroy 
It means to aim a weapon or 
              to tell the truth 

The trick of the wrecking ball 
is to level you with every definition at once 
    to leave you 
                       finally balanced 
                       on the ground 
                       ready to be built into something stronger 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

3 - I promised I’d give you the last rabble 
                     as long as you didn’t pronounce my name like Surrender 
                     I will not dress you in white flags after Labor day 
                              not pretend I am an authority on Blame 

I am sorry you left 
        sorry you felt staying would have meant 
                             you were just a footnote in someone else’s manuscript 
I tried to make you museworthy 

I gave the collapse of my body willingly 
I thought it was what you wanted 
I will stand for the same reason 
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I Am Defined By My Typos 

I’ve been trying to write about how I’m surrounded by friends 
but I keep typing surrendered 
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Reversing Vandalism 

Cut out of books 
Hate flies in paper airplanes 
Hate is folded into an origami crane 
Hate is a pair of scissors in Ignorance’s hands 

Winter 2001 
a man walks into The San Francisco Public Library 
                   cuts up each book pertaining to 
...I can’t remember the words… 

Aphasia is the impairment or inability to use or understand written or spoken language 
Hate is the act of passionately disliking something 
The Book of Phobias has no listing for either fear of hate or fear of aphasia 

The words were faggots 
                 were dykes 
                 were queer 
a man walked into The San Francisco Public Library 
          cut up each book pertaining to homosexuality 

Vandalism is the willful or ignorant destruction of artistic or literary treasure 

The books were cut into triangles 
                                     rectangles 
                                     dodecahedrons of various sizes 

How big is hate? 
Hate is a Scottish form of measurement equaling a very small amount 

The books were cut into circles 
                                     squares 
                                     puzzle pieces 
that he spread throughout the rest of the library 

Perhaps the vandal was merely trying to diffuse knowledge 
                                                            end the segregation of books 
                                                            infect the New Age/Religion section with 
“Poets For Life: 76 Poets Respond to AIDS” 
Would that be a hate of irony? 

The books were cut into puzzle pieces no Scotch tape could repair 
yet librarians sifted through books 
                             over shelves 
                             under counters 
rescuing words rendered harmless by a pair of scissors 
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Love is a feeling of warmth or personal attachment 
Love is a strong predilection or liking for something 
Love is a librarian stuffing remnants of books into envelopes 
                            mailing them out to artists saying 
“We salvaged these words for you 
Turn this act of hate into something we can love” 

The cut up puzzle piece words took new shape 
so that a line from a poem by Mark Doty became juxtaposed 
with a phrase from a story by David Sedaris 
creating “We love disasters that have nothing to do with us/ 
despite our recent hardships, our first priority is to help others” 

Help means to give aid that is necessary to overcome an obstacle 
There are twenty-one definitions for help 
               twenty-four for love 
               two for hate 
Hate is a Scottish measurement of a very small amount 
There are only a hate of ways to describe it 

Winter 2001 
a man walks into the San Francisco Public Library 
          spends weeks precisely splicing words out of books pertaining to homosexuality 
                                                                   then spreading them throughout the library 
an act of hate so methodical 
                     so desperate 
                     so passionate 
it had to be an act of love 

If hate is an act of vandalism 
                        we have the power to reverse it 
Reshaping words otherwise lost to us 
                          we make bold new statements 
that no pair of scissors could ever render harmless 
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Cerberus Is A Greyhound 

I. 

Leopard printed diva fag grows fangs 
gnashes at every cold-blooded thinker whose gaze entwines him 
Paws limp-wristed at mouse haired girl 
convicted of rolling her eyes 
as his stereo headphones beat bass lines against the temple of her ache 

Former Amish comes to rescue 
twisting evil eyes into unexpected animal balloons 
then popping them into questions 

The answers lie in the second hand smoke wafting out from the no smoking restroom 

The bus grinds to a halt 
and the driver lets out a puff of incorrect change 
to announce the route’s destination Hell 
 
 

II. 

Cerberus is a Greyhound bus 
Shuttling cattle cross-country through a river of pus 

The windows don’t open the seats are all full 
The ride is as smooth as a mechanical bull 

The heater is full blast because the driver is drunk 
So the whole bus reeks like an insecure skunk 

There is a nicotine break every thirteenth hour 
Cancer settles in your lungs like baking flour 

Breakfast breaks are a quarter ’til dawn 
When you fill your face as you stifle a yawn 

Rest stop meals are at best a bit quirky 
Your medium steak comes tough as jerky 

The portions are an exercise in minimalism 
The menu is an argument for cannibalism 

Imagine free-range humans on a ranch in Texas 
Raised on a diet of tomatoes and lettuce 

They’ll sleep in cubicles and shower in sewage 
To improve their flavor and thicken their plumage 

Just when they’re old enough to speak instead of squeal 
We’ll cut off their legs and bleed them like veal 

We’ll trim the fat they’ll have plenty to spare 
Then we’ll season them with cabernet and serve them up rare 
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III. 

Drunk on fumes 
I roll my eyes out the window 
where they tumbleweed spin across the desert 
and are speared like olives on a plate glass cactus 

One day 
someone who loves me will shatter the cactus 
grind my eyeballs to powder 
and use them to salt the rim of a shot glass filled with cactus’s agave blood 

Then I will tell them of the things I’ve seen 
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High Beams In Fog 

In love and driving 
you look so hard you can’t see 
anything at all 
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Annie Pearl Smith Discovers Moonlight  
Trying On Wedding Gowns In Filene’s Basement 

title taken from the first two poems in Patricia Smith’s poetry collection Big Town, Big Talk 

Sometimes what you find is more interesting 
than what 
you’re looking for Trouble 
is a portmanteau True belle Real beauty 

I am its traveling bag 
A poseur with a poser What is it 
I was looking for? The closest thing to love in 
the dictionary is low 

Is warm affection not tall or high or elevated? 
Is sexual passion commonplace? 
Vulgar? 
Dejected? 
Not loud? 

Warm affection is the ultimate high And sexual 
passion is never commonplace But it is for certain 
loud It seems to me 
a love child shouldn’t have to be illegitimate 

Any bastard can be born 
out of wedlock 
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Son Of Words 

I am the knot in the branch of my family tree 
        the bastard son of a bastard father 
who attacked my mother with a blade and a gun 
       filled my embryonic mind so full 
I dreamed fierce and vivid enough to bleed these roots red 
                                                       grow up blind to the ambivalence of aggression 

I am the missing child in my birth mother’s false family photographs 
        the never mentioned 
             never forgotten 
             number one son 
        the airbrushed face in her nightmares 
        the hushed nothing when someone asks what’s wrong 
I am the what might have been 
        passed into the hands of strangers who deal in strange babies 

I am the second hand that ceased my adoptive family’s smoking 
        the little white liar who grayed my mother’s hair 
                                           turned her thoughts from mortality to morality 
                                                                         with the push of a pen 
                                                                                 a twist of twisted truth 

I am the needle that drained the Catholic from my father’s blood 
        the private 
             secular child 
chosen when the Catholic church turned its back on a formerly faithful altar boy 
I am the needle that changed my father’s Christmas Tree into a common fir 

I am the Hindu widow after the pyre 
        reincarnated into the stunned flesh of a cat 
        leaping from peak to peak without falling 
because he’s afraid that old adage about landing on feet may not be true 
I am not the son of faith 

I am the lone-wolf packless hiker 
        consumed by my eternal internal quest to discover who I am 
Am I the bastard my father made me? 
         some random strand of genetic destiny? 
Was I molded by my adoptive family’s hands? 
Am I some orphaned nomad cursed to question every thought 
                                                                        every act 
                                                                        every decision 
        placed in front of him by God or Shiva or Allah or some author? 
                                                                                                          No 
I am not the sun this planet revolves around 
I am not the son of fate         not the son of faith         not the son of God 
        not the son of man         not the son of that monster    
I am not that son of a bitch         but I am a son                       of words 
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Why Your Mother Always Wore Green 

The first boy to kiss your mother told her hair looked like corn silk 
Erica didn’t think her hair looked anything like a vegetable 
So while her parents slept 
     she crept to the fields 
           pulled out one strand for comparison 
                           one strand for disobeying her parents 
                           one strand for luck and 
                           one strand to see by 

When Jason 
whose eyes were purple in the right light 
told her she had eyes like the ocean 
she knew better than to check 
She’d studied the romantic similes of poets 
                                                    like yes 
                                                    like the boys 

She cursed every stupid girl who trusted their ears more than their own eyes 
                 the boys who tongued dead mens’ pick up lines 

The ocean is never the same color as it was the day before 
The eyes sparkle with the right outfit 
The sediment darkens the water 

Your booksmart mother 
Your heartsmart mother 
when she closed her eyes and 
              pushed you into this grave grave world 
         she thought she felt herself split 
                           that she’d husked you into your father’s hands 
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Misogyny 

My father tells me my mother was a starfish 
                            that he split her open with his love and 
                                       birthed an entirely new woman 

He tells me he was not the first 
                  that by the time my mother came to him 
                  she was smaller than she’d been as a teenager 
                              harder and with too many arms 

He tried to be careful 
      dug a tidal pool under his bed 

He does not tell me about my birth or 
                              why I’ve never met her 

When I turned twelve I cut off my thumb chopping broccoli 

I have a sister now 
She is nothing like me 
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Luann As A Rough Draft 

Luann is twelve this year 
She enjoys drawing conclusions out of wishing wells without buckets 
She never tells without kissing 
No progress report or family bulletin can do her beauty justice 

Luann is twelve this year Jennifer 
She is finally growing into your nose 
Her eyes have stopped stuttering 
You should see the way she stares down cold 
She has eyes like tables have legs 
Sturdy 
She has legs like dragonflies have eyes 
She can run like memory 
But faster and with more grace 
Her legs are Henna tattooed atlases of her mood 
I swear Jennifer 
Last week I saw our fist kiss imprinted on her left leg 
                        a series of solar systems on the right 
So that every time she takes a step 
She flakes away a little piece of us 
                        a little piece of The Universe 

Luann is twelve this year 
Soon the blood will flow 
Then the boys who will try and staunch its flow 
We should be learning how to listen to her in Trust 
We should be teaching her to paint consent 
using the spectrum of birth control pills that you and I were too ignorant to use 

Luann is I still see her 
picking at her food in the restaurant where we broke up 
I hear her giggling in gossips of sixth grade girls 
Every time I take the bus to Barnstable I see her 
sitting with her parents who aren’t us 

Luann is twelve this year Jennifer 
Which makes us thirty years apiece 
The statute of limitations ran on out on us years ago 
So forget Luann 
     forget the way she split her legs gymnastic 
until we and her universe were as far apart as they could be without breaking her 
She is better off with better parents 
If we didn’t love each other enough to stay together what chance did she have 
                                                                             what choice did we? 
Adoption was the best option for all of us 
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Jennifer 
We were never meant for each other 
So please 
stop e-mailing me links to your smiling new Christian family 
                                        your beautiful new replacement daughter 
                                        Melissa 

Melissaphobia is the irrational fear of bees 
                                                         wasps 
                                                         hornets 
My fear is rational 
Luann is a honeybee whose barb is buried so deep in us 
She can’t hurt us anymore 
We can’t destroy her life anymore than we already have 
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Deconstructing Freedom 
after reading too much Elie Wiesel in one weekend 

My grandmother had wings before they were fashionable 
Before Goth girls sprouted them from shoulders during adolescence 
Before the sky was streaked silver with 747s my grandmother had wings 

Late night sessions over Sighet Transylvania kept The Reich in the dark 
as to whether my grandmother was Jewess or vampire bat 

Her first long distance flight landed her in Normandy France 
where an aunt and an uncle clipped her wings 
                                          rewarded her with stale bread  
                                                              for parroting back unfamiliar words 

Words became her prison 
Warned of the high price of speaking her native tongue 
she studied English and French 
      grew up to find her voice in verse 
                   compounding sentences with Elie Wiesel 
                   directing clauses with Steven Spielberg 
                   drawing conclusions with Art Spiegelman 

My grandmother is quick to correct poets who misalign flight with freedom 
Flight is late night cold crossings through unfamiliar landscapes 
Flight is the deafening pulse of silent fear 
Flight is waking up remembering seven siblings ascending over Auschwitz 
                                                                       backflipping over Birkenau 
Words that still catch in the throat of my trilingual grandmother 

When Maya Angelou asked her why the caged bird sang 
my grandmother just laughed 
Any bird with a beak and a little ingenuity has the key out of their cage 

Words fly dazzlingly 
Though they are never free 
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Senryu 

Would that we were birds 
Then I could swallow the facts 
you regurgitate 
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Taking Advantage Of The First Amend Mint 

Bert says The city of Hartford is an X with no treasure map 
              I got lost between a crease and a thumbprint 
He says Nobody dances when the lights are on anymore 
            I like techno so shiny I can shave with it 

He says Vancouver is so much like France they surrendered to Minnesota 
He meant Quebec 
He’s never been to Quebec 
He’s never been to Vancouver 
But he once got arrested for public indecency at a strip club in Montreal 

He says None of the girls at the club will kiss me 
             Maybe I need better cocaine 
He says All the underage kids flask whiskey 
             I just didn’t want to pay five bucks for a bottle du aqua 

He speaks German poorly 
He speaks French poorly 
He’s been called an idiot in more countries than he can pronounce 
He’s been called an idiot in four countries 
He says If you want to learn a language you have to erase yourself in it 
He says I’m a fishhook conservative 
which I think means he can’t afford rent again 

He says I’ve got a girl staying over tonight wink wink 
He says Wink wink 
It’s my sister 
I say I’m spending the weekend in Hartford 
He says Don’t get lost eh? 
I think he’s confusing Hartford with Quebec 

He says J’ai le poisson d’un romantique 
I say You have a romantic fish and no concept of French grammar? 

He says The secret to a healthy relationship is reflecting your partner’s privacy 
I think he’s right accidentally 

He says I keep calling your phone 
I say Why don’t you leave a message 
He says You never excusez your messages 
I say Why do you keep calling 
He says I’m a registered undependent with codependent tendencies 
It bothers me that I’m beginning to understand what he wishes he was saying 

He says The choir of voices crash cinder in my voice when I drink 
It’s like the every time my blood alcohol level rises 
The Power Of Babel falls 
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A Brief History Of The Conjecture Of Language 

The first letter ever written was a vowel 
while there is some dispute as to which vowel 
linguists have put aside their religious 
                                           political and 
                                           fast food restaurant chain preferences 
in order to agree that despite the statistical odds against it 
a vowel came first 

It is most commonly believed that the first letter was i 
The Bible says In the Beginning 
the romantics believe it was I love you 
the egotists don’t care 
as long as it’s I 
philosophers not so secretly hope that the first letter ever written was i 
the first word if 

If the Egyptians are to be believed 
the first letter wasn’t i but 
the hieroglyphic eye 
so when translated to the Roman alphabet 
the first letter written was e 
So the most common letter in the English language 
(even the first letter of our language is e) 
was first 

E is the beginning of education 
                                efficiency 
                                evil 
I don’t know which came first 
only that the three (two es there) are intertwined 

The Brothers Grimm and their ilk believe in Once upon a time 
a phrase which holds all five vowels in its arms 
Therefore 
the first letter was o 
the vowel of lust and wonder 
The first sound ever uttered was oh 
the most common oooooooh 

Humans are specific speakers who write vaguely 
We speak about THE meaning of life 
but write about A story 
An idea 
A is an appropriately ambiguous way to start the written language 
It implies that the first word ever written was the continuation of a spoken story 
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During a novel length recitation by a captivating storyteller 
the audience had no choice but to sleep 
The speaker had other villages to visit 
so while the audience slept 
he carved the remainder of his story into a tree 
When they awoke 
the second best storyteller looked at the symbols on the tree 
and turned them into a story that better suited his imagination 

The birth of written language was a lie 

I have yet to hear anyone argue that the first letter was u 
                                                                                 ugly 
                                                                                 useless 
                                                                                 underrated 
                                                                                 unpleasant 
                                                                                 unctuous 
Even y 
which is only half a vowel is more likely to have come first 
Though 
ironically 
it was probably used to form the word you 
a word that is all vowels but 
half a consonant 

Though 
really 
who cares if the first letter was chicken or egg? 
What came first was laughter from the woods 
                               the reflection of fire in eyes too white to be gentle 
Don’t let philosophers 
              storytellers or 
              cult interpreters fool you 
what came first doesn’t matter 
as long as everything comes right in the end 
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The Frog Princess 
a fairy tale for two voices 

when I was . and I can almost remember being . younger . my mother used to vigilantly read me 
candlelight fables . little boys were always common as water . while the girls were always mattress 
flipping princesses . searching for love in the bottom of princes’ tear welled eyes 

the worst was the frog prince . the idea that some snow white Disney gown would 
ever deign to kiss a frog . was ludicrous . kissing frogs is a boy’s story . you can read 
it in their wart ringed lips . or at least you could . in the days before the stars                 
disappeared 

after the sun fell from the sky . and the clouds swallowed the moon like an embarrassing        
question . I went for a walk in the shadeless forest  

at first . I didn’t know where the day went . I awoke in the dark . in this strange 
flesh . slicker than any promise I ever reneged on . I could tell I was floating  

now that the scents of flowers have faded . I have only the squelch of receding mud between my 
toes . the crackle of dead leaves and needles . to guide me 

even sounds don’t strike me the same way . it’s like hearing through my skin . every 
bug who skims this water is Walter . running his fingers through my hair . my tongue 
flits out . like I could taste his desire 

when I am . every so often . lost . I stop . ask the trees where the sun went . ask the water why the 
moon stopped showing up to tug at her skirts  

it’s my fault . when Walter caught me . brushing my hair through someone else’s    
fingers . heard me promise another unworthy suitor . that I would give him the 
moon . his anger shook all light from the sky . my hair fell out . I could feel myself       
growing smaller 

I was a frog . there was a frog . I can not describe the weight of her . she was the first living 
thing I could see . her skin glistened . the only beacon in a colorless kingdom . I asked her if she 
knew where the light went 

at first . I couldn’t understand him . as if the darkness had swallowed all language . 
as we surely navigate each other by luster . the only word I knew was ‘light’ . I 
hopped closer to the shoreline of his lips 

in the real fairy tales . the ones that never escaped from the library . into my mother’s fragile 
hands . it was never a kiss that ended a prince’s enchantment . but an act of violence . a frog 
slammed against the wall . a toad beheaded . this was how you made something ugly human 

I tried to tell him what had happened . how Walter enchanted me into this water .  
all that came out was a croak of surprise . when the shock hot of his hands wrapped 
around me  

I remembered something else from my library afternoons . how aboriginal shamans licked toads 
and frogs . collected their poison on their tongues . until they achieved vision they were otherwise 
unable to attain 
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his kiss was strange . the stucco of his tongue brushed the back of my legs . I tried 
to leap away . but the gravity of his heart pulled me into him . the frog slid down my 
throat like a desperate secret . caught 

my skin was bubbling off me . some bubbling frothed me out of his terrible throat . 
back into the pond . where it shimmered . the way water hadn’t shimmered in 
months . I could see he was also losing shape . his neck snapped back . each of his 
teeth shot up into the sky . hung there . glimmering truths . I think it was the light that 
was choking me . it cracked the belch of my mouth . my eyes were nothing but suns . scorching 
my face . The light  . became him . and he became . the sky 

when the prince found me . floating naked in the shallows . the first thing he did 
was kiss me . I told him I didn’t remember who I was . how I came to be in that 
pond . the legend grew that I was a princess . from a far away place . that I had 
brought the light back from some sort of heavenly dimension . I let them believe it 

no one ever found out why the light came back . people want to hear soft whispers 
of romance . candlelight promises . they were all secretly happier in the dark . but truth 
is a supernova in a blind boy’s throat . the sound of a jealous lover’s laughter in the       
darkness . everything beautiful . shattered from the bones of someone else’s                
misfortune 
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I Am The Last 

the bones who made small talk about where they were during The Kennedy Assassination are 
shrinking Alzheimer’s . wilt of landmark . every since generation paces their tragedies out 

I was in third grade when The Challenger disintegrated . over and over on television . I’d skipped 
recess to watch this strange cone of fiberglass and flesh reduced to sky . Mrs Solstice was . for the 
only time I remember . still . It was the only day I ever heard prayer in school . hands folded to 
keep her from hugging each and every one of us 

I had a poetry show scheduled for September Eleventh . a show with an actually Deaf poet . a 
show about love and silence . she was in the shower . she did not hear the phone ring . we were 
staying at the phone my aunt and the phone uncle’s . so there was the phone no need to answer 
the yes already hello? phone . and of course the television . just as the second plane hit . I      
hammered the door to the bathroom . she of course could not hear anything or me 

tragedy is so silent . practiced gravitas . over explosions most viewers never hear . it is not the 
sound of the gun . the rocket . or the collapse we remember . it is the body . slumped into dust . 
it is the tower oranging the sky 

strangers . every year . ask where I was at this . surely we all commonly . and yes I do remember . 
moment . like I remember the sleepover . where my mother told me my grandmother had been 
killed by a drunk driver . Wyatt Maguire asked if he should go home . he still remembers that 
day . though he never met my grandmother . and . of course . my mother remembers as well 

I have no one to remember you with Ryan . and while today is nowhere near the anniversary of 
our anything . not the day you slumped in my arms . not the night our bodies vaporized after 
barely a minute . not the night you flew your stupid Corolla into that fucken tower . tonight is 
just a night . I sit down with a stranger . searching for that common ex . yes . perience 

where was anyone July First Nineteen Ninety-Eight? 

no one . and why should they . else remembers . but I am a goddamned monument 

like every other arrogant cipher . I wonder . who will not need to mark a calendar to remember 
when I .  inevitably . of course . die . who will press their prayer hands around a mug of coffee . 
and muse on where they were 
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I Think You’re Too Young For Nostalgia 

During the first week of college break 
you sit on the porch of the apartment you share with your eleven closest former classmates 
reminiscing about finals 

The good old days of last Wednesday 
back when a quarter could still buy you half a phone call and 
President Obama was failing to live up to 
our impossible expectations 

Some day when your pants are tight 
not because skinny jeans are the in trend but because we all get fatter 
you will laugh at how naive you were to be nostalgic at such a young age 

Even that isn’t really nostalgia 
because there’s no longing there 
just long windedness 

And don’t get me started on how you miss your ex 
who you dated for three weeks before you dumped her for a freshman in a pinker sweater 

Longing starts with long because you need distance between you and the event 

Missing presumes you can not find someone 

You can not miss someone whose number is still stored in your phone 
unless they or their phone number have been dead long enough 
to make their presence on your contact list at best morbid 
at worst a little creepy 
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Bernard Scotch Gets Away With It 

Watching pornography on a library computer is like eating bacon off the Torah 
                                                                        like slitting your wrists with stained glass 

Watching pornography on a library computer 
is like writing hate mail on the back of a photo of your dead mother 

Bernard Scotch spends his weekends researching the slouch of teenage girls and 
                                                                        the rabble of boys who follow them 

It’s never about the exposure 
It’s all about finding the one instance that no one is watching 
                    the giggle suppressing the unzipping 
                    the shuddering shhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh that turns the eyes akimbo and 
                                           yessssssssssssssssssssssss 
                    the click of the x 
The video replaced with graphs and Wikipedia articles on cabbage 

There is nothing but innocence here 

Watching pornography on library computers is like peeing in your own pool 
                                                                       like assassinating Kennedy 
You’ve got to make the crowd suspect everyone but you 

The librarian is the last person the other librarians suspect 
                        frost headed and wrinkled 
                        the taped together glasses 

He is the last person you suspect because he looks too obvious 
How he trembles 
             stammers 
How he can’t look any hello in the eye 
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Purple Juggernaut Hewn In Daft Suit 
arranged using magnetic poetry provided by Simone Beaubien 

Vapid club meat heaves drunk & frantic 
                          lathers treacle zeal on my skin 

I stare delirious 
What does he want me for? 

He must need ephemeral worship 
                      storm of drool & faux platitudes about his beauty 

He is gorgeous sordid raw boy with smooth power 
I am a symphony of onyx language excreting affable fluff 

My lust is banal 
Tongue me rusty 
Smear these repulsive bitter paragon moments through my summer life 

Love is unctuous chocolate 
            lazy urge men incubate behind TV vision 
            delicate void importuning usefulness 
It is ugly & essential 

I ache to shake him sweaty 
              rip cool from his breast like light from a diamond 
              spray winter over his shadow 
              play 
              pant 
              lick 
              live 
              love 
              sing 
              chant 
              moan 

Beneath the flood of manipulating tacit whispers 
                           a lake of tawdry subterfuge screams 

He says friend  like puppy crying sausage 
                       like knife through me 

I am weak easy cudgel 
        ersatz man dressed in gratuitous never 
        apparatus waxing pleased but truly morose 
        pink dream with enormous blue chain evoking vicissitude 

Head is a gift you spring on turgid crushes 
Priapism is sweet torment for unrequited shiners 
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Who can sleep recalling the lachrymose smell of want 
                                                                         summa cum viscous 
                                                                                            languid 
                                                                         magna cum still 

Two thousand tiny fingers pounding together 
Morass music misting miasma under bare feet 
                                              trips the beat 

I egress 
Spurned by could have saids 
                  white hot missives lapsed chaste 
                  a bevy of lies belayed to no avail 
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There Is No “I” In “Go Fuck Yourself” 

 
I. Logos 

 
God came to the Serpent first and said 
We shall have words 

The serpent crawled in hieroglyphs: 
Mouth shut 
River overflowing 
Broken dam 
Fig tree 
Naked woman 

God was not Egyptian 
He tried to stomp the serpent flat 
As it danced around his feet 
 
 
 

II. Rebuttal 

Buddha will not ascend 
Cleanliness is next to the river not godliness 
 
 
 

III. Made for TV Movie Based on a True Story 

Fuck Michelangelo’s old white man 
God is in Versace Kabala 
               Jerry Garcia tie 
               Luxottica eyewear 
               Striding down the red carpet 
Joan Rivers’s face melting under his glare 
 
 
 

IV. Fortune Cookie Cutters 

K’ung Fu Tzu won’t tell you where heaven is 
                      won’t burn you in hell for who you love 
                      gives advice in place of commandments 
                      is the punchline to a million bigots’ Chinese jokes 
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V. Effluvium 

The last time you spoke out of ignorance 
Your spittle evaporated into fog 
Clouded your vision 

Someone who overheard you took your words as gospel 
Preached them to their acolytes 

This is how plagues start 
 
 
 

VI. Every Religion Has An “I” In It           
Even Atheism 

The first word was a prayer and a snooze 
                             a homonym 
                             a pun no one understood 

Mouth shut 
Climbing out of ocean 
Fish with legs 
Dangling worm 

Somewhere there’s a tunnel with a burnt out bulb 
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Senryu Left On The Side Of The Road 

Billboard Restaurant 
Car Dealership Restaurant 
Restaurant Strip Mall 

Hooters Wafflehouse 
Applebee’s Cracker Barrel 
I am not hungry 

Every city looks 
like the last city we passed 
Progress is stagnant 

Crushed generic cans 
in an unmarked breakdown lane 
Anonymous junk 

Ivy creeps over 
the sound barrier Blocking 
the whine of traffic 

Flares segregate the 
exploded hatchback from the 
gawking survivors 

Two streetlights stare through 
an open faced palm tree 
A regal shut mouth smile 
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How Robyn Su And Chance Millerz Play War For Real 

Royalty in one deck 
The faceless masses in another 

Each one shuffled 
              dealt 

Royalty first 
High card wins 

In the likely event of a standoff 
it’s the numbers who go to war 
Low card wins 

The chant 
instead of I-de-clare-war 
Is power-to-the-people 

The winner is first to amass all numbers or 
                                 lose all face 
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Cuddles The Clown At The Balloon Animal Hospital 

A giraffe with a deflated ear 
The cow with her head on backwards 
The half popped cobra 

What do you bring to an injured creature  
whose sole purpose is to cheer up other injured creatures 

This bouquet of broken latex left piled in the empty ward 
Dr. Cuddles in his Hawaiian print scrubs 
                            gong sized stethoscope 
                            terrifyingly large patent leather shoes 
                   enters the room through the medicine cabinet 
                            with seven dozen of his closest disorderlies 
each fingered with ten pin sharp nails painted the colors of their injured impatients 

All these wrong twisted children dreaming of helium filling their bodies 
                                                                large enough to lift this clinic to some laugh filled 
                                                                                                                Heaven 
                                                 knowing that only the pop of Death awaits 
                                                 euthanized by these cruel smiling doctors 
whose noses squeak in the same key of the balloon animals’ twisted birth 
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Fireflies Dissolving 

My mother said my brain was like a tooth 
                                             in a bottle of Coke 
                                                             that my father wouldn’t stop shaking 
There are fireflies in the Mason Jar but no one poked airholes 
The lights are going out 

It’s 3AM and I am standing outside Jeffrey’s window 
                             watching fireflies burn gasoline multiplication tables 
                                                               across his forehead 

I almost believe I can protect him 
but the sirens are burning flamethrowers in my ear 
I try to wave them away 
but my hands are snakes and I have mice thoughts 

Sometimes the streetlights hit me at just the right angle 
soft like snowfall my hair extinguishes the last spark of confusion 
I almost believe I’m ok 
                        that my bricks aren’t slightly out of alignment 
                        that the park benches aren’t covered in barbed wire 
                               there are no more brick fisted flame belchers 
                                             no more mace breathing pigs 
                                             no more spark strangers 
screeching my father’s flameheaded 
                                 overhand glare 

Daddy please don’t make me kiss that man 
I’m a good boy 
I only pink when you tell me 
  don’t blur my sleeping children 

Daddy I’m a better man than you 
                 a better father 
Even though I run from daylight and my son 

Jeffrey I’m sorry I can’t be a throw overhand father 
                 sorry I run from multiplication tables and you 
Sand headed boy I still remember folded towels made beds spotless kitchen 
I never stopped reflowering your mother with my eyes 
you my child are night time 
                          when lucidity and I come together 

My brain is not a tooth 
It’s the Coke dissolving the world around me 
Even with airholes fireflies can’t live in a jar for long 
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Jeffrey I’m sorry I throw snakes 
          you’re a lucid boy 
          I’m a siren 
          my father is the brick fist inferno I run from 
          you are night time 
          the comforting kiss of fear 

Daylight burns too lucid 
All these fireants daydreaming cubicle escapism 
                          making the mundane superhero catch 
                          reflowering the girl with boredom 

Night dreams are fireflies devouring this glass jar city 
                           headlights punching air holes in the searing city streets 

It is only when the sun is swallowed by the asphalt that I can’t remember your face 

Jeffrey I love you always 
          I’m sorry I can’t watch you throw overhand 
                                   pick you up at school 
But at night I stand beneath your window and watch your dreams 
I almost believe I can protect you from them 

Jeffrey I must leave you soon 
          the Coke is fizzling fireflies 
          the dark is folding spotless strangers in your kitchen eyes 

Jeffery 
it’s 4:30 AM and the sky is filled with gasoline 
here comes the sun 
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Waiting For The Fall 
a sestina 

Mornings are for watching the sun rising 
over the distant forest In the fall 
i would spend entire days fantasizing 
life as a leaf with the power to stall 
the wind with my beauty The trees would sing 
dirges upon my departure 

                                          Soon all 
this shall come to pass And I will feel all 
the pull of my days and nightmares rising 
above me 

                 Until that day i will sing 
the dirges myself 

                            I have had my fall 
from grace It was inside a bathroom stall 
where there was some stranger fantasizing 
me prettier I was fantasizing 
that for all the troubles in my life All 
i needed was time in a bathroom stall 
feeling this stranger’s love and lust rising 
inside me 

                   I never thought i would fall 
this low 

                There are days i wish i could sing 
the praises of lust But i can not sing 

There are nights when i’d trade fantasizing 
rewriting my history for the fall 
my doctors say i won’t live to see 

                                                      All 
i want is an autumn morning rising 
outside my window A moment to stall 
time To count every broken branch To stall 
the wind as it escapes from leaves to sing 
about the beauty of the sun rising 

I do not have time for fantasizing 

The forests are a distant moment 

                                                     All 
i have is winter 

                           All i want is fall 
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Every day i watch my temperature fall 
to normal levels Thinking i can stall 
death The doctors were wrong 

                                                  I can give all 
my friends the news that they can rejoice Sing 
of my long life 

                          I am fantasizing 
that Yes I can stop the sun from rising 

All i need is one more morning in fall 
The breeze rising just high enough to stall 
the trees as they sing my fantasizing 
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Transitive Properties 

It was Alexander The Great who first bit Adam’s apple 
                                                                         to take the taste of The Serpent from his throat 
          Eve who saw the horse’s shadow and 
                       successfully mounted a hundred conquered Indian boys 

Lilith threw the first punch at Stonewall 

Harvey Milk disobeyed Zeus and unleashed all the world’s evils from a clay pot 
while Walt Whitman 
                                  barefoot and flaming in Egypt’s kitchen 
                                  burned up all their gods except one 

Michelangelo was a suffragette 
Sojourner Truth was a sodomite 

Oscar Wilde believes women and homosexuals should be treated equally 
                                                                                      allowed their rights to marry voters 
and cast their ballots in strict alignment with their husbands’ and fathers’ beliefs 

Nefertiti decreed that while man can not marry man 
                                 man can marry men as long as he has a woman or two in the mix 

When Gertrude Stein was chained to a Laramie fence post 
                                        thirsty and fractured for a Heineken transgression 
which sin of her body did she most repent? 
The vagina or the wanting for it? 

Only Abigail Adams knows 
but she hides her hands from every clergyman who asks her 
Fingers still dusted with the marble she chiseled David’s penis out of 

For centuries women dressed as men to gain knowledge and strength 
while men dressed as women for entertainment 
Surely both acts are equal 
You dress a fag as a witch to make it burn faster 
Ask Joan Of Arc which sin is more inflammatory in the eyes of God 

I’ve never seen God 
      never found the proper pronoun to address prayers that God wouldn’t open anyway 
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All God does is watch us  
and kill us when we get boring.  
We must never, ever be boring. 

—Chuck Palahniuk 
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Coin Shadow 

A man sits alone eating plain white rice 
Oblivious to the scent of frying fish 
that turns rice to fish before his eyes 
as it steeps through the air An answered wish 

A few yards away With scorn in her eyes 
A woman fried the fish that fills his snout 
Thief! cries the woman To the man’s surprise 
You are eating your rice I have no doubt 
With no intention of paying the price 
for the fish smell that makes your rice taste nice 

To settle the dispute Enter the scholar 
What is the price of your fried fish? 

The woman answers A silver dollar 

A silver dollar for a delicious dish 
strikes me as a more than justified price 
But the man eating rice only smelled the fish 
so the shadow of a coin must suffice 
for eating a merely imagined dish 
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A Brief History Of Conjecture 
After a Glock-wielding gunman killed six people at a Tucson shopping center on Jan. 8, 2011, Greg Wolff, 

the owner of two Arizona gun shops, told his manager to get ready for a stampede  of new customers. 
—Michael Riley 

The meat would sooner kill you than feed you 
The air felt the same way 

There was no mythical one man or woman 
who opened up rocks and sticks and discovered fire 

Flames did not consume the Earth’s surface until we discovered it could kill 

Light to see by 
Heat to warm us 
These were things to be kept secret 
Fire as a weapon spread quick as gossip 

This is conjecture 
All we know of a weapon’s history is conjecture 

No one can speak with authority 
of whether the rock was first used to build or bludgeon 
but the arrow serves only to pierce flesh 

A hammer and a nuclear warhead can both be used to kill 
but only one is used to make shelter 
as far as we know 

No one has ever thought to outlaw hands 
though they can strangle 
perhaps because they can only kill one person at a time 

Humans are built inefficiently for killing 
not enough fingers for all the triggers in our brains 

The man in the grocery store 
              tells the woman behind the counter 
                                      that if he could 
                                             he would kill the men who make automatic weapons 
She nods her head in agreement 

Every time I open my mouth in protest 
                                            a bullet fires 
                                            someone is wounded for having a different opinion 

I want to kill the being who designed this mouth 
It might be what I was built for 
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Batista 
In 2001 Dr. Richard Batista donated a kidney to his ailing wife, Dawnell.  A year later Dawnell filed for 
divorce after revealing she’d been having an affair with the physical therapist that helped her recuperate from 
the surgery.  Dr. Batista is now suing his wife for 1.5 million dollars, the value of the donated kidney. 

—Associated Press 

She didn’t ask for your blood type on your first date 
      didn’t stare longingly at your appendix 
                        the first time you took off your shirt in front of her 

It wasn’t even about the heart 
                               the ugly pulsing sack that maneuvers the blood around your body 
It was your time she wanted 

You were always too science to see that 
                          too busy with diagnosis and treatment 
She didn’t know she could hate a word like patients 
until it hummed out of your voice box 

When the red tide came 
unexpected algal blossom in the previously pristine ocean of her body 
she didn’t want your diagnosis 
she wanted your larynx to vibrate something like comfort 
                 your lungs to press your breath against hers when you kissed 

She never asked for your kidney 
but you gave it because you’ve always seen love as something tangible 
                                                                          a gift to be returned in matching portions 

But love is not an organ given freely 
                      a stomach you can’t heart 
                      a liver drowned in mouthwash kisses 

Of course it was the therapist who intercepted her love from you 
She always loved the builders more than the architects 

Anyone can draw a heart on a sheet of paper 
Anyone can throw an organ at a problem if they’ve got another to spare 
But to give the gift of time focused on making a body work again 
That is a miracle of love 

We always love the person who fixes us more than the one who supplied him with the tools 
She thought you 
of all people 
would understand 
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Overheard Mutterings 
a rendering of Paul Muldoon’s “The Grand Conversation” 

You? You go to dimly lit leather bars where calcified chestnuts are generally ignored 
Me? I am floored by black roses and apple stars 
Well-planned nature 
Not the cigarette butts that illiterate youth gather around to appear couth 

You? You stood tall out of necessity 
No fear of rumors or overheard mutterings circulated by false friends 
Me? Starved by trends 
Divided by ambiguity and complacency 
I lost myself in the stuttering world of sarcasm played staccato 
Offending even myself with over compensatory bravado 

You? You gave up the sour words that fester in a neglected mouth 
Freeing yourself from the curse of solipsist social grace 
Me? The worst I did was trap an ex in verse 
Then deny it 
Honesty heading south into my sarcastic gut 
Inducing a creative rut 

You? You were born to tear yourself apart over bringing people together in peace 
Your undoing quality is your best 
Me? I am happy to give myself immeasurable rest 
Before analyzing what is at the heart of my inner-beast 
I stay silent and frozen in my state of self-loathing 

You? You gave us all a seat before your altar 
We sat hushed at the moment of sacrifice in the darkening theater of ourselves 
Me? I placed the eroding gels over the spotlight 
Afraid to watch you falter into the open arms of vice 
You showed me the terrible potential of the word eventual 
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Diet 
inspired by an episode of the Howard Stern show circa 2001 

For six months eric has been working 
Combing the lawns of the idle rich 
in search of dog shit He brags to his friends 
of his newest most unusual talent 

Observing only size and scent He can match 
any turd to the breed of dog 
it comes from Ron Who’s spent the last few weeks living 
off of chinese takeout and both types of coke 
Offers him five hundred dollars 
if he can identify the type of dog that’s been defecating on his lawn 

But if you get it wrong ron laughs 
You’ve got to eat it The bouquet of 
the specimen brings to mind the fish 
and chips aura of beagle 
But the salsa on eric’s tongue after his misdiagnosis 
positively identifies it 
as having come from a chihuahua Emily defies 
her capitalist heritage 
by announcing that she wouldn’t eat shit 
for any price Then a glass of wine 

later defines the amount of money and serving size 
she’d agree to Matters of diet 
it would seem are elastic and immoral as acts of faith 
or politics There’s always some 
reward we can imagine 
overlooking our beliefs for 

Vegans who agonize over cow cartilage in their supposedly vegan friendly 
organic vitamin supplement are often willing to swallow 
semen The product of human pleasure 
is acceptable where bovine exploitation is 
not Eric finishes swallowing his pride 

and poison Ron asks him how he feels 
Full eric jokes Ron laughs 
with him Then we’re even 
I was full of shit when i told you i’d give you five hundred dollars 
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Conversation With Nikki Giovanni 

I’m sorry 
I promised I would never write you into a poem 
You knew better 
        heard yourself in every stanza I ever wrote 
So you left me here 
                       alone 
                       wondering 
Would you love me better if I were mute? 
                                                      a recluse? 
                                                      a woman? 

I’m sorry my passion burned too bright for you to look at 
      sorry my soothing words scorched your ears 
      sorry a spark of my love has burned this bridge between us 

I am so very sorry for so very many things 
but I refuse to be sorry that I love you 
when you painted my eyes to gaze on you 
               sculpted my brain to think thoughts of you 
               molded my heart to beat for you 
You made me all that I am 
                      nothing more than a character lost between pages of your blank book 

I refuse to be ashamed of that 

Nikki Giovanni said I should love you 
because there was nothing else for you 
but that I would love you 

I read that 
  grabbed a flight down to Virginia 
  tracked Nikki down 
  shook her by her shoulders and said 
Stop writing my poems before I have a chance to live them 

She just laughed 

I asked her what happens after you write a poem like “Resignation” 
                 how do I sleep alone after someone like you? 

She suggested I drive by your house at midnight and hurl sonnets through your window 
                        paint murals of your face on our moon 
                        highlight your poetry with my blood 
                        write your name into my poems more often than I use a word like the 
                        write volumes of poetry about you so dense they become wood again 
                                                                            so I can build this bridge back to you 
She said i should love you so much that i hate you 

I could never do that 

How could i hate you when you have made me all that i am          Sorry 
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Twelve Haiku/Senryu Published In The Boston Globe 
August 2005 

Dear apologist     My mind divided 
please stop saying you’re sorry   like church and state 
behind smiling lips     I’ve never felt so together 

I’m a cricket in     You ask what scares me 
a lizard’s cage waiting for    most and I’m afraid I can’t 
you to swallow me     answer the question 

He’s always fishing     Wise men say only 
for compliments He never    what fools want to hear 
throws any back though    Go for it Rush in 

My love is a drop     All I heard was an 
of water in a rainstorm    explosion of apathy 
over the ocean     Whatever that is. 

Sky City lightning     Somewhere light falls 
Trucks shed their rubber tread skin    and an atheist ponders 
Thunder on graveyards    the existence of sin 

Irony: Poems     Haiku tells the truth  
written in second person    in few words as possible 
by someone named You    Laziest art form 
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Sixty Foot Madonna 

The proverb says If you see Buddha on the road 
                                                      kill him 
                          Gods were not meant to walk this Earth 

This is why Rome burned 
           why Greece fell 
           why Jesus was crucified 

If you see Jesus in your Constitution 
                        burn it 
If you see Zeus at a singles mixer 
                        run the other way 
If you see Mohammed in the editorial cartoon section of your newspaper 
                                   hide in the basement 
If you see Buddha on the road 
                            kill him 

Matthew is taking a course on Classic Deities In Modern Art 
              wants me to join him on a field trip to Revere (the city) 
                             to revere (the verb) The Sixty Foot Madonna 

The Sixty Foot Madonna is neither the world’s greatest band name 
nor a stagger of thirty drag queens vogueing to the eighty’s material girl 

The Sixty Foot Madonna is a thirty-five foot representation of The Virgin Mother 
set on a twenty-five foot pedestal 

By this logic 
every time I step on the kitchen counter to change a lightbulb 
I am ten feet tall and electric 

Matthew sketches her eyes forlorn 
              captures each fold of her robe 

Details you lose in feet 
you can capture in centimeters 

Later he tells me how 
when drawing manga 
the proportion of the head to the body 
                       determines whether or not the character is meant 
to be taken seriously 

I tell him he swells my head every time he asks me to spend time with him 
He laughs 
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Shel Silverstein Empties The Dishwasher 
for the 573 

Trevor Byrne Blueridge Fitzpatrick O’Smith 
is a roommate his roommate just loves to fuck with 

But as much as he rants and he raves and he bitches 
he just can’t get Trevor to do the damned dishes 

They’re covered with spinach and four kinds of cheese 
with tacked on tapioca and mushed up chickpeas 

The glasses are spackled with chunky sour milk 
The pots are all crusted with vegetable silk 

The whole kitchen sink is a fucken disaster 
that Trevor just looks at and bursts into laughter 

I don’t know what to do shouts Michael O’Shea 
Mactibbens Port Stubenns McSteinburg Levay 

I know the solution to all of their problems 
I’ll staff the whole kitchen with dish washing goblins 

and every time Trevor puts down a used dish 
covered in ice cream and bourbon and fish 

the goblins will lap it all up with their tongues 
and inhale all the bad juju into their lungs 

‘til the kitchen is spotless and devoid of all hate 
(and all of the nasty things Trevor has ate) 

All this I will do to keep them from fighting 
so that they can get back to their poetry writing 

But I wouldn’t even need this dilemma kybosher 
if our landlords would just fix the fucken dishwasher 
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Out Of Order 

The vending machine repairman thought it would be more economical 
to put the bubblegum and the plastic toys in the same machine 
so a quarter could buy you a gumball 
or a set of glow in the dark maggots 
two things no one should put in their mouth anyway 

It wasn’t the crack of the tooth that set the little boy screaming 
but the explosion of hydrogen peroxide and phenyl oxalate ester into his mouth and eyes 
the fluorescent dye wasn’t helping things either 
or his mother 
who screamed and screamed about how he’d be blind forever 

When the screaming faded into threats 
and the child blinked healthy after healthy at his mother’s smoking lips 
the repair man sketched out a homemade Out Of Order sign 
to hang on the offending machine 

The child was given a free gumball 
which also exploded 
but with corn syrup and yellow #40 
which is just as toxic 
but more socially acceptable 

The repairman waited for five minutes after they left 
before he tore up the Out Of Order sign 
and smiled at the next grubby quartered fist 
as it turned the roulette wheel of the tiny plastic machine 
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If I Wrote “Drunken Conversations At Hampshire College” In 2009 

The trombonists saw their arms in silence 
eyes locked on their neighbors’ brass papers 

A suede bag full of dirt flies off manicured feet in ninety dollar sandals 
                   careens off shirts bought faded and 
                                    pre-ripped jeans 

Conversation is a suede bag full of dirt 
                        an antique flask full of Miller High Life 

The only person at the party lonelier than me is the clock 
which skips seconds forward and back 
                               forward and back 
                               forward and back 
                               forward and back 
trying to convince me that the present is the best it’s ever going to get 

Someone in the kitchen is humming in the same key as the refrigerator 
Air whistling through his missing tooth like an apathetic kettle 

When I tell him he has a pretty voice 
                         he stops 
and everyone in the room turns their spotlight on his face 

He writes me a note in the steam and pot smoke frosted sliding glass door 
                               about how he swallowed a spider in fourth grade and 
                                                since then his larynx has been webbed shut 

Everyone in this room is singing harmonies to the tune of tragedy 
but nobody knows the right lyrics 

An English professor coughs up spider eggs on the torn up couch 
                                                                 until everyone vacates the living room 

In the kitchen 
the non-practicing bisexual laments the politics of a local pizza parlor 

She doesn’t remember what opinion she disagrees with 
just that it’s something unforgivable 

I order anyway 

The manling she invites to the world’s most boring threesomes 
                    swings his eyelashes at my fenced-in smile when the pizza arrives 
                    kisses me like confidence is a disease he hopes will spread in his direction 
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Betraying Judas 

He’s throwing magnetic darts in a room 
full of refrigerators and iron 
Tongue twisting tirades of blame and fortune 
You cast snake eyes on linoleum floor 
But just because you are out of your mind 
doesn’t mean you are out of his site lines 
Every groundhog will have his day in court 
Digging at shadows of stigmata wounds 
you catch his eyes in a cast iron net 
Butterflies that taste so good going down 
wreak havoc in your porcelain stomach 
He leans in to you          asks you for a kiss 
Tonight’s effigy has your name on it 
Aren’t you burning to know what it looks like? 
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Love Happens 

Every day on my bus ride to work I find the hottest guy on the bus 
Imagine how perfect our lives will be when he realizes I’m his soulmate 

Today’s Obsession is all fauxhawk and piercing green eyes 
until the bus swerves around a pedestrian 
                                causing him to drop his copy of The Metro 
                                revealing a bright green 
                                              eye-accentuating t-shirt 
which reads Future Fry Cook 

I want to ask him where he got such a lofty career goal 
                           but the bus has lurched to my stop 
                                 I am motionsick 

I escape to the sidewalk 
An octopus rollerblading on an armadillo’s back 
I swerve my eyes around my obsession 
  grab a newspaper dispenser for balance 

At work before I can even clock in 
             Pant Suit wants a large decaf 
                                     extra sugar 
                                     no sugar 
                                                          with three Equals 
             Crusty Mug wants a small milky Colombian with good head 
                                 doesn’t laugh when I say Don’t we all? 
             Unibrow wants two how about three small better 
                                            make that medium Honeysuckle Lattés 
                                     one decaf 
                                     one half-calf 
scratch the third one 
how about today’s special blend instead 

Today’s special blend is Panama Bouquete 
which is named for a small town in a foreign country 
but if you take out the first u in bouquete 
you get boquete which is Portuguese for blowjob 

As I’m pouring the lattés 
Future Fry Cook wanders into the café 
Only now his shirt says Love Happens 
                             it is bright blue 
                                    precisely the color his eyes aren’t 

I want to ask him why the wardrobe switch 
                           but all my customers are either whispering or screaming 
Except my boss who is doing both simultaneously 
because I’ve spilled steamed milk all over the espresso machine 
            the phone is ringing 
            I am rollerblading motion sick lattés on an armadillo’s back 
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The ringing phone is my coworker 
who says there is a slim chance that she can’t make it to work her shift 
because her son is having a baby 

I want to scream at her You don’t have a son! 
                                   And even if you did 
                                   Sons don’t have babies daughters do! 
                                   but my logic is motion sick 

All my customers are ringing Panamanian blowjobs 
                                            Boquete! Boquete! Boquete! 
                                            and my coworker doesn’t have balance 

Future Love Fry Cook Happens orders a regular coffee 
                                                             medium black houseblend 
The customer behind him orders a regular coffee 
                                                    small Colombian with cream and two sugars 
From now on Regular Coffee is a cup of boiling water 
                                                         with a shot of Windex 
                                                four grams of espresso grounds 
                     nothing is regular 
                     regular is scratch the third one 

My boss is screaming motionsick 
I don’t have time to clean the espresso machine 
The phone won’t stop ringing 
We’re out of French Vanilla 
Futurama’s Fry Loves Happening Cookies would like a receipt 
The espresso machine is giving me a dirty look 
Everything is blinking 

This is Tuesday afternoon regular with octopus balance 
When the store closes 
I empty the tip jar into a pile of sugar armadillos 
Among the wrinkled Washingtons and the terrifying Buffalo tail nickels 
                                                    is a receipt with seven numbers and 
                                                                            Love Happens written on it 
I hold on to it for balance 
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For No One 

Because your name must never achieve immortality I 
will never write it in a poem Because your words fall 
like so many buildings condemned 
I wanted to believe you loved me or were at least capable of loving 

me I thought i’d title this poem 
with your initials Then 
you would know 
it was for you So i thought i’d call it You’re s 
o vain Carly simon and lawyers might get upset 
and mick jagger and warren beatty might start calling my house 
again I pondered leaving it 
untitled Then people would skip over it To 
someone crossed my mind But i couldn’t 
give you credit for being 
a person I couldn’t bear 
that 

So i give this to you 
as is Knowing you 
never read my poetry 
anyway 
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The Mountain Explodes 

Someone wrote a book where no one fell in love with anything 
and someone else probably enjoyed it 

Everything has an audience somewhere 

There is surely a little girl who drew hearts around calculus equations 
that didn’t remind her of anything except how cool numbers are 

And maybe some old man will tell you how much he envies you 
                                                          how envy and love are not intermingled 
He is probably the sort of person who believes peanut butter cups grow in gardens 
and are not merely some shell of chocolate that some machine globs peanut butter into 

Today you called to tell me that you still didn’t love me but 
                                                       enjoyed spending time with me 
so why shouldn’t we go out for a friendly drink? 

I realized what it must have been like to survive Pompeii 
                                                        to have spent an entire lifetime 
                                                        not knowing volcanoes existed 
                                                        to feel like you’d lost everything to an angry mountain 
Of course you’re never going to be able to look a hill in the eye without cringing 

The problems of hyperbole are insurmountable when love is involved 
which has nothing to do with why hockey players sharpen their skates 
before dancing across the face of their beloved ice 
or why a sixteen year old screams at his mother 
for giving away a teddy bear he hadn’t looked at or hugged since he was eight 
or why I would rather sit at home listening to opera with the lights out 
than sit in a platonic bar drinking platonic alcohol with your platonic face 
shining the way it does 
whenever you look at me 
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To: PorcineDiva@muppetshow.com 
From: KeysOverFleas@muppetshow.com 
Subject:New Song Idea 

Oh my sweet porkchop I couldn’t sleep last night, remembering the different places you’ve 
touched me that made my leg twitch involuntarily. So I wrote you a song. I hope the day will 
come when I can serenade you with it on TV without having to worry about old flipper face 
having me neutered. For now, I guess I must satisfy myself with stolen dressing room moments 
running my tongue over your honey glazed skin while Kermit interviews whatever z-list schlep 
fell between the late night couch cushions, and on to our show. Hope you enjoy the song. 

Attached document: 

The Piano Has Been Drinking From Another Man’s Trough 

The door is knocking back a few brewskis 
                  fit to bust a frame 
There’s a tremble in the shudders 
                           that the wind could never claim 
The chimney tries to smoke you out 
                            as though it had a chance 
The windowshades are flapping like your breezy underpants 

To love your best friend’s lover is the vilest sort of sin 
But our body are all temples and I’m going to let you in 
(and out and in and out and...you get the idea) 

I don’t want you for just your beauty 
I want the entire hog 
I want to pop your Iggy 
Piggy I want to be your dog 
(that was a punk rock reference          for those of you playing along at home) 

I’m hotter for you darling than a red sun’s nearest planet 
And many people call a hot dog a pig in a blanket 
(which is          incidentally           where I’d like to be with you tonight) 

Forget your frog prince charming 
                                    let his flippers burn to chill 
                                    until he’s greener than an unused thumb made of dollar bills 

Miss Piggy forgive me but is our love any more wrongso 
than all those nights I ended up shacking up with Gonzo? 

I want to use your hamhocks for a round of mini-golf 
My perfect porcine princess 

Love          your flop-eared lover 
                 Rowlf 
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December 2009 

There is something barking in the snow 

It might be the asphalt 
                  some thick hack of granite dislodged or 
                  a car choking on slush 

It might be another heartbreak 
                  some drunk forget me please 
                                    draped over the railing of the least exclusive club on Lonely Street 

Or it could be the dandelion I stepped on this morning 
on my way home from your house 
before the snow started 

Poor lost thing 
begging to be wished upon 
but not powerful enough to grant what I wanted 

This reverse snowflake 
slicing itself out of the mud 
before the frost came 
with no peers 
        no sun 
        no answers 

It was probably the dandelion 
sputtering out its last curse 

Or maybe it was me 

Sometimes I howl without realizing it 
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Erasing.The.Peace 
a rendering of Gary Hicks’s “Writing.The.Fight” 

thoughts often leave your mouth at the most inopportune times . you pray nobody is around 
when the wrong word slips . or when the opportunity presents itself you don’t say anything at 
all  . for days after words . an internal eternity . questions . apathy . numbness . sink into you  . 
impatient to be uprooted they become corpses . skeletons . a plague of weeds  

when a friend crosses the line into object of desire . words get caught in the oblivion of eternity . 
your friend takes your silence . fills it with words that never entered your mind 

you can not defend yourself . you were too slow . mouth shut tight during the lingering silence . 
your thoughts never existed . unaccounted for they become public displays of your spinelessness .  
personal attacks deemed true . anything you have to say now is irrelevant 

you are locked in this silence . frequently losing control for immeasurable aeons of time . you are 
void of inspiration . you try and purge yourself from this silence . becoming positive of what you 
would have said to continue the conversation  

it is too late . the conversation stopped long ago  

you keep mum . trapped in your skull . events replay on an endless slow motion loop . you can’t 
quite grasp what happened . you can’t let go . you are at peace with this form of death . in this 
peace . censorship is a white flag best put down untouched 
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 Hallelujah 
It’s Raining Men 

The pity parade was canceled when it started raining men 
Broken jaws and shoulders littered the main street 

All these men broken before they fell 
Now heaped into piles for the sanitation crew 

Love is a felony that will never be expunged from your record 
no matter how you plead 
or whether or not you’re acquitted 

Your friends will tell you to roll with it 
but your body has too many angles for that kind of motion 

Have another drink 
something so fruity it burns holes in your tiny umbrella 
then call me          like you do 
Tell me how much it hurts to be in love with someone who doesn’t love you back 

I am laughing 
because it’s better for my voice than screaming 
and I’m afraid of all the tiny men swimming in my tear ducts 
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Dorothy Parker Shakes Off Her Umbrella 

I get so tired of getting wet 
while dashing somewhere dry 

It’s like running through your regrets 
so you have reason to cry 
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Alan Ginsberg Blows His Nose 

What kite of cotton and refuse dusts my nostrils and tickles my lip with its floral patterns and 
dollop of lotion? 

Gesundheit! Health! Blessings! Your ribcage! Trampoline for escaped dreams! No more washing 
your hands under faucets! Phlegm caught in the tissues! Mucus weeping from my snout! 

Gesundheit! Gesundheit! Blessings of Gesundheit! Gesundheit the germful! Sickly Gesundheit! 
Gesundheit the prayers of sniffling men! 

Gesundheit the springtime with its promiscuous flowers! Gesundheit the sun and its ultraviolet 
tendrils! Gesundheit the pepper that dusts up my soup! Gesundheit the cat with her deliberate 
dander! Gesundheit the virus!  

Gesundheit whose cry is an unrequited prayer that the sneezing be silenced! Gesundheit whose 
timbre is decried in the key of instinct and rarely concern! Gesundheit whose fingers brush the 
offending olfactorer! 

Gesundheit! Which reminds me of a story about Jack Kerouac who don’t you know was a     
personal friend like Carl Solomon and William Burroughs! Kerouac the Gesundheit! Gesundheit 
Jack! 

Nostrils! I’m with you in Kleenex 
where you’re shedding your oxygen 
I’m with you in Kleenex 
where you’re comfortably dressed 
I’m with you in Kleenex 
where your army of allergens is drowning in cotton 
I’m with you in Kleenex 
where all of your most prized thoughts leak from your mind 
lest your brain crush them between warring hemispheres 
I’m with you in Kleenex 
where Gesundheit is less a word than a greeting 
a noun too proper to acknowledge your suffering 

I saw the strongest men doubled over by sunlight           
the weight of ragweed pulling them back  
to the Earth they’ve grown so tall to escape           
steroid-riddled ya dudes crumbling from the tractor beam of discarded puppy fur           

these nobodies           
who college life and personal trainers have hefted into hollow trophies 

who have never met a mirror they couldn’t stare down           

who have lifted their electric veins to the surface of their prehistoric skin           
pulsing with carcinogens and judgment that shiver when the elastic fibres beneath the surface flex           
these smirking photo ops who drive or ride buses to a pheromone dense building           
where they walk or ride bicycles thirty miles without actually getting anywhere           
or seeing anything that isn’t another smirking photo op  
lifting up circles heavier than all their neighbors’ boxes           
that they will be too winded to help move into the basement           
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who try to never lift anything heavier than a remote control  
unless someone is watching           

who don’t understand that wind is the one part of the sky you can control           
if only you would fix your twitching nose in its direction 
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Building Nothing Out Of Something 

every time you breathe out . I breathe in . warm air circulates . whispers bounces bodies against 
each other . until they explode with lust  

in fifth grade . popcorn was both inspiration . and bribery . in the form of an exercise . popular 
with the more creative writing teachers . those still fresh from college . who still believed they 
could mold each student into scholars 

Mrs Fitzgerald held us silent for fifteen minutes . as bulbous seeds exploded . into poems about 
clouds . short stories about aliens from Planet Redenbacher . we quietly munched our muse . 
while Wyatt Maguire read his gruesomely detailed account . of Colonel Corn’s final hellish   
moments of being burned alive . a story which earned him strange looks . a page in the school 
literary journal . and the honor of being the only student in school history . to have a chair in the 
school psychologist’s office named after him 

twenty years later . his peers still prefer to frequent bars that serve pretzels . regard Smartfood 
with a disdain that vegans reserve for pleather boots 

I’m twenty three now . writing myself into stagnant pools of butter . residue from literary           
popcorn . the term my tenth grade English teacher bestowed on the works of Danielle Steele . 
Dean Koontz . John Grisham . fluffy white stories you can pop in your brain by the handful . and 
never feel full 

I woke up hungry this morning . you were in the other room playing guitar . I couldn’t decide   . 
whether the air was thick with our love . or musked with the scent . of freshly buttered popcorn 
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Ghazal 8.6.02 

Deers get their fix licking salt 
from freshly rubbed wounds 

The river falls drunkenly over the precipice 
grinding rocks to silt 

Periodically elements of nature sift 
through our bones for things they’ve lost 

Spirals of flesh dizzy newsprinted opinions 
robbing recycled tree flesh of their gift 

I suppose to understand the gist 
of ghazals one must grind their head to powder 
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Plucking The Strings At The Bass Of My Spine 

I am peeling myself away in layers 
Face one scratched to powder           
Face two stepped up junkie shuffled out of my not quite full deck 

There is no monkey perched there but the problem is back 

Heroin . cocaine . morphine thicken the nervous system at its root 
until the only way to break the habit is to crush the spine 

I am paralyzed by love           
My mother Medusa refused to look at me with love lest I appear unmoved           

I sought solace in strangers’ arms  
Larcenous lover-come-latelys  
who buried themselves in me until they were deep enough to see how shallow I’ve become  

I live in fantasies crafted by dopium sans dope           
I hallucinate on grenadine  
Mere oxygen makes me lightheaded enough to believe the sun rises and sets for me 

The sun has not been moved since birth           
It will not be moved again until it destroys itself           
So I refuse to place anyone at the center of my universe 

I forgive my mother for being born with arms strong enough to push me away           
I can’t seem to lift her weight off me           
So I paint her face on every stranger who pretends to be unaffected by my existence 

I don’t tell people I need love like a fix           
I come from a long line of fiends  
who see open arms as opportunities to tear open veins and inject themselves 

This is why I keep people at arm’s length           
                     shrug shoulders when people tell me they love me 

Well-intentioned rapists run fingers up and down my back 
Plucking the strings at the base of my spine 

This is where the addiction starts 

I am peeling myself away in layers as though some truth lay at the core of my being  
The truth is my DNA was spun around lies that looked like love  
My mother the spider was so offended by their beauty  
                                                          she cocooned them  
                                                          before sucking them dry 

I am parched for love in an ocean of lust 

Just like my mother I aspire to be           
                                                   desired  
                                                   broken           
                                                   spineless 
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George W Bush Chats Brightly About His Favorite Subject 
an interrupted villanelle 

They are bowing before me on trembling knees 
Openly weeping Their barbed tongues thrashing 
Begging for mercy and me 

                                         To heed their pleas 
would be sacrilege I grab my hood and seize 
my axe Scan the crowd for their reaction 

They are bowing before me 

                                           On trembling knees 
are the deadwood necessary to keep peace 
these days (Ah Republican compassion) 

Begging for mercy and me to heed their pleas 
One man on the bloc is so nervous he pees 
The grass blades are so moved by his passion 
They are bowing 

                             Before me on trembling knees 
are not people with families But merely trees 
for me to cut down Just leaves I fashion 
Begging for mercy and me to heed 

                                                      Their pleas 
unanswered The axe is lifted by the breeze 

I am not here to witness the action 
They are 
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The Organ Collapses On Precious Spilljoy 

Reverend Battle was the first to see the listing pipes 

Gena Sadowski had been chattering for months 
ever since the construction began on the eastern wall 
Some day Precious is going to hit the keys with too much God 
and the whole angel carved structure is going to take her last joyful chord 

And while everyone ran when they realized the haunting crescendo was destined for gravity 
No one ran in her direction 

If the final shriek came from her lungs or fingers 
not one chorus member could say 
robes dusted with angel smash 
faces frozen with aaaaaa 
too shocked for the requisite men 

At her service you could hear her final tune humming in the wind 
the whole congregation finally seated facing her 
and though no one ever mentioned it 
they were all haunted by the memory of her right foot 
how it searched the air for the pedals until the ambulance arrived 
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Your Version Of Me 

The friction of morning falling across before 
Whip slick and chestnut 
My mother before her future shifted the weight of her hips or 
                                                                           her eyes 

In the crib of her crossed arms 
    the sweat behind quivering knees or 
    just Connecticut 

Wherever I am from is my worst features 
                                   trampled across her womb 
                                   airtight and humid as the forgetting in my throat 

I keep her name in my undone and 
                         fraying like a last kiss thoughts 

If I were to stitch apologies for unwanted trespasses 
would she wear them with echoes? 

I am a cardiac needle during naptime 
        just a mistake 
        reflecting in her eyes 
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Pig Icarus 

Pigs can eye the slaughter but not the sun 
The head can’t angle the eyes properly unless they fall to the ground 

Horses cough but can’t vomit 
Their esophagi are designed like humans 
But theirs actually work 

Pigs can’t fly because everything they know of the sky comes from wounded or lazy birds 

Rooster is an American word that derived from Puritans who blushed at the word cock 

Horses coughing in the field are healthy 
Horses coughing in the stable need medical assistance 

Barns are painted red with linseed oil and the blood of fresh slaughter 
It has nothing to do with fire 
         nothing to do with The Devil 

Everything pigs know of the sun comes from its reflection in the water 
It is cold and wet and falls from the sky 

Chicks feathered yellow are the most beautiful and most delicious of their species 

Cows sleep on their sides 
An eye shut cow in a field is only dozing 
and easily startled by the sound of approaching footsteps 

Pigs can eye the slaughter but not the sun 

The prettiest chicks have the shortest lifespans 

The first pig to conquer gravity will be prepared for the cold vacuum of space 
It will validate everything they know of the sun 
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The Red Wheelbarrow In Ninety-Two Words 

Chickens 
come to roost 

on 
New York’s skyline 

Nests 
once so comfortable 

now 
brittle twig houses 

for 
wolves to dismantle 

with 
their pundit breath 

Truth 
is glazed over 

waterproofed 
and sealed shut 

Barrowed 
under the weight 

of 
head talked words 

We 
can’t reinvent wheels 

and 
call them raincoats 

expecting 
them to work 

without 
an instruction manual 

Besides 
cities don’t breathe 

the 
way people do 

Red 
rooted markets don’t 

remind 
us of childhood 
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The 
future is a 

white 
lie we tell 

to 
our restless children 

A 
lie upon which 

so 
very much depends 
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Garp told him what the act of  starting a 
novel felt like. “It’s like trying to make the 
dead come alive,” he said. “No, no, that’s 
not right—it’s more like trying to keep   
everyone alive forever.  Even the ones who 
must die in the end. They’re the most         
important to keep alive.”  Finally, Garp said 
it in a way that seemed to please him. “A 
novelist is a doctor who sees only terminal 
cases.” 

—John Irving 
The World According To Garp 
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Feeling Elvis 

I get it in hotel rooms This unease of being 
too comfortable in a place which doesn’t belong 
to me A room i merely occupy 
Which neither looks forward to 
nor regrets 
my presence 
or 

absence This room i can’t decorate 
but which i will steal souvenirs from 
Soap Cocktail napkins Pads of paper Shampoo Things i can take 
without feeling guilty Empty 
reminders to remind me how empty i felt 

while there I have no name 
for this feeling It occurs to me most 
often in hotel rooms Heart pulsing with activity Arteries rushing things 
in and out Low moans 
when asleep Occasionally 
slowed by congestion My body merged 
with the personification of a city For two weeks 

when i was younger the mucus traveled slowly 
inside me Breath gusted 
staccato with bits of blood and phlegm My city 
in a windstorm My mother was 
so relieved when the medication plowed my streets 
She pretended not to 
notice that the thermometer was warmed by the bulb 

The promise of one more day without 
school led me to 
clear my throat as if it were still 
coated with glycerin 

There were no projects 
due No enemies 
waiting 

to settle a score I liked my teachers 
and missed my friends No longer 
sick Not depressed 
Relishing one more day 
away from the world i so longed for 
while the virus consumed me 
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I think i’ll call this feeling elvis 
for the lover who never really loved me 
Who injected himself into my life 
for a month before leaving 
with an armful of souvenirs 
but no pictures of me His departure 
chained me to my bed for weeks after 

the pain was gone Then 
catapulted me into the city streets 
for one more dose of that 
love One more fix 
of that lust One more dose 
of that elvis My arms became 
a hotel room Convenient Anonymous Open 
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The Man I Love Tells Me He Never Wants To Grow Up 
“Live fast. Die young. Leave a good looking corpse.” 

—Willard Motley 
author of the screenplay Knock On Any Door 

If these arms are cursed with any thicket of muscle 
                                    it’s from the digging 

There is not enough earth or any other planet 
                                       to adequately bury the first man I ever loved 

His face breaks the surface of every patch of soil I cover him with 
                                        because we humans are nothing but 
                                                                           the clay this planet uses for fertilizer 

No matter how I choose to glorify his life 
he was never anything more than human 
           like you 

You who clarified When I said I’m not going to grow old with you 
                            The “with you” part was superfluous 
                            All the important men die young 

Sapling 
I want to tell you that you can not be the revered Redwood before you’re forty 
                           that grinding against chainsaws gives only the most fleeting fame 
                                  it’s the ones who grit the slow hacksaw 
                                             branches filled with protesters who make the most headlines 
But we both know I’d be lying 

Humans gain wisdom with vintage 
                                  not fame 

There are few teenage girls with walls postered with Stephen Hawking or Cornel West 
But the biographies of Justin Bieber and Lindsey Lohan will be pulped for cigarette paper 
before the end of the century 

I want to see the end of the century with you 
pendulums on porch swings 
too focused on each other to do anything but live 

And we will live 

Showing ourselves to the world as much as seeing it 
Writing travelogues so intriguing that trees uproot themselves to see the places we’ve gone 
                                                                                                      the places that made  
                                                                                                      us love one another 

These trees will varnish themselves to planks 
                                                     just to be the stage you perform on 
                        peel themselves to paper for me to write on 

It will not be enough for either of us 
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So we’ll keep on living 
because the next show and 
            the next book will always be better than the ones we’re currently working on 

Tomorrow is always a better day to live for 
it’s why we were born procrastinators 

Death will think twice before coming for us 
                                  not because she is afraid but 
                                  because she’ll want to see what we’re planning for the future 

The truth will be that we won’t know 
                                 we’ll have no clue what treasures are 
                          gripped in the talons of the future and 
                          we’ll never be satisfied until we discover what it is 

What I mean is 
tomorrow’s arms are hedged with brawn 
                                           from all the work it’s accomplished by burying yesterday 

What I mean is 
I am the future you’re so afraid to age into 
I will be strong enough to hold you until we start to decompose 
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For The Professor Who Told A Student  
His Work Was Too Personal And Specific For Her To Understand 

For Sam Teitel and a less than qualified professor of writing at Hampshire College 

Moths don’t understand dirt 
The moon a blythe danner 
                 an erudite aria 
                 so spackle and crunch under the millipede feet 

An Army marching backwards 
The backwash of rabid foam in an otherwise arid mouth 
                                            laps like laughter 

What I’m trying to say 
                                    you ignorant expletive 
                                    is that when I first looked at your criticisms 
I realized you don’t know what the fuck you’re talking about and 
                     should probably not be teaching poetry 
though all of your friends tell you 
that your marginal scribblings evoke a visceral sense of emotions 

They don’t know shit either 
That’s why you’re professors instead of teachers 
Teachers teach 
Professors only profess to 

I’m sorry 
What I mean is 
Leaves moist of melting snow 
Freeze and crumble when the spring comes 
Become dirt          whether or not they want to 
Like people 
Something you appear to know nothing about 
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Speculation 

Matthew johnson wastes his summers 
playing pool in dimly lit bars 

He smiles at the old gay men who hit 
on him unmercifully A marlboro red smolders 
in the ash tray he has placed on the table’s oak frame 
Which is gray with ashes to ashes chalk dust to dust cigarettes 

Matthew johnson doesn’t have sex 
with men 
but he listens to show tunes and sometimes paints 
his fingernails When he was in 
high school one of his big jock friends asked him 
Are you a faggot? to which he replied 
No 

Faggots are british 
terms for cigarettes or bundles of wood or just about anything 
that fuels a fire 

Matthew johnson does not want to burn 
in hell or anywhere else Faggot is clearly a christian word 
Most likely catholic They are obsessed with 
fear and guilt Which is not the fault of the religion 
but of those who misinterpret it and speak loudly 
oftentimes in latin 

Matthew took a year of latin in high school with his big jock 
friend 
and pondered the roman lions and candlelight Ashamed 
of his thoughts and sometimes painted fingernails 
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Midnight Tour Of Gingerbread Houses 

The creamsicle house with vanilla trim 
Blueberry lemoncream neighbors 
Every delicious homestead and its saccharine name 
                       Sea Shrimp Cottage 
                       Wooden Valentine 
                       Big Enuf 

My father drives the wide of the bucket truck up the narrow of streets 
Only the window candles and the shine of his headlights to see by 

Elvis presses me between lime Adidas shirtlet and Wooden Valentine 
        pushes my questioning tongue back in my mouth with his own 
A silencer that feels so much like love 

His hands mongoose my belt to the wood chipped garden 
                seize me between their fingery teeth 
while across the Tabernacle my father wrestles cables to restore power 

Every spectacle common in the safety of dark 
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Prometheus Regrets 

Every night 
the eagle comes 
Talons flared 
Beak askew 

My tongue is on the menu first 
Then my fingers 
         my heart 
         my brain 
devoured ’til just bones and eyes remain 

But every night 
as dusk rolls in 
my organs grow back 
my bones weave skin 
Brittle and dry 
and achingly thin 
but porous enough 
to let the cold in 

As sunrise looms 
I try to die 
but the gods decreed that I’ll survive 
my penance  
for stealing fire from the sky 

You who would make me a god for exposing you to light 
know this 
At night there is no eagle to cause my pain 
Excuses take flight 
Only I remain 
devouring myself for the wicked deeds I’ve done 
dreading the approach of the new day’s sun 
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Excerpts From The Book Of Answers 
prime responses to Pablo Neruda’s Book Of Questions 

 
 

I. 

The sky is too dense for family 
                too tightly wound for regret 
The parakeet flocks tremble the citrus trees 
                              with words like cracker and pretty 

Blimps are better designed 
                engineered to bumble 

The full moon left its sack of flour on the beach 
Tomorrow it will beckon the tide until the shore is doughy and pancaked by the sun 
 
 

III. 

The rose is naked 
The tulip is gowned 

The trees bury their past in the dirt 
                                      the same as people 
Nothing alive is content with its ancestry 

The flattened squirrel died with its ears open 
to record the apologies of cars driven drunk in the night 

The squirrel has no one to tell 
 
 

V. 

All the water I carry is within me 
All the flesh I consume becomes my flesh 

I only eat flowers named for their colors 
          paint colors named for fruit 

I know nothing of pear trees 
but leaves thrive on jealousy 
All trees ever want is to survive until winter 
so when the chill comes 
             their desire fulfilled 
     they bald their leaves to the ground to cover their tracks 
They are alive 
Their past is dead 
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VII. 

Pigeons are warpainted doves 
Leopards are firefighter cats 
Tigers are striped military 

Professors are best versed in that which they fear they’re good at 

When the last attendance bell rings 
tardy swallows are regurgitated into the mouths of their children 

Clouds are not letters but numbers used to catalogue desire 
The sky is a chalkboard only cleaned when numbers cry themselves to death 
 
 

XI. 

Every word we speak is an echo of our parents’ silence 
It will carry until our children learn to ignore it 

Ask again later 

November has been thirty nine since her son turned forty 
She dyes her hair to appear younger 
This is why she looks old 
Her roots match her currency when she reaches welfare age 

Zeus slices potatoes with his excess lightning 
He names his recipe Vodkamunism 
 
 

XIII. 

Captain Hook imports the tickiest reptiles to his Down Under Harbor 
He feeds them old men who look like little boys 
      tells them they’re tastier than clocks 

When you are named for the collision of sunlight and blood 
          you can claim each piece as your own 

Salt was invented by chocolate as a preservative 
It’s the plants’ desire to help men stockpile meat 

In the night all birds look like condors 
                  moths and butterflies soar tandem into bug zappers 

No one complains 
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VII. 

I do not notice what does not exist 
I do not answer questions repeated louder 

I have seen the sadness packed in the smiles of melting snowmen 
          heard the C Sharp in the ice 
                                      as it cracks gutters to ground 

I know nothing of Spring 
                        save it is brighter in morning and makes me sneeze 
 
 

XIX. 

They have not invented a number to quantify greed 
The equation to discover it is complicated by a lack of calculus symbols 

The world is black and white until I see it 

The world’s smallest whales pod in an abandoned lagoon 
                                          croon heart wrenching ballads about unrequited minnows 

The knife tickles the rind so the melon may die with a smile on its face 
 
 

XXIII. 

Butterflies and moths die during the day 
                                 become leaves on autumn trees 

The Filekeeper lives naked on branches 

Anything else you’ve been told is a lie 
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Spongebath Squaredance 

If I and I think I do remember correctly 
it was her dab dab lips that pressed these patterns against my skin 
Call them whatever you fingerprints palmprints freckles footprints want 
The saliva just enough water to cause my body hair to sprout 

She was and I can never forget  
in love with a person I think was at one time or another me 
Right? 

Wasn’t she tuck tuck and seatbelt? 
Didn’t she night grip my once perpendicular to the ground back? 

These now drowning in vitreous lungs 
once if I didn’t see it in a movie once 
once moved only for please don’t let it have been in a movie her 

On those waking up somewhere unfamiliar mornings 
I almost swear to god hear her 
She in the I can smell it kitchen 

Were they pancakes or goddamnit I can’t remember waffles? 
Something I with syrup loved 
and she please have been real once knew that 

This I think she looks like her nurse 
smiles like maybe I remember her smiling when I came home from wherever I worked 

When I and it is no longer a question die here 
I want this can’t remember her name either nurse 
to be the one to for the last time close these eyes 
so I can if it is possible dream of her 
My I hope I am not misremembering wife 

Please let there be after I die something like what we called heaven 
somewhere familiar I can at last wake up to 
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The Ninth Planet Renounces 
for Sora 

The sky is changing every night 
A dwarf star supernovas 
A comet crawls millions of miles eastward 
Even in those seconds when the sky appears perfectly still 
                                 we are spinning toward a new horizon 

This is why astronomy fails us 

We grasp at that which seems most familiar 
                   Orion’s Belt 
                   Cassiopeia 
                   whichever dipper first catches our eye 

We write and sing prayers to the moon 
because we so desperately want to believe someone else’s world revolves around us 

I never wanted you to be the moon 

I wanted us to be a binary planet system 

Without you I am in hell 
and you’re the one who brought me here 
So I am Pluto 
     you are Charon 
     we are spinning around each others’ axes 

For generations they called you my satellite 
until some astronomer decided that if I was a planet then you were a planet 
                                                      if you then Ceres 
                                                      if Ceres then Eras 

Soon they were eager to name every rock in our solar system a planet 
until that word had the authority of dust 

I gave up my planethood so that we could be equal 

Call me rock 
             satellite 
I don’t care 

As long as we have each other for as long as this gravity thing lasts 
                                    then I am content 
                                                   spinning in the darkness around you 
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The astronomers say The Universe is finite but ever expanding 
So the center of The Universe is constantly shifting 
Maybe for a split second I was the center of your universe 
                 a second before or a second after you were the center of mine 
Maybe someday you’ll be known as one of Neptune’s satellites 
                         I’ll just be some lonely asteroid 
                                         believed once to be your twin 
                                         surviving only through the myth of ancient textbooks 

Or maybe it’s true 
                no matter what the astronomers say 
                once you are named planet you can never unbe a planet 
                Memory is stronger than science 

I don’t think it matters what I believe 

I am just some rock 
        spinning in the darkness around you 
                      because for generations 
                                  people thought that’s what rocks like me did 

                                  It’s all I remember doing 
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Whatever Lifts Your Luggage 
for Larry Craig       Mark Foley       Ted Haggard       Glen Murphy Jr        Bob Allen        Roy Ashburn         

Richard Curtis         David Dreier          Jeffrey Ray Nielsen        Jim West        Paul Crouch                
Bruce Barclay          Phillip Hinkle          Ed Shrock           George Rekers Eddie Long          Troy King          

and all the hypocritical politicians and religious leaders who fought against gay rights  
before they were outed as homosexuals 

The nun teaching sex education 
rolls the condom the wrong way over the banana 
in a room full of starved monkeys 

The sheep in wolf’s clothing tells you to master your own destiny 

The chickens are giving lessons in proper lipstick application 

Every frightened old faggot in a red white and blue balled suit 
wants to cure your homosexuality with his star spangled asshole 

The praying mantis preaches monogamy and non-violence 

The suitcase wishes you’d never leave the house 

The Republican drafting Anti-Gay Marriage Legislation 
only sucks dick for research 
It’s not like he’s getting enjoyment out of it 

The sequins sing the praises of subtlety 

Lions roam from college to college 
educating students on the benefits of veganism 

Plankton are trying to save the whales 

Senators tapping their feet in airport bathrooms 
are just practicing Morse Code 
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My Buddy Greg Is Not Homophobic 

My buddy Greg is not homophobic 
He just doesn’t like faggots 
It’s not his fault all the funny guys want him 
It’s his oil barrel stomach 
      his eau de shat pants 

My buddy Greg is not homophobic 
he only hates the gay people who find him attractive 

He was going to visit a friend in Texas 
when he found out that friend hadn’t had a girlfriend in three years 
You know people are how they are and 
I mean I’m not like that 
you know buddy 
these people 
you know these funny guys 
Three years is a long time to go hungry 
I think he wants my giblets and 

No one wants to dine at that buffet 

I’m not homophobic he says 
Those people are fine when they’re with their own kind 
I just don’t want them around me 
I mean you’re not funny or anything 
Are you? 

I don’t speak 
Because I’m fucken hilarious 

Greg is not homophobic  
he just doesn’t like guys touching him 
when there are witnesses 
He doesn’t like guys looking at him 
It makes him feel fat 
He wants to be thin for them 

Greg is not homophobic 
and orbit is not elliptical 
sound does not travel 
trees don’t lap up the sun 

Greg is not homophobic 
like dolphins aren’t mammals 
like the sun isn’t hot 
like the thought of being felt up in an airplane bathroom 
doesn’t turn him on 
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When Greg is turned on you’ll know it 
                                 he’ll start casually mentioning women 
                                                                              you know buddy 
                                                                              hot chicks 
He totally digs the ladies 

My buddy Greg won’t stand for homosexuals 
He prefers to lie down 
so he can coo them to sleep with his lullaby accusations 
               fold their tender bodies between his delicate chins 
the better to watch them sleep 
the better to breathe them in 

How he loves the smell of their dreams 
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Fuck/Insomnia 

1:11 a.m. . sleep evades me like it owes me money . I notice the off-white of my walls . and the      
off-white of my ceiling . are a little off . the mice in my walls are playing red rover . red rover .  
every time my body rolls over . it used to be to sleep . all I needed was a space . greater than or 
equal to . the size of my body . these nights. I can’t get the crickets to stop chirping . or my 
neighbor to turn down her future Trivial Pursuit answer pop star playlist . so I step outside for a 
smoke . hear the door lock behind me 

fuck 

it’s 2:22 a.m. . I am walking the streets of Boston . thinking . I could sleep . if only I had four 
walls to keep the chill out . a roof to shelter me . a floor to fall down on . all I need is a room . 
what I want . is a palace made of puppy fur . with cookie dough walls . a raspberry Jell-o floor . a 
ceiling that looks so much like they sky . that the stars realign themselves . to watch me sleep . 
but all i need . is a room . with a futon . or a dusty mattress . maybe a blanket to keep me warm . 
a pillow to lay my head on . all i need is a bed 

what I want . is for gravity to yield to me . like I was temptation . for the sky to swallow me like a 
bottle of pills . vomit me into the Cherry Coke flavored atmosphere . where my dreams go when 
I’m not there to watch them . I want to watch reality zoom out beneath me . as I cling to my 
dreams . and swing on them . but all I need is a bed . and a moment to relax . some time to settle 
the arguments ghosts are having in my head . all I need is for my bad thoughts to stop tap        
dancing  .  and take up ballet . so I can learn from the grace of their motion . rather than          
surrendering sleep to their tackity-tack-tack . tackity-tack-tack . tackity-tack-tack attack 

I want all of my good thoughts to feed off me . until they are so fat . they couldn’t be lifted out 
of my brain with a bulldozer . filed sharper than all the scathing things my mother ever said when 
she wasn’t paying attention . I want a remote control that will mute my conscience . I want to 
make American Sign Language the official tongue of my mental process . I want the birds of 
dawn to forget about music . develop a passion for calculus . I want a full hour of silence . for 
every time a poet . or a playwright . uses the word fuck . when they couldn’t think of something 
clever to say 

I want to go back in time . say all the things I should have said . to all the people who needed to 
hear them . take back every unnecessary criticism I gave . so that I could feel better about myself . 
I want to remember that if you can forgive your enemy . you can forgive anyone . If you can  
forgive anyone . you can forgive yourself 

I want forgiveness . wrapped in a moist towelette . dabbed on my forehead until my dirty 
thoughts are gone forever . I want to wake up . discover it’s tomorrow . that the night has passed . 
my body is refreshed . I want the road to bend into some alternate reality . where to sleep . all I 
need is time . patience . a lover to cling to me . like i was a dream 
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Mary Jane’s Magical Divorce 
on the anniversary of the second worst Spider-Man story ever written 

After the bed has been scattered with crumbs and 
         the mask lies limp and obvious on the nightstand 
he will look at you and think 
no love is worth not fighting for 

And you 
        you are no frail aunt 
                    no criminal who got away 
        you are not the failure whose neck snapped when 
                                          thrown from the George Washington Bridge 
        you are the success after success after success 
                    the always kiss and wedding cake in the freezer 

Love should never be frozen into this routine 

Maybe this is why he finally took off his mask in front of every one else 
because kissing you in his spandex just wasn’t doing it for either of you anymore 
Even the fingers of bullets in your hair meant 
just another Thursday married to a super hero who loves you 
Not because of your looks 
but because of your grief 
      because of your proximity to what was once the pinnacle of his failures 
                                                  an event that once defined him 
but is now just another in a long line of mistakes that only peripherally involve you 

He loves you 
but you’re no longer crisis enough to keep him interested 
If he could ever make a decision without agonizing 
                 he would leave you 
But great power means great responsibility 
      great power 
                                   great guilt 
but no great reason to stay together 

You always figured it would be some reverse Cupid that took you from him 
But when the sniper’s bullet hit his aunt instead of you 
You knew it was over 
because it was never so much a person that he loved 
but the act of saving them 
and you were no longer at risk 

The devil was a blessing every tired romance longs for 
A demon with the knowledge 
that a loving marriage is far more valuable than the nebulous soul 
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So you struck a bargain 
To save the woman who raised him 
you gave up not just your husband 
but the memories you shared 
So that the everything you lost would hurt like nothing 
No dividing up the furniture 
No parsing out the mutual friends 

You will wake up tomorrow remembering the first time you looked into each others’ eyes 
but you will be convinced there was nothing there worth pursuing 
and when you lay down alone next to someone who isn’t and 
                                                                              has never been your one true love 
      you will spend hours trying to feel something like comfort 

Sleep will not be a drifting 
but a set course for dreams 
where the devil fastens you into his arms 
his cold breath nipping at the hair behind your ears 
face it tiger          you just hit the jackpot 
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Dick York And Peppermint Patty Take A Gamble On Love 

Number seven never ate nine 
but grew tired of being the butt of the old school boy joke 
and so retired to a small island on The Pacific Rim 
where it hangs upside down on the back of a door 
collecting coats and derby hats 

Don’t believe me? 
Go to a casino 
Check the dice 
Pull the erection on a slot machine 
See how many times the lucky number shows up 
It has been replaced by Dick Sargent 
So if you were born between 1966 and 1968 
you were now born in 196Dick Sargent 
If you break a mirror you will have Dick Sargent years of bad luck 
If you break a window you will have panes 

Glass shatters into puddles 
Each one giving a different perspective on the Earth below 

Puddle one shows Inflatable Jesus with his crown of crayons 
painting spirals into the skyline everytime he shakes his head no 

Pane two portrays sixteen millimeter propaganda films of 
The Vietnam War 
where cherub helicopters drop napalm diaper bombs 
on unsuspecting rice paddies 

Shard three is a scalene love triangle 

The fourth piece reveals the secret ingredients 
in the formulas of Coca Cola Classic 
                            McDonald’s Special Sauce 
                            Heinz 57 
                            Soylent Green 
                            DNA and 
                            the film career of Dolph Lundgren 

The fifth sliver displays mimes frozen in mid orgasm 
Cotton candy clouds obscuring their peak 
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Panel six is the director’s cut of 
                  a holographic 
                     three dimensional 
                     made for tv reenactment of 
                  a watercolor duplicate of 
                  the stunning carbon copy of 
                  a Xeroxed Sunday comics section 
                  featuring Monet’s take on 
                  the alternate ending of 
                  the final Peanuts Strip 
                  where Charlie Brown kicks Lucy’s great pumpkin head into a thousand pieces 
                                                  bakes it into a pie for the little red headed girl 
                  featuring commentary by Jello Biafra and 
                                                        the guy who did the voice over work for  
                                                                                 The Wonder Years 

The final piece of the puzzling array of shattered glass 
                       is Dick Sargent hanging from the back of a door 
                                               wearing nothing but a derby hat 
Someone in Vegas just hit the jackpot 
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Thirteen Ways Of Looking At Autumn  
From Summer’s Point Of View 

The last glass of lemonade 
eyes the cider bottle warily 

The television titters proudly 
about the new shows to fill your diminishing free time 

The cooler is full of aprons and grill tongs 

A deflated raft hangs limp on the banister 
waiting for a slumber party 

The ice cube maker grumbles nervously 

The shorts and sandals huddle for warmth on the closet shelves 

Everything beige and gold carpets the lawn 
while the mower’s mouth adheres shut 

The screen holds so tight to the frame 
it tears as the storm door climbs the stairs 

The air conditioner sits unplugged in the shivering basement 

The fan whirs with delight everytime you burn dinner 
It breaks up the nonchalant waving of blades when the door opens 

A bottle of sunscreen leans against the door to the medicine cabinet 
praying for the whisper of newly purchase airline tickets 

Everything summer abandoned at autumn’s approach 

A beachhouse love affair 
ripe for spiders 
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The End Of Home 
after Simone Beaubien’s suggestion that both of us ended too many poems with the word “home” 

She flushes all the spiders home 
to the bottom of her shower Home 
to the pipes that flood with morning Home 
to the ground we will all one day call home 

It is morning and her home 
is still dark with last night Still feels like home 
to a million regrettably answered prayers for men who split her open and called her home 

She is not a home 
for desire Does not want to let these blank lusts into the home 
of her mouth The home 
of her anything These spider-faced men invading her home 

She sees how her everything life revolves How home 
the cycle feels The spin of the drain The water called home 
to the ground The ground she will one day call home 
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In Response To An E-Mail From An Ex Who Was Just Writing  
To Let Me Know That His Most Recent Ex Is HIV Positive           

That His Mother Has Abandoned Him Both Emotionally And Financially          
That His Creditors Are After Him           
And By The Way He Misses Me  

And Could We Maybe Get Back Together? 

You’re a homeless heathen diva with the road beneath your nails 
You’ve got quarters on your eyelids . You’ve got hound dogs on your trail 
You lied to me in my own bedroom . Confessed our sins on bathroom stalls 
You had your dreams laid out before you but they had you by the balls 

Oh road humping harlot with your dreams between your thighs 
You’ve got mama on your breath boy . You’ve got phonebooths in your eyes 
You’ve got digits in your fingers crying out to touch the tones 
In a symphony of comfort on the nearest telephone 

Oh cellphone slinging starlet embedded on the road 
You’ve got wish plaque in your pocket from the karma that you’re owed 
Streetlights struggle to embrace you . Grass blades bend beneath your feet 
Yet you yearn to travel homeward like a cop who’s lost the beat 

You’ve got rhythm in your footsteps . You’ve got stagger in your stride 
There’s a divot in your heart now that’s at least a mile wide 
So you imprint your heart’s desires in the holy name of lust 
On the nearest passing stranger who has eyes that you can trust 

Oh eyes smiling stranger with trust caught between your lashes 
You’ve got smartbombs in your language that could burn a man to ashes 
You sing benediction sonnets . You snort lines of cheap romance 
You can hold a man’s attention the way a cobra holds a trance 

You’re a spotlight clinging diva with I love you on your lips 
You dangle it like spittle . I see how casually it drips 
But I’m not bitter like an apple . I’m not angry like an ex 
I’m a pair of eyes unblinking . You’re the king of all trainwrecks 

You’re a martyr painted poseur hanging idly like a cross 
But you care nothing for salvation . You know nothing about loss 
You wear skin tight lime green t-shirts during funeral processions 
If Ignorant was a class then lover you could sure give lessons 

I have loved you the way a Remora loves life clinging to a shark 
I have loved you the way a pervert watches joggers in the park 
I have loved you the way your father loved a fix before he died 
I have loved you the way a barnacle loves the lapping of the tide 
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Now I don’t want to leave you standing at the altar of our faults 
But we were never puzzle pieces Elvis . We were just gestalt 
We never fit together comfortably in the silence of a room 
You were always screaming freedom but my ears were a vacuum 

You’re a frog legged rebound lover living life like it’s a hassle 
I was never your Prince Charming . Your prince is in another castle 
You were never rabbit footed . I am not your four leaf clover 
I’m sorry I can’t help you but we are Happily Ever Over 
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Somewhere In New York City 
Peter Parker Tingles 

Repeated slamming doors erode trust like chalk from a summer storm sidewalk 
Phrases like I just don’t feel that way about you 
                  You’re like a brother to me or 
                  Our friendship is too valuable to risk 
            ripple through my brain on waves of meringue 
I can sing their harmonies 
        breathe their melodic sevenths 

But what if they’re right? 
      what if filial or platonic love is too valuable to risk on something spiritual 
or at least                                                                                         physical?  

It’s that question that keeps me from confessing my love for you 

Well that and there’s a spider climbing up the left side of your face 
                                an octagonal masseuse whispering warm breath 
                                                                  trying to free you from your paralysis 
Your hand rigor mortised in the midst of strumming that diminished G7th 
Your head cocked at a perfect forty five degree angle to the microphone 
as though you were about to give it the most passionate kiss that time has 
ever 

I can’t decide whether I’d rather my lips be the microphone or 
                                                my fingers be the guitar 

The squeak of your voice and 
the fade of feedback form the guitar 
free me from my hypnosis 

I pluck the arachnid from your neck 
  pass it the caring glance of the jeweler and 
  deposit it on the living room rug 

Its nomadic trek across the oriental design 
tears my glance from you 
        with the painful stretch of Velcro 

I don’t get you you say 
You like the dark 
              heights 
              Alfred Hitchcock movies 
Does nothing scare you? 

I can only think of one thing 
so I look to the spider 
all the while thinking I love you I love you I love you I love you 
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The key to balance is to fall 
in every direction at once 

—Jeremy Richards 
“The Secret To Balance” 
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Tom Daley Opens The Refrigerator 

The stalwart orange of tropic island bluster 
has pulped herself into the juice carton 
skin sliding off into blushing sediment 
that tickles the throat like peacock feathers 
plucked under a pretentious moon 

The milk’s galosh was piqued into cheese 
his curds and whey gerrymandered to different shelves 

The saccharine effervescence of the cola 
has fizzed prematurely out of the narrow shaft of bottle 
and settled with the sifting of baking soda 
that vaulted from its prestigious yellow box 

To say that the grape juice has merely matured into wine 
is to say that the bombastic plantain has decayed into the mush 
that is battered like a mouthy housewife 
into the buttermilk and brown sugar laced bowl 

The truth of the plantain is the truth of the grape 
Their peels which once shielded their copious meats 
now press upon them 
A vehement toddler with a dilapidated bear 
stuffing erupting from its wounds 
in a cauliflower mushroom cloud 

Where there was once a stick of butter 
there is now a half-used battery 

Where the mayonnaise jar once sat 
straddled by the lapbar on the refrigerator door 
there is now a box of raisins gone so vinegar that 
all the tampons in Lesbos couldn’t dry their tears 

This grisly and thermally insulated prison 
has gasped its last magnetic heave at my expense 
No longer shall I suffer the limp promise of the crisper drawer 
bags of debilitated carrots 
and saturated lettuce heads that even Herod would blanche at 

When this achromatic vessel of algid oxygen 
is shuttered for the final time from the calefaction of my gaze 
I shall wonder if the glittering lume of the incandescent bulb 
has gloomed into the stygian night 
or if it is that I 
bereft of vantage 
like a racist widow whose children are too polite to debate her colloquialisms 
am merely left vertical 
on the fallacious side 
of the axiomatic portal 
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Forgetting The Lyrics To A Song Everyone Knows 

The slam of the door 
The ceiling fan wobbles 
Lights flicker apologies 
The chandelier falls in the cake 
Vanilla frosting caulking the freshly bullet holed plaster 

No one in the room remembers the next word in the song 
The silence hanging precisely the way the chandelier no longer is 
The frosted silence 
The plastered silence of shot glass 
The next word would be birthday 
If anyone could remember that happy preceded the gunshot 
the door slam 
the vanilla mustaching their plastered faces 

No one remembers the dollop of tomato soup 
                              how lonely on the plate of white bread 
until the doughy skin of the birthday boy 
dolloped with possible blood 
thick enough to dip fingers in 
raises the salt to his tongue 

No one remembers the shatter of plate 
                             how the flesh of bread splashed the soup 
                                                                             into the silence 
                                                               held like a shatterproof whole note 
                                                               covered a nipple sized fray of fabric 
It looks like a bullet hole 
It smells like comfort on a winter morning 
             hot like blood always promises but rarely delivers 

The cake gasps 
The table faints into the bowed wooden arms of the floor 
A giggle belches from the velcro lips of the birthday boy 
He drags his fingers across his tomato pasted chest 
      peels off the ribbon of his neck tie 
      unwraps his shirt 
exposing the gift of unwounded flesh 
Someone’s hand combs wicker patterns in his chest hair 

Everyone celebrates the practiced giggle of life 
                              how the shattered glass and table 
lay carelessly across each others’ corpses 
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They collapse their fear of gunshots 
in the slam of another door 
The vanilla frosting plasters camouflage 
It’s years before the next tenants notice the bullet hole 
      years more before the birthday boy sees the hopeless glimmer of gun 
                                                                 the muzzled fear 
so much more a grim reminder of life 
than a few foolish candles 
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Bread And Butter 

There’s beauty in the things I fear . The buzz of the paper wasp as it hovers around my head . is 
the view of the Colorado River . through the eyes of someone plunging into The Grand Canyon . 
The tingling on my skin when it lands on my shoulder is newly fallen snow 

It and I are paralyzed together . I breathe in its wings fold together like a butterfly’s . I breathe 
out its wings descend like a swan’s in flight 

I must be mad . I find myself longing for the buzz . Thinking I would wear a halo of these       
dragons if they’d only not touch me . I would lock myself in a vault of silence if only you would 
touch me 

I remember . as a child . my mother . or some other untrustworthy adult . telling me that if a 
wasp ever flew near me . I had only to repeat bread and butter three times and it would fly away 

Adults always lie to children that way . They give them false talismans against the world .  Garlic 
for vampires . Night lights for the bogeymen . Bread and butter for bees hornets and wasps 

I eat garlic on a regular basis . Though it tastes good and keeps me healthy . I’ve had plenty of 
lovers promise me eternal love before sucking my blood . And bread and butter? . Maybe I’m 
saying it too fast  

Bread     .     and     .     butter 

If I say it slow enough . the wasp will become bored . maybe it will fly away and find a better 
target . Someone who hunts wasps for sport 

Bread 
                             and 
                                                         butter 

Watching the upswing of the wasp’s thorax as it readies its stinger . is watching a tulip bloom in 
the sun 

Bread 

                                                          and― 

Damn these words . Three words as a talisman against dangerous beauty? . Surely there’s       
something more logical than bread and butter . More powerful than I love― 

                                                                                                                butter 

The wasp stung me four times . I didn’t feel a thing 
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The Fiberglass Woman Itches For Truth 

The bar has been raised beyond his reach 
so a man walked into an argument 
              armed only with a bottle of Guinness and a bouquet of questions 
He is Prozac Prince Charming 
Ever since his parents stopped juxtaposing his dependent clauses 
Ever since his virginity starved lover grew sick and fat with false pregnancy 
he’s paused to reflect that there may be more to life 
than this minimum wage bar scene he’s been supporting with his liver 

This is how every night starts 

Across the argument where the bar used to be 
a woman made of fiberglass and matchsticks is affixed to a paper-maiche cross 
                                                                      praying for a heatwave 
                                                                                        a cricket virtuoso 
                                                                                                      with kerosene cologne 
                                                                      stuttering I duh I duh I don’t know where I am 

She is an echo with a papercut tongue 
         too viewtiful and lushmoric to look at 
so Prozac Prince Charming drops his bouquet at her feet and 
                                          skips town like a first period class 

This is how every night starts 

The Fiberglass Woman plucks a question from the bouquet 
                                    chews a petal like glass 
                                    spits out a blood clotted where am I? 

A puddle of vodka and doubt condenses into man shape 
The Plexiglas Savior 
He opens his hotel room arms 
says This is a dream with walls that taste the way Arizona looks 
and a ceiling crafted from dinosaur corpses 
crying crude oil tears that blind every person 
who looks for answers in the blackness where the stars used to be 

The Fiberglass Woman wipes a clot from her teeth 
There used to be a bar here 
A prince drinking Guinness and dreamsilt 
I’m thirsty for answers 

The Plexiglas Savior pours a glass full of empty 
                               slides it across the floor to her 

This is how every night starts 
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The Fiberglass Woman has a monorail mind 
There used to be a bar here 
She brushfires her hair from her eyes 
There used to be answers 
I want the truth 
Where is my Prozac Prince Charming? 

The Plexiglas Savior raises his eyebrow with a crane 
Prozac Prince Charming was forever unknown and never here 
You and this bar life were beneath him 
so he moved on 

The Fiberglass Woman is an ant aflame 
                                       just a giraffe and a magnifying glass away from finally fffffftttttt 
                                       ascending into smoke signals you can see from Neptune 
If this is not a bar anymore then where am I? 

The Plexiglas Savior cracks open his knuckles 
This is the room with the Reynold’s Wrap Rug that crinkles underfoot like angel bones 
This is the room where the stars landed when they fell out of the good graces of wishmakers 
                                                 grew grey into dandelion seedpods and took root 
This is the room where Jiminy Cricket j-j-j-jitterbugged 
while termite surgeons performed rhinoplasty on Pinocchio 
The truth is a pixel in a bitmap 
and baby your telescopic eyes don’t have enough zoom to pick it out 

The Fiberglass Woman throws a fistful of bouquet at him 

This is how every night starts to stutter 

Prozac Prince Charming rides back into the night on a horse named Redemption 
He whispers sweet somethings into The Fiberglass Woman’s ears 
until she finally sees The Plexiglas Savior for what he is 
                                                                                     thick 
                                                                                     durable 
                                                                                     easy to see through 

She rips up the Reynold’s Wrap rug 
revealing not angel bones but 
              Hansel & Gretl’s stale breadcrumb trail 
What has become of the truth? 

This is how every night starts to fall apart 

The room clears its throat of spiderwebbed words 
The Plexiglas Savior shrugs her questions into his pocket 
The truth is a secret 
                   written on every frosted window 
You are steam 
Then he crumbles into shattershot dustmite 
The room blinks off focus 
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Prozac Prince Charming lifts The Fiberglass Woman on to Redemption 
Together they ride off beyond the sunset 
                             into the land before the stars disappeared 
He kisses her questioner into promising blossoms of chrysanthemum truth 
      says stay with me and this is how every night will start 

She believes him 
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Ron Goba Shaves His Legs 

Wired landscape freckled with scorched earnest 
Instrumental post-rock falling out of razor 
Forced autumn 
An unintentional peel of flesh 
Delillian delight in deforestation 
Corpses dam 
The river sticks 
Stagnant water milks reflection 

Pompeii undug 
As viewed by the volcano 

There is nothing so familiar it can not feel strange 
Ubiquitous proverb of revelation 

Stocky footage ungrained 
A whisper of root seeking sunlight 
The abrupt ruckus of false rain defauceted 
The tear of the curtain 
The naked slap of wet feet on tile 
The tickle of cotton on the barren landscape of leg 
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Ten Ways To Get Into My Pants 
for Charles Xavier, who now knows better 

 

I. 

Chainsaw 
 
 
 

II. 

Fill my pockets with hornets 
Don’t worry about getting them back to me 
 
 
 

III. 

Convince me I am not a hornet 
Fold me into your pocket like a tissue full of pills 
                                       like the tissue has my phone number on it and 
                                             you’re actually afraid you’ll never hear my voice again 
                                                                             if you lose it 
 
 
 

IV. 

Wait for laundry day 
Distract me with flattery we both know isn’t true 
While I try and guess your motivations 
have an accomplice sneak into the dryer and take them 
 
 
 

V. 

Kiss me until the rest of my hair falls off 
Dye it the color of your most venomous dream 
Sew the strands together with the eyelashes of every man who ever broke my heart 
                                     making sure to leave room for the pockets 

Your creation will be strong enough for you to beat against my strongest opinions 
Wash them with the tears I shed when I realize those opinions were misinformed 
When they are soft to the touch 
                       open at the crotch 
they are ready 

Tell me they would look good on me 
and I’ll trade the pants I’m currently wearing for them 
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VI. 

Stand me up for a date 
See if I fall over 

Repeat until I can no longer tell if I’m vertical 

If I am still vertical 
you will never get my pants off 

If I am horizontal 
you can probably slide them off without me noticing 
 
 
 

VII. 

The ears are second only to the eyes as the way to a man’s pants 
So tunnel in with cotton tipped words 

I’ll be expecting the eye method 
so it shouldn’t be too troublesome 

Once in my brain 
make your way down into my mouth 

Make me believe it’s my own voice that says 
I think I’d like to take my pants off now 

 

VIII. 

Find a mad scientist to strap us to a machine 
designed to switch our brains between bodies 

When I’ve wet myself with fear you can have them 

Weirdo 
 
 
 

IX. 

Fatten me up with your buttery lies 
                            your crocodile tears 
When my pants cease to fit me anymore 
point out how good they’d look on you 
 
 
 

X. 

Convince me you’re going to do something useful while you’re in there 
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When Bad Sodomy Happens To Good People 

Two weeks into my quarter life crisis 
I am rearranging my bookshelf by punchline 
Al Franken’s Rush Limbaugh Is A Big Fat Idiot 
next to Limbaugh’s own See, I Told You So 

I sandwiched Judy Blume’s Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret 
between The Bible and Mein Kampf 
And Harold Kushner’s self-help classic 
When Bad Things Happen To Good People 
I placed next to Strunk & White’s Elements Of Style 
just to feel the shiver run up and down its spine 
at being placed next to such a flagrant violation of Rule 27: 
Use precise language 
Avoid vague terms like “stuff” and “things” 

Now I am changing “things” on my bookshelf 
so that Robert Fulghum wrote 
Every Tom Waits Lyric I Needed To Know I Learned In Kindergarten 
Maurice Sendak wrote Where The Wild Weapons Of Mass Destruction Are 
And that famous self-help classic becomes 
When Bad Sodomy Happens To Good People 

In The Children’s Living Version Of The Bible 
The Filekeeper sends two angels to the city of Sodom in search of righteous men 
They find Lot who offers them sanctuary until 
a band of Sodomites come and demand the angels show themselves so they could rape them 

The King James version of the story is virtually identical 
But in that version 
a band of sodomites come and demand the angels show themselves so they could know them 

So we are teaching our living children 
that in The Bible “know” equals “rape” 
Therefore The Filekeeper rewards the famously suffering Job 
by reuniting him with all of his brothers and sisters and all those who (raped) him 
And The Filekeeper repeatedly tells Moses that his shall be the people that rape his name 

I do not deny that there is a correlation between “know” and “rape” 
I find it comes when the “k” is cut silent like a knife 
And the “w”? 
                      There was no “w” in biblical times 
but there has been evil since The Garden of Eden 
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Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary defines evil as bad, harmful 
defines bad as not good 
does not define harmful at all except to say full of harm 
A definition evil enough for any axis 
for its inability to distinguish between an unfortunate haircut 
and the true crime of the Book of Genesis Chapter Nineteen 
When in order to protect two strangers claiming to be angels 
          Lot addresses the Sodomites by saying 
                                                                   Take my daughters who have never been with a man 
                                                                   Do unto them as you would do unto these men 

Evil is a word for precise things 
like a cardinal who blames his inability to shelter our children on poor record keeping 

Evil is not “stuff” or “things” 
Should not be painted on any nation 
that happens to disagree with our current political ideology 

Evil is permanent 
No amount of incarceration or rehabilitation can change it 

You could spend forever waiting for something evil to become something just 
                                      waiting for words to become precise enough for proper usage 
You could spend forever waiting for things to change 
                                      or you could do it yourself 
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The Artist’s Collection Of Magnetic Poetry Speaks 
as arranged on the fan above the stove of The Park Street House in Burlington Vermont 

throw open form 
capture metaphor on film 
see grace as instrument 
weld a shimmering concrete imagine 
compose surreal joy 
color fiery young monuments purple 
chisel water like glass 
never use canvass 
know life 
break free from rigid sex sense 
demand that which dazzles 
smear a masterpiece in glorious pain 
investigate balance 
sculpt this subject as mad aesthetic silhouette 
appear drunk 
stroke mean passionate rhythm in absurd pictures of music 
will harmony to paint the song electric 
approach knowhow only after it is dead 
empty a beer 
observe dust 
waste no drugd4 impression 
scale every model up to fullest loom 
ink original symbolism through psychedelic cigarette smoke 
ask why 
             you must always write 
                                       suffer 
                                       think 
                                       perform like death was coming for you soon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 – There were no ged magnets, so it’s not a typo, it’s “creative spelling” 
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Billy Collins Destroys All Of Western Civilization  
With His Giant Laser Salmon 

I am in my laboratory 
calculating the precise location 
of your new apartment 

while across the continent 
a man is learning to throw a fish 
for the entertainment of tourists 

It is winter 
and a mug of cocoa bubbles in the microwave 
I am tinkering with my death ray 

the way a jazz musician may tinker with a melody 
I am thinking more Thelonious Monk than Kenny G 
though if we were to start being honest 

I’ve never listened to Theloneous Monk 
the way you never listened to me 
when I told you that if I couldn’t have you 

no one else could 
The four hundred thirty seven thousand and fourth snowflake falls 
in exactly the same place and pattern as snowflake number seventy-three 

and I think maybe there could be someone else just like you 
that maybe this whole death ray thing is a bad idea 
but it is already humming the melody it learned from my broken air conditioner 

and the sky is turning the precise shade of orangey pink 
as that fish the guy in Seattle is throwing to a coworker 
the one in the white baseball cap he bought at Target 

and the air is starting to taste like tinfoil without the turkey inside it 
The way the sky will smell for the next half generation 
while the radios fade to silence 
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August In Eight Movements 
When I speak of the weather is it because I can not speak of my days in the nut house? 

—Spencer Reese 

I. 

The drone of the weed trimmer seduces the confused bees 
who swarm the caretaker’s head A humming halo 

An eyelash wish serve returned by a fan blade 
embeds itself in an unblinking eye 

Elvis was the southern warm front who brushed against me 
just long enough to create thunder 

Solar synapse flares 
into cancer of wanderlust 

The American blacktop desert 
Dead end roads later Lazarus 

My mother dodged houses during hurricane Gloria 
During Bob my father struggled to restore power 

 

 
II. 

A pot of boiling water 
abandoned on an electric stove 

The last lover kneels at the headstone 
weeding out hyacinth 

Stucco oasis . The burning bird 
rises again as smoke signals 

My eyelid . the speedbump 
that every glance slows down for 

Something inert is motionless . There must be a more appropriate word than  
inertia to describe how an object in motion tends to stay in motion 

While we fucked in the bedroom 
the tub overflowed 
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III. 

When Elvis flew south for the winter . I planted myself in the back yard 
drank firewater and sunlight until I began to shed foliage 

Scrub pines over power lines . Spoiled food 
The lake is overflowing . The candles burnt out 

It is easier to forgive those 
you never plan on seeing again 

At the service his mother said he was blessing us with a cool breeze 
I resisted the urge to tell her how talented her son was at blowing guys 

I was only trying to hide my ocular blemish 
Looking prettier and more interested was a fortunate side effect 

One hundred and ten degrees and no humidity? 
No sweat 

 

 

IV. 

It never rains in the desert 
I can’t stay here 

Elvis . I packed your bags while you were sleeping 
You can’t stay here 

I bite down on the towel . press my thumbs to my eyelid 
Wish out of eye out of sight . I must be out of my mind 

Sailboats on the side of the road . cottages under water 
Finding Nemo between couch cushions . telephone poles wash ashore 

Six dozen folding chairs . three dozen cases of water . four photo albums 
Five generations . two testaments . one secret taken to the grave 

What is it about autumn’s advance that invites 
change death philosophy analyzing metaphors? 
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V. 

It’s the dog days of summer 
I’m marking every territory as my own 

All we ever talk about is how hot it is here 
It’s not sexy 

The caretaker won’t let me put a rosebush on your grave 
Too much beauty could lead you back to me 

I wanted it to rain on the last day of August 
If the weather was depressing I wouldn’t be responsible for my mood 

When the electricity came back . the pot melted into the burner 
i called it art nouveau . laughed at how I nearly burned the house down 

I spy with my styed eye 
an excuse for estrangement 

 

 

VI. 

Summer dried the tears away 
There’s no scar . only blood stains 

If curiosity burns and passion consumes 
what force of heat does gravity generate? 

Rake up the branches  . chop the fallen trees for firewood 
Mow the lawn  . buy groceries . watch The Weather Channel 

The thermostat is set at eighty five degrees 
so our bodies won’t bee too shocked by the triple digits outside 

Things Elvis took with him when he left 
Five U2 bootlegs  . my social security card . a bottle of sunscreen 

Precipitation Count . I’m sorry I wind chilled you into UV rays 
I cumulus nimbus and would never rise your barometric pressure 
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VII. 

At my most peaceful moment I went for a walk 
A sty in the eye of the hurricane 

Anniversaries are nothing but arbitrary dates 
Yesterday I planted statice 

This is the first year I didn’t spend the last week of August driving 
Does that mean I’m content where I am? 

 

 

VIII. 

Hamartia is 
a foolish reason to be 
fighting inertia 
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For The Cute Boy Who Hasn’t Kissed Me Yet 

You spent two years in line 
                               writing love notes in your palm 
                               inching closer to the coaster you had no intention of riding 

Apprehension taking precedent over the event 
you were content to ride the terror of the line 

You said the male body was like a rollercoaster 
                                           a perfectly engineered feat of architecture 
                                           serving no other purpose but to be gawked at 
                                                                                               feared 

Listen mister 
I love the look on your face whenever we play doctor 
but I am tired of being patient 
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I Am A Word Meaning Lonely 
with thanks to Adam Gottleib for the title  

The strangers who tag abandoned buildings 
with the broken glass of last night 
raise their plastic cups to the sky 
and call out the names rats have for the landlords who set traps 

These words sound a lot like urine on a lost penny 
Somewhere a wish is granted that nobody asked for 
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Daffodil Sestina 

On the roadside Another daffodil 
limp with rain It should have been the statice 
that represented you A beautiful 
accent in the arrangement no one will 
remember The unrequested advice 
unintentionally heeded The dice 
rolled sevens 

                     If yellow is cowardice 
Then maybe i’m wrong about daffodils 
Maybe they were perfect for you The vice 
grip of your fear and imagined status 
that you wore like a necklace 

                                             If you will 
be remembered as flower Something full 
of beauty Clipped and stored in the careful 
embrace of glass and water A bodice 
squeezing every memory that i will 
ever need until desire daffodils 
my every thought like indigo statice 
Let it not be the annual that vised 
you to afterlife The foolish device 
your sobbing mother found too meaningful 
to ignore 

                 At the funeral Statice 
in hand I remember eurydice 
How she and her orpheus made their diligent 
ascent out of hell Force of will 
strong but not strong enough 

                                               In your will 
you left me nothing but empty advice 
A poem about fucken daffodils 

You’re the reason i’m always careful 
with who i love Some call it cowardice 
Some the result of my social status 

When your mother asked why I brought statice 
to your grave It took my tremendous will 
And my equally massive cowardice 
to tell her nothing 

                             Let love be the vice 
that makes the nights of your afterlife full 
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The road to hell is paved with daffodils 

Heaven is a bouquet of statice viced 
in careful hands When i get there i will 
repaint each daffodil with prejudice 
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Green 
from a colorful writing prompt from Sou Macmillan at The Shakti Writer’s Group 

This is carless highway through green mountains 
           green divide 
           green homes in the distance 
           green on the other side of the breakdown lane 

Kermit The Frog would be so pissed at how easy it is for Vermont to be green 
                                                       he’d turn purple with envy 

To the left is a little green town 
To the right is miles and miles of trees 
There is so much nothing here Marc says 
And he’s so wrong I don’t know how to correct him 

Green isn’t nothing 
Nothing is the varying grey hues of cracked pavement 
                 the screaming white nothing of billboard real estate agent smiles 
Nothing is miles and miles of condos and strip malls 

Arizona is nothing I tell him 
Vermont is          something 

Arizona is Florida without rain 
                                         amusement parks 
                                         beaches 
                                         decent food 
Arizona is a desert no self respecting camel would be caught dead in 
Vermont is the oasis Marc and I have caravanned to 

We are driving to escape the gray pavement 
                                      the orange and silver heat 
                                      the purple and green of Marc’s bruises 

I brought Marc from Arizona to Vermont during the summer of 2000 
                                                                to escape judgmental billboards 
not realizing this was like rescuing a diabetic from a Hershey’s factory 
                                      dropping them off at a Pepsi plant 

All along the side roads of Barre and Montpelier bold black print 
on a background so white it must be called New Hampshire 
Take back Vermont 

From what? 
         the dreadlocked organic hippie farmers? 
         Ben & Jerry’s? 
         Trey Anastasio? 

From the queers 
says the walking Wikipedia at the convenience store 
Ever since that Howard Dean allowed them simple unions 
the fags are taking over 
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I picture a pink spiral knocking New York into Lake Champlain 
                                                New Hampshire into The Atlantic Ocean 

The rest of our drive is chartreuse silence 
broken by the occasional stuttering of fluorescent laughter 

Let’s buy some Sharpie markers and 
change the signs to Take Black Vermont Marc says 

No I say 
Let’s set up our own signs Take Vermont From Behind 

Our laughs fade as we pull into our new driveway 
Our green lawn with yellow spots 
                        is scarred by one of those black and fucken white signs 

There are no safe places for Marc or any of us 
I rip the sign from our lawn 
  snap it into toothpicks 
  stuff them into out green plastic trash cans 

This doesn’t give me the sense of power I hoped it would 
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John Waters           
Midori Sours           
Shelly Long 

And Baskin Robins’ Peppermint Stick Ice Cream 

Quitting you was harder than smoking 
I knew it was the right thing to do 
Reasons for leaving you kept piling up like the laundry you never did 

At first it didn’t matter that you had no ass 
                                                 sometimes snored 
I wasn’t even offended by your overuse of the word fuck 
I thought it was a South Carolinian thing 

Then I noticed the details 
pulling out in my car 
(the one that you hated) 
so you could hang out with your friends 
waking me up at 3AM to buy you cigarettes 
when you knew I was trying to give them up 
the missing condoms 
all those hangups when I answered the phone 

I knew 

Before I came home and found you in someone else’s arms           I knew 
Before you tried to pick up one of my best friends over The Internet           I knew 
But I thought for sure it was love 

We gave it a second try 
You promised to be faithful to me For a while 
i believed you 
I remembered all those things we had in common 
                      John Waters movies 
                      Midori Sours 
                      we both stopped watching Cheers 
                                                when Kirstie Alley replaced          the blonde woman 
                      Baskin Robbins’ Peppermint Stick Ice Cream 

Our love was like eating ice cream from a restaurant 
You take it outside 
For a while you’re really enjoying it 
Then you find a gnat in it 
You pluck it out . thinking it’s your fault for taking the ice cream outside 
You go on eating it . until you find what looks like it might be another bug but 
                                                             might just be discoloration 
Then every bite seems to crunch 
Each flake of freezer burn becomes a cockroach 
The ice cream just doesn’t taste the same 
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Finally 
I could stand to hear your twisted voice no longer 
I packed up your stereo and dirty laundry 
  wrapped your white zinfandel bottles in your leather jacket 
  left them outside 
                 in the rain 
                 with a note 
                                    that I’d changed the locks 

When you called the next night to beg my forgiveness 
I let the machine pick it up 
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A Hangover Of Voice Messages 

It’s been two weeks since his heart stopped 
              thirteen days since the eviction notice arrived 
              a week since amnesty 

Yesterday the ashes arrived on my doorstep 
He wanted to be enough ink to fill every book on my shelf 
But the body doesn’t burn to liquid 
                    never achieves the fine of sand or the density of snow 
His ashes are too clotty to salt my porch with 
I refuse to plant his body in the garden I never tend to 

Last night I dreamed I was a number he couldn’t subtract himself from 
This morning I deleted another eulogy 

The phone has never stopped ringing 

*click* 

You have reached the voice mail of Adam Stone 
I’m not acknowledging your existence right now 
If you leave a message after the beep 
I’ll return to ignoring you as soon as possible 

*beep* 

Adam It’s ******** 
I’m down at ******* street 
There’s been an explosion at the baby oil factory 
I guess one of the ***** claws got caught 
in the soft spot of a baby’s skull 
The streets are flooded 
Ad**** my hands have never felt so soft 

*click* 

(breath) 

*click* 

This is Your Obligations calling 
We were supposed to meet this morning at 9AM 
I feel I’ve been more than patient with you 
I need you to call me back as soon as 

*click* 

********** it’s me again 
There’s a *** of crocodiles crying over Route **** 
Still the snow refuses to melt 
The road knows insincerity 

*click* 
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Mr Stineeokuhwowoh*** 
I’m calling from Lou Reed’s Discount Satellite Emporium 
I’m sorry to have missed you 
We’re in your neighborhood installing units this week 
If you’d like to take advantage of our spring cle***** 

*click* 

Adam I’m sorry to keep calling but I *************** 

*click* 

Wake up Adam 
It’s Your Obligations again 
My friend Reality and I are out on your front porch 
We see you peeking between the blinds 
We’ve got all the time in the ***** 

*click* 

(breath) 
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The Plexiglas Savior Would Like To Be Clear 

The Plexiglas Savior would like to be clear 
He’s never hurt anyone he didn’t love 
He’s never loved anyone he didn’t hurt 
He’s a bruise on a Valentine’s Day chocolate 
        a sympathy card dusted with Anthrax 
He was absent during forgiveness time 
Don’t expect his mother to write a note 
She’s busy wringing her telephone hands 
                 calling Him ridiculous pseudonyms 
Plexiglas Savior apologizes 
He never loved you enough to hurt you 
He will paint your portrait with his knuckles 
            festoon your hedges with longing shot bets 
He promises he’ll never let you down 
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El Chupacabra Rides The “It’s A Small World” Ride  
Forty-Seven Consecutive Times 

You’d think the goats would be the highlight of the ride for him 
but the Chupacabra mostly loves the way the childrens’ eyes follow him 
blinking in disbelief at his beauty 

Also 
the Chupacabra speaks every language the animatronics sing 
                                                         except duck 
but by ride thirty-seven he thinks he can translate their quacking 

He thinks the ride would be better on acid 
which most of the operators and his fellow passengers 
figure must be in the water already 
how else to explain his continued existence on this ride 

The lady who waves at the embarking riders 
               only half waves at him 

It’s something about the eyes 
      how they follow her 
      not unlike the dolls 
how they never 
                      ever 
                      blink 
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Final Draft For The Moment 
And why should romance lead anywhere? 
Passion isn’t a path through the woods. 

Passion is the woods. 
—Tom Robins 

 Half Asleep In Frog Pajamas 

Wyatt has scratches on his corneas . from all the men who got lost in his eyes . died trying to 
claw their way out . the day we broke up . he told me there would always be a special place in his 
heart . just for me . I had been hoping for something a little more spacious . with a little less rot 

Elvis was my twenty-first birthday present to myself . boyfriend so out . he had a windchill   
factor . an eighteen year old student of Baron Munchausen . majoring in revisionist history . a 
parasitic Pinocchio . every time I caught him in a lie . his dick looked bigger . he seduced me with 
broken home stories . his mother . the cancer that closed his father’s throat . a wicked stepfather 
with a taste for Elvis’s forbidden fruit 

I was the fairy prince . with the glass wallet . that fit perfectly in his pocket . I spent two years . 
and forty-two lovers . expunging him from my credit report 

Graham wouldn’t touch me with the lights on  

Ryan kissed me . like I was the exhaust pipe on an idling car  

Matthew told me that I was the most beautiful . imaginary . friend that he had ever locked in his 
closet . I never felt so ugly 

Precioso was the first lover who made me feel beautiful . he told me I weighed so heavily on his 
mind that he couldn’t sleep nights . I started buying groceries in bulk . seasoned my steaks with 
weight gain . I would watch him . flipping through my old photo albums . caressing my         
twenty-four year old cheek . smirking at my seventeen year old sideburns . his love was better for 
my posture than milk . yet I saw every smile not flashed in my direction as an act of treason . 
counted seconds during handshakes and hugs . soon . our late night phone conversations grew so 
tense . fibre optics became brittle . cracked under the weight of our words 

Wyatt developed a passion for pesticide ingestion . he skipped town to follow Phish  

Elvis got lost . in the enchanted forest of the South Carolina Penitentiary System  

I never heard from Graham again  

Ryan carved cuneiform across his arteries . dabbed bleach behind one ear . ammonia behind the 
other . the darling of the Gay Goth Scene  

Matthew . and his wife . lived blissfully ignorant ever after 

Precioso . I’m sorry I used the cement in our relationship to build a bombshelter strong enough 
to survive our past . instead of laying a foundation for our future . I’m not sure at which page in 
the photo album . I lost my ability to see the present for what it’s worth 
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Resentment is like drinking a poison 
and waiting for the other person to die. 

—Carrie Fisher 
The Best Awful 
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Praise To The Praiseless Of Days 
written as a Write Or Die challenge against Melissa Newman-Evans 

When the boxes pile tower over novel debris 
and the phone keeps buzz buzzing an ungodly text wall 
When empty is less feeling than province of mind 
and everything scratches and flake flakes away 

When e-mails are too listy 
and the fits don’t com properly fort 

Praise to the doorbell with cute peddling book Mormons 
with their calendar abs under curtain white shirts 
Praise to their practiced teeth smiles and their ironèd pants 

When the ceasing won’t start 
and the jibber is jabbered 
and the jarring of numbers start stabbing your ears 
When too much conversation is not standing under enough 

Praise to the man who turns on the TV 
Praise be to the cable TV star who looks like your ex 
Praise to the writers who know exactly the words 
not to speak not to speak 
not to speak those damn words 

When every point plotted is too achehead familiar 
and the scuttle scutt scuttle of well worded intent 
crease creases the crease at the back of your neck 

Praise the joy in distraction 
and the twitching of eyes 

When the moving of moving 
is too knuckle crack punch 
The trickle of sleep that tears the nodded eyes head 

Praise to the leaves shed from bookshelf balconies 
and praise to the praise and enveloping sighs 

Praise to the notebook open fell to the floor 
Pages of strange words you once written 
that don’t click with your tongue 
Words scatter scat drift cross the every room floor 

Praise to the ink that rains and wanes 
Praise to the click of the door as it hinges pin slide 
to the dance of the walls as they settle the night 
When the night and the morning come crossed up like eyes 
and the eyes and the eyes and the eyes and the eyes 
When they eyes settle on settling and the spine cracks into straight 
When the eyes stop their twitching and the breath returns thick 
When the eyes stop stop stopping and the everything yes 
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Praise inevitable morning you will reach but not touch 
The shining of now and deprivation of light 

There is a spinning thought webbage 
Blood with memories swelled 
like inevitable morning 
like the sleep that won’t come 

These are the shutters of eyes 
and the drawers of eyes 
and these eyes are unshuttered 
                           unkempt and 
                           unshined 
How they tear under twitching 

How the questioning blinks when praise isn’t enough 
                                          when distraction too focused 
                                          when distraction too praised 

When the leaves of the television are half liquid form full 
when the ink is too twitching 
when they eyes are too eyes and the numbers too sharp 
when the snatched bookversations are ricochet silhouette 
like broken spined twitches of clicking tongue no 
When the praise of distraction isn’t twitching enough 
Shutterful silhouettes of twenty you nothing 
Praise to the praise and the happyless now 

These are emptyful praises 
The promise of soon 
and the cracks that shine through the paining blinds of your eyes 
These are praise mantraed lies that keep glass from lock solid 
                                             that keep glass from lock liquid 
                                             that keep glass from lock form 

These are the praises that keep form from the glass 
Half halfed and emptyful in the shutterblind now 
The echoed surrender of yesterday’s fail 
The praise of the praiseless 
Future undeserved 
The too smiling present with the teeth cappèd yes 

These are the nights that are never enough 
Tomorrowless mornings and twitchyful dreams 
These are the blinks that surrender too quickly 
The now without form 
and the half-empty dawn 

These are the theses 
The eyerendered sirs 
The unwelcome mattress you shared without sleep 
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There is a box full of unworthy on the balcony of your tongue 
Every unwritten word every unspoken thought 
They masking tape shut in the province of mind 
When the box comes untethered at the crayonning of night 
When the blood once again flowing 
                          not twitching swish twitching like a yester now dream 
Praise to the forgetting 
and the knuckle wrinked tattoo on your center creased head 

Call the greasy wheeled morrow of clicky tongued tongue 
A whisper of providence 
An appraisal of praise 

Call it praise 
Call it morrow 
Call it rage or umpteen 
Call the chanting of mantras 
a promise of sane 
Call it called 
Call it boxes 
Call it solid or now 
Call the box on your tongue an unfurled mantra of rage 
Call it praise 
Call it praise 
Call it any but shatter 
Call it focus of echoes 
but not unfulfilled glass 
Do not let it rip off the mantra at the back of your throat 

There is no god damned morrow to pray to 
and the yester is dazed 
and the ech ech ech echo 
and the everything now 
There is no damned Godyfull morrow 
No balcony now 
There is only boxed boxes 
Let them pile to the night 
Let them stay until morning 
Push them into the sky 

They are yesterday’s echo 
They are yesterdayed full 
Shut shutter them shuttered like morrow two’s eyes 
Do not raise your voice like the juiciest stake 
Do not shatter the glass fore it settles on form 
Before your eyes get too liquid 
Or your solid too now 
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Do not think of the morrow 
Do not think of the soon 
Do not think of a think 
Do not moon over moon 

Do not open the boxes 
Do not open the prayers 
Do not eye twitch the morning 
Do not shutter the whys 
When the silence knock knocks at the crease of your brows 
Praise the praise 
Praise the echoes 
The distraction of eyes 
Praise the everynowmorrow 
Praise whatever they want 

When the questioning questers shoot you glances of why 
Do not knock knock your voice to the level of sky 
Unleavened boxes and wordy tongued words 
Tell your everywho listeners you praise morrow lip shut 
Not despairing the now 
But your voice is unboxed for the calming of now 
Let them tongue praise shut boxes 
Let them rage out the sky 
Let them praise what they ever 
While you masking tape why 
Let them praise 
Let them praise 
And when everyhe asks you 
And when everyshe whys 
And when oneevery question is metered with eyes 
Praise the box 
Praise the boxes 
Praise the morrowful now 
Praise the praise 
Praise the praiseless 
Praise the prayer itself 
Praise self cut out of boxes 
Echo masking tape torn 
and the twitching of eyes 
Praise the quest 
Praise the questions 
Let them leaven like tongue 
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Decoupage For Samuel 
in response to what I hope is the worst love poem I will ever receive 

I’ve had the taste of your tongue in my mouth for weeks 
                              chilled mushroom 
Your words prancing out 
                   pretentious smurfs like colyx and tarantella 
when let’s fuck is too spicy for your tongue 

Your thesaurized love is birdsong from a sewer 
                                     impossible promise from shit 

Fuck protuberant bone and luminous pallor 
Give me Omaha 
              turtle 
              concrete words to describe how your deliberate indecisiveness is pissing me off 

If you truly desire the heft of my body and 
the languid air of moisture through my cells 
you will never again rabble the nape of my neck 

Baby I won’t be your editor 
I’m qualified but not interested 
I won’t be your therapist either 
                                                Same reason 

You know my tongue tastes nothing like compassion 
Pretty words are for crossword puzzles and greeting cards 
Motherfucker you and I are ugly people 

So when we rip each others’ clothes off 
     don’t bother looking at the threads left on our bodies 
Our sweat doesn’t move to the rhythm of some obscure Italian dance 
                                                          it pours down your legs 

And the thirst the thirst the thirst you feel for me 
                                                   is easily quenched 
if you stop trying to dress up our fucking 
                          and put your tongue to better use 
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Upon Leaving Eden 

I guess not having 
tasted the fruit I am safe 
Cold comfort that is 
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Two Thirds Genie  
One Third Wish 

When hunger still tore like flesh through our teeth 
I gave you a handful of quarters and called them wishes 

You’d been standing still so long 
I knew you’d never make it to the fountain 
So I called you ugly until your eyes welled with tears 
Placed a quarter in each one 

I am two thirds of a genie for you 

If you’re going to wish us something useless like happy 
I’m taking my quarters back 

I have loved so many people in my life 
The only way to quantify them is to cut off my engagement finger and count the rings 

You know this 
You’ve got every crease and swirl of my hand embedded on your face 
And vice versa 

You’ve been in love exactly once in your life 

I’m sorry you have such terrible taste in man 

Here’s another quarter 

I wish I was lying when I promised I wouldn’t leave you 
But truth stings stronger lasts longer than any untruth we’ve shared 

When the archaeologists come to dust the calcium from our bones 
They will think us one creature 
Your fist my rib 
Heart hungry vultures will feast on your knuckles 
They will tell the wind we tasted like nickel and copper 
                                                 like the bottom of a well where wishes go to drown 
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Standing Beside His Mother At The Service 
She Smiles  

I Look Into The Distance 

My first kiss was a firefly in a lightning storm 
      first lust was verse chorus verse chorus 

He peeled off my skin like I was a treed apple 
                                  like my juice was worth drinking 

It’s been thirteen years 
I am still flaking away 

His mother would call this sin 
He called this please 
I was the last rhinestone in his closet 
         a sip of ginger ale for her moral outrage 

Ryan kissed me like a spider grown fat off desire 
         grapes for eyes 
         grapes for heart 
Blood in the vineyard 

He drank me sweet God mosquito 
                    while his mother ashed her cigarettes 
                                                             holy ghost smokestack 

He kissed me with flowers 
                     with gravestones 
I wore his slit wrists as earrings 
                                   pendant of the bridge he jumped off 
Every day I dab a little bit of arsenic behind my ears 
                  line my eyes with gunpowder 

Everyone dead is my voice 
I kiss every man toxic 
This is not sin 
This is memory 

His mother called this Hairstylist Curse 
                                  Pox of Deathstyle 
She named her son Affliction 
The wristlimp smoothhands arrange the best funeral bouquets 
They kneel so often because they need forgiveness 
These are the poisons she spit at her child 
This is the language of crucifix and mosque 
                                   gavel and fist 

I say her son was beautiful coward human 
I say his mother never stopped smiling at me at the funeral 
                         would not let me rosebush his grave 
                         would rather shake a fist than my hand 
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Mrs Precinct 
                      We who speak without pronouns 
                      We who firetruck laser show but do not siren 
                      We know where you sleep 
                      We know where you lie awake 
                      Thank you for raising your son so straight noosed 
                                                                     so shirt tails tucked between legs 
                      Thank you for smiling at me during the service 
                                       for not mentioning how my fingers curled like browning leaves 
                                             every time I looked at your crucifix necklace 

We are who we let silence us 
We are who we smile at 

Every year on the anniversary of his death 
                she flips through the bright yellow photo album 
                             searching for which of us so called family members 
                                                                   told him rainbows were solid enough to stand on 

She cocks her head at the photos of us 
She studies my face from every angle 
      never finds one where I can look her in the eye 
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Love Metaphor #77 
for Simon 

the cat 

Red dots dance like drunken lightning bugs 
over floors Walls Ceiling Abandoned 
shoes Cabinets Overlapping shafts of light 
Pink floyd’s wet dream My cat 
’s nightmare Night after night 
he chases the intangible 
pools of light 
emitted from the many laser pens that come 
free with my prescription drugs I try and imagine 
the frustration of trying so hard 
to hold on to something that can’t be 
touched I am 
smarter than my cat I know that 
the light is a trick of vision Marked cards 
shuffled out of the deck The mime 
in the box The desert oasis I refuse to be fooled by 
amateur magic The cat begs for 
it Meows and caterwauls when i get tired 
and the light disappears When i feel righteous 
I let the cat think he’s won 
Allow the light to dissipate into his paws 
Captured The way you must have felt 
when i wrapped my arms around you 
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Massage 

He rolls my shoulders between his fingers 
like he was a prisoner 
and I was the last cigarette before his execution 
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Variations On The Last Supper 

 
I. 

The milk should be sour and chunky until melted back down 

When it smells like wet fur on fire 
but looks like desire concentrated in its ultimate form 
it is ready 

If a swarm of doves burst from the flames 
turn the burner down 

More than a pinch is too familiar 
A slap of saffron is considered offensive 

Remember to inhale through the nose 
                     exhale through the mouth 

The honey is an optimistic kiss in the teriyaki 
The ginger keeps the eyes open and the mouth shut 

Save the eel’s innards in a wooden bowl of garlic butter 

A wire whisk is too metallic for the yolks 
Split them with your fingernails 
Twirl them with your right index finger until the foam is tinged 
like dull scratchings on ancient paper 

 

II. 

The last supper will be served breakfast in bed 
French toast and pancakes 
Eggs Iscariot poached loyal 
And a kiss of maple syrup 

I will drink the early afternoon as though it were morning 
And it will satiate me 

 

III. 

Before the guillotine falls 
Before my arms are clamped to the chair 
Before the needle is sterilized 
Before the hemp is properly knotted 
Before the warden loads the bullet into the chamber of a random rifle 
Before the sulfuric acid kisses the cyanide 
I will ask the chef to excuse himself 
pass his poofy smurf hat to my Judas 
so that my final meal is prepared by someone who loves me enough to let me die 
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IV. 

The unicorn steaks should be medium rare 

The fillet of mermaid crusted with peppercorn 

The boneless Angel Wings served with a honey mustard glaze 

The basan and dragon shall of course be served chilled 

The werewolf can only be eaten with proper silverware 
Plastic . wood . graphite or lead just won’t cut it 

Cerberus must be served three ways 
First: ground into sausage 
Second: deep fried golden brown and served with a side of siren 
Third: baked in cornbread batter and served on a stick 

There is no recipe for The Filekeeper or Death 
so I need to ask you to be creative 
Use peppermint sacraments and laughter 
A wooden stake worn around your neck 

Leprechauns baked golden brown 

Any of these dishes would be sufficient for my final meal 
as long as you remember 

When the cell door clangs behind me 
for the final thank time 
and the long walk to freedom is more stomp than circumstance 
When the last rights and lefts are turned like a delicate stomach 
I want you to be there 
silver tray handed and firm voiced 
the last supper kept temperate by your radiant smile 
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Kindling 

Late night cable and cheap beer 
Your head in my lap 

On the television 
the old woman’s mouth is sewn shut with black thread 
her body stuffed upside down in the chimney 

It’s her husband who starts the fire 

This is the first scene in the movie you don’t talk through 

When the screen fades to a procession of names who never made it off basic cable 
you say promise if I disappear 
you’ll always check the chimney for my corpse before starting a fire 

It is summer 
and our relationship will not survive until the snow falls 
not until the leaves grow too bored to look vibrant 

We both know this 

So I say nothing 
something I’ve been getting better at since I met you 

I’m serious you laugh 

I don’t have a chimney 
I say 

But if you get one 
promise me ― 

I should have said something 
about how you were too skinny to be wedged in the shaft 
that I’d certainly notice the smell of your burning 
or how they didn’t make thread strong enough to shut your fucken mouth 
but I kissed you and promised something I had no intention of following through on 

In the last ember of our bonfire nights 
when the heat was gone 
and the thick of smoke clawed at our eyes 
I wanted to say again something 
                        the ratio of beer to kisses 
                        the inexplicable weight of your head on my lap 
                        something that would keep our lit bodies burning 
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Coda 

Some mornings the dreams wash away 
Nosebleed in the shower 
Grocery list written in runny mascara 

Some mornings they cling to me with pop hook fingers 
Drag Queen Death withers a lilac bouquet 
The lawn swallows our rabble through the deep throat of gopher holes 

I can’t find you 

Some mornings the dreams shatter 
Eggshell mosaics sacrificed to the morning alarm bird clock sing ring hammer 
My heart pounding me awake 
as the sky cracks violet 
sniffing out the yester 

I can almost remember the last words you said before I woke 
                                   never 
                                   forgiveness 
                                   rollercoaster 
                                   precioso 

Some dreams are heavy 
Your lips my secrets baked into sweetbread 
Others are light based 
The Filekeeper throwing rocks through atheist’s windows 
But they all end the same 
My eyelid curtains rise 
I wake to an empty stage 

In this particular dream 
The one that finds you snowflake supernova 
I am the one who disappears 

In this particular dream 
you are shedding Jell-o skin cells 
            peeling back your heart 
            fingers scissor blades curling ribbon 

In this particular dream 
you are not searching for anything 
You wear contentedness like ill fitting metaphor 
                                           a simile unlike joy 
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In this particular dream 
we have never touched barbed wire tongues 
             never written poetry into bridges 
In this particular dream 
your mother is Mango Princess 
                       sixty feet tall split open and juice bearing 
                       dissolving fireflies into crimson teardrop ballerinas 

This particular dream is too geometric 
Flocks of birds with maggot heartbeats 
Sorority girl roulette wheels 
Hotel room mirror goodbyes 
Exhaust pipe fellatio 

We have most of us lived through all of this 
Stretching tendons on a razorblade tightrope 
Rewriting our histories on a wall of Braille decomposing 
The collapse of the intersection of parallel universes 

This particular dream is always over 
I wake up and stretch the rabble of my arms to embrace the coming day 
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Reincarnation As The Last Resort 
An ancient Chinese proverb states:           
May you be granted everything you could ever want  
                                               except one thing and  
        that one thing will take you all your life to achieve           
May this be the one thing you rise with in the morning          
                                       that you dream of at night          
                   the one thing that will give your life meaning 

—Omoizele Okoawo 

I awoke on the first day 
Matthew Johnson was painting 
the complete works of Picasso on my fingernails 
When he finished I kissed him 
goodbye and went back to work 
I picked a Neil Gaiman paperback 
from the garden in front of the office building 
alternated between reading it and staring out my window 
when my boss THE FILEKEEPER approached me 
It seems there’s a war on somewhere 
and we’re inundated with new residents 
Apparently it’s my job to find them housing 
I started writing them their childhood homes 
                                  impossible banisters 
                                  rivers stocked with tropical fish and mermen 
I took a break sometime after noon rose 
Lunch was a bacon cheeseburger in a sweetbread bun 
For the first time I wondered where you were 

I awoke on the first day 
             sailing across the Cherry Coke ocean 
I dove in and swam to work 
Apparently there’s a war on somewhere 
and we’re inundated with new residents 
My boss THE FILEKEEPER says I love to organize things 
Otherwise he’d be on his own 
I realized that I often have no idea what he’s talking about 
and I like it that way 
I went home 
where Graham was playing Bright Eyes covers 
The guitar was sharp 
He was flat 
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I awoke on the first day 
The radio blasting the complete works of Gomez 
including songs they thought about but never got the chance to record 
I’m working for a man called THE FILEKEEPER 
      scripting landscapes for new residents 
He tells me there’s a war on somewhere 
                  the arc of the balls 
                  the angle of the shot 
                  the speed of the spin 
                  the population is increasing faster than unusual 
I don’t know what that means 
THE FILEKEEPER tells me that 
everything you ever loved is waiting for you in Heaven 
except the one thing you loved most 
I can’t imagine anything precious that isn’t here in ample supply 
                       a gap between rib and pelvis 
I went to THE FILEKEEPER’s office to find out what I was missing 
I saw him muttering over The Book Of Conundrums 
If Person I loves Person U more than anything 
but Person U cherishes spotlight time fishing for compliments more than Person I 
the two shall be joined wholly for holy eternity 
Person U will wake up every morning frustrated that Person I doesn’t remember them 
Person I will be content to be loved by anyone 
I wrote the equation in the bull pupil of Guernica on my left thumbnail 

I awoke on the first day 
             penduluming platonically between Houston and Spiderman 
when I realized it was time to go to work 
It was my first day painting 
constellations for a man called THE FILEKEEPER 
I was so nervous I started chewing my fingers 
I was twirling cuticles over my tongue when I noticed 
the complete works of Picasso on my fingernails 
On my left thumbnail was an equation that I’d written the other day 
There have been other days? 

I awoke today 
            in Hundertwasser Haus 
which is nothing like Stonehenge 
which is something like familiar 
At                                   WORK I remembered dreaming 
sandstorm tornados with wreckingball eyes 
the taste of sweetbread on my tongue 
I let the sky get backlogged 
while THE FILEKEEPER designed snowflakes for Hell Michigan 
On my way home I saw Ryan 
drawing hearts around calculus equations 
I waved Hello 
He didn’t remember me 
I cried myself to sleep 
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I awoke today 
             alone in a thought bubble 
  remembered that no matter how much I enjoyed working 
                     I also cherished days off 
I closed myself in my puppy fur palace 
I’ve always loved solving puzzles 
Theorem India Apple Wilde India Manchester Manchester 
Theorem India Apple Lethal 
and the only casualty is the only person who’s ever mattered 
I wonder what kind of Heaven keeps you from the one thing you love most 
   remember my father’s fishing line sermons 
   your sulfur mother’s gasoline God 
   wrinkled green husks of sin 
What if this isn’t Heaven? 
It’s too cozy for Hell or Arizona 
      too vivid for dream 
I think I may have ended up in Purgatory 
But if I can just figure out a way to get you back 
then there is just enough Heaven to keep me here 

I awoke today 
             in the first bed my parents ever let me pick out 
At work I served medium rare promises to tourists 
The war is escalating quickly 
and there’s a forty-five minute wait for a table 
While THE FILEKEEPER took names 
I snuck into his office and stole his precious Book of Conundrums 

I awoke today 
   scanned my fingernails for information and drove to work 
While THE FILEKEEPER was reading the latest thoughts of Stephen King 
I tore through every file until I found my own 
Where your name was highlighted in ashes 
                            blinked reggaeton 
I cross referenced it with your file 
My name was there 
I spent the rest of the afternoon trying to come up with a way to get you back 
I found a loophole on page forty two of The Book Of Conundrums 
                             if I squint hard enough I can almost see you through it 

I awoke today 
  collected all the dreams I’ve ever considered 
  swallowed them down with obsession 
                  flavored water and dressed for work 
THE FILEKEEPER was on vacation 
                                       haunting the thoughts of the withered men who wage war in his name 
I took the opportunity to rewrite our files 
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Precioso yesterday was the last day the word satellite ever existed 
Wyatt will forget his father’s backhand but remember his own acid tongue 
Matthew will forget the word faggot 
forever absorbed by the tannins of sky 
Person I won’t even be able to imagine the word seahorses 
Person U will sacrifice his stage fright 
and everyone inbetween will get back everything they ever loved 
in exchange for losing things like the ability to spell onomatopoeia or 
                                                  watching a loved one die 

Jennifer will forget Luann 
Graham will forget me 
Future Fry Cook will forget me 
Everyone I’ve ever hurt will forget me 

I will have to spend the rest of eternity never remembering what I did this morning 
but you and I will have each other 
But first I’m going to edit as many files as I can before THE FILEKEEPER returns 

I leave Ryan’s file the way it is 

Arizona will forget me 
Sora will forget the word August 
There’s a photographer whose color will return to his eyes once he forgets the word trigger 
Rowlf will learn to eat Vegan 
Jeffrey will lose himself in numbers 
The once famous flautist named Peter McGreer 
                                      will find The Mango Princess but 
                                             lose out on Pam Grier 
Frat Boy will wake up every day in a fountain of beer 
                                  same as he has ever since he got here 

Richard Batista will forget his wife 
Turing will forget England’s betrayal 
My father will forget THE FILEKEEPER who abandoned him but he’ll remember Christmas 
A sunset will glow in the shape of The Fiberglass Woman 
everytime Prozac Prince Charming looks to the sky 

I was in the midst of changing Marvin Gay’s strongest love from music to cocaine 
when THE FILEKEEPER returned 

I awoke on the first day 
with enough arms to hold on to everything I ever loved 
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Bees, Yellowjackets, Hornets, Wasps 
 Post Tot Naufragia Portus        41 
 Love Is Better Than A Warm Trombone       48 
 Thirteen Stanzas On Your Contagious Depression      71 
 Luann As A Rough Draft      127 
 Bread And Butter       220 
 Ten Ways To Get Into My Pants     225
 August In Eight Movements      231 

Elvis 
 Sick Days          26 
 For No One       167 
 Feeling Elvis       187 
 Midnight Tour Of Gingerbread Houses     193 
 In Response To An E-Mail From An Ex...     211 
 August In Eight Movements      231 
 John Waters, Midori Sours, Shelly Long…     241 
 Final Draft For The Moment      247 
 Kindling        264 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

Famous Poems Condensed Or Expanded 
 The Road Not Taken, In Twenty-One Words      95 
 The Red Wheelbarrow, In Ninety-Two Words    183 

Fire Poems 
 Where Is The Mango Princess        42 
 Mangel-Wurzel         49 
 Body Sulfur Potential         51 
 Dysphemisms         55 
 Thirteen Ways Of Looking At My Grandfather’s House     65 
 Portrait Of The Son         74 
 Koalas On Fire         85 
 Grace Notes Of Whale Song      100 
 Tigers See In Black And White, At Night They Dream Of Zebras  102 
 I Am The Last       136 
 There Is No “I” In “Go Fuck Yourself”     141 
 Senryu Left On The Side Of The Road     143 
 Waiting For The Fall       148 
 Transitive Properties       150 
 A Brief History Of Conjecture      154 
 Conversation With Nikki Giovanni     158 
 Sixty Foot Madonna       160 
 Betraying Judas       164 
 The Mountain Explodes      168 
 Pig Icarus        182 
 Speculation       192 
 Prometheus Regrets       194 
 Kindling        264 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 
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Form Poems 
 Robert Frost Considers His Netflix Queue       54 
 Thirteen Ways Of Looking At My Grandfather’s House     65 
 Thirteen Stanzas On Your Contagious Depression      71 
 I Find Myself In Perfect Bliss On The Receiving End Of Fists     82 
 Sylvia Plath Flushes The Toilet        86 
 Reggaeton Concerto For Piano      105 
 Cerberus Is A Greyhound      120 
 High Beams In Fog       122 
 Senryu        130 
 Senryu Left On The Side Of The Road     143 
 Waiting For The Fall       148 
 Twelve Haiku/Senryu Published In The Boston Globe   159 
 Shel Silverstein Empties The Dishwasher     161 
 Betraying Judas       164 
 Dorothy Parker Shakes Off Her Umbrella     173 
 Ghazal 8.6.02       177 
 George W. Bush Chats Brightly About His Favorite Subject   179 
 Thirteen Ways Of Looking At Autumn, From Summer’s Point Of View  209 
 In Response To An E-Mail From An Ex...     211 
 Ten Ways To Get Into My Pants     225 
 August In Eight Movements      231 
 Daffodil Sestina       237 
 The Plexiglas Savior Would Like To Be Clear    245 
 Upon Leaving Eden       256 

Graham 
 Graham Is At The Top Of The Food Chain      29 
 Do Not Read On Medication (The Bitter Love Edit)      35 
 Safety In Numbers         59 
 Communicative Properties        60 
 42          73 
 I Am Defined By My Typos      117 
 Conversation With Nikki Giovanni     158 
 Erasing.The.Peace       171 
 Building Nothing Out Of Something     176 
 Somewhere In New York City, Peter Parker Tingles    213 
 Bread And Butter       220 
 Final Draft For The Moment      247 
 Upon Leaving Eden       256 
 Love Metaphor #77       260 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

Houston 
 The Mountain Explodes      168 
 December 2009       170 
 Hallelujah It’s Raining Men      172 
 The Man I Love Tells Me He Never Wants To Grow Up   189 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267
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Insomnia Poems 
 Love Is Better Than A Warm Trombone       48 
 The Passion Of The Bat        66 
 Thirteen Stanzas On Your Contagious Depression      71 
 Grace Notes Of Whale Song      100 
 Tigers See In Black And White, At Night They Dream Of Zebras  102 
 Cerberus Is A Greyhound      120 
 Fireflies Dissolving       146 
 Good Morning Headache      186 
 Erasing.The.Peace       171 
 Prometheus Regrets       194 
 Fuck/Insomnia       204 
 A Hangover Of Voice Messages      243 
 Coda        265 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

Jennifer 
 Death To Seventeen         11 
 Post Tot Naufragia Portus        41 
 Force Feeding Pâté       109 
 Luann As A Rough Draft      127 
 August In Eight Movements      231 
 The Plexiglas Savior Would Like To Be Clear    245 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

Matthew 
 Sixty Foot Madonna       160 
 Speculation       192 
 Final Draft For The Moment      247 
 Coda        265 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

News Stories 
 Bombe Theorem         15 
 “An Unfortunate, Isolated Incident”       62 
 Reversing Vandalism       118 
 A Brief History Of Conjecture      154 
 Batista        155 
 Diet        157 
 George W. Bush Chats Brightly About His Favorite Subject   179 
 Whatever Lifts Your Luggage      201 

Poets Doing Mundane Things 
 Robert Frost Considers His Netflix Queue       54 
 Sylvia Plath Flushes The Toilet        86 
 Shel Silverstein Empties The Dishwasher     161 
 Dorothy Parker Shakes Off Her Umbrella     173 
 Alan Ginsberg Blows His Nose      174 
 Tom Daley Opens The Refrigerator     217 
 Ron Goba Shaves His Legs      224 
 Billy Collins Destroys All Of Western Civilization With Giant Laser Salmon 230 
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Precioso 
 A Flatlander Is Held Up By Mountain Men       44 
 Body Sulfur Potential         51 
 Notes          89 
 Waiting For The Fall       148 
 Final Draft For The Moment      247 
 Massage        261 
 Coda        265 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

Remixes and Renderings 
 Purple Juggernaut Hewn In Daft Suit     139 
 Overheard Mutterings      156 
 Erasing.The.Peace       171 
 The Artist’s Collection Of Magnetic Poetry Speaks    229 

Ryan 
 Death To Seventeen         11 
 Post Tot Naufragia Portus        41 
 Sirens Of The West Nile        56 
 Bitter Jesus Finds Religion      113 
 I Am The Last       136 
 August In Eight Movements      231 
 Daffodil Sestina       237 
 Final Draft For The Moment      247 
 Standing Beside His Mother At The Service, She Smiles, I Look Off Into The Distance 258 
 Coda        265 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

Sora 
 The Fix          17 
 The Universal Language        34 
 Follow The Yellow Brick Smile        39 
 Tinnitus          64 
 Thirteen Stanzas On Your Contagious Depression      71 
 Koalas On Fire         85 
 The Slut Across The Street Would Like Forgiveness      87 
 Why We Are Untitled        91 
 Constance          96 
 Reggaeton Concerto For Piano      105 
 The Wrecking Ball Speaks      116 
 The Ninth Planet Renounces      199 
 Coda        265 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267
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Water Poems 

 There Are Plenty Of Fish On The Sandbar       19 
 If I Were To Hold Your Mouth To My Ear…      21 
 Legacy Virus         22 
 Why Bunny Ears?  Why Cake?        24 
 Sick Days          26 
 Post Tot Naufragia Portus        41 
 Where Is The Mango Princess?        42 
 Leda Reclines         75 
 A Child Named Rape Refuses To Apologize For Knocking Over Your Mailbox   77 
 Crossing The Flock         79 
 Koalas On Fire         85 
 Sylvia Plath Flushes The Toilet        86 
 Concrete Thinking         91 
 Explaining The First Painting I Made Since I Was Twelve     98 
 Barefoot Bay, 1984         99 
 Grace Notes Of Whale Song      100 
 Tigers See In Black And White, At Night They Dream Of Zebras  102 
 Misogyny        126 
 Why Your Mother Always Wore Green     127 
 The Frog Princess       134 
 Hallelujah It’s Raining Men      172 
 Dorothy Parker Shakes Off Her Umbrella     173 
 Pig Icarus        182 
 Excerpts From The Book Of Answers     195 
 Good Morning Headache      186 
 Thirteen Ways Of Looking At Autumn, From Summer’s Point Of View  209 
 The End Of Home       210 
 Bread And Butter       220 
 Ron Goba Shaves His Legs      224 
 The Artist’s Collection Of Magnetic Poetry Speaks    229 
 August In Eight Movements      231 
 A Hangover Of Voice Messages      243 
 El Chupacabra Rides The “It’s A Small World” Ride Forty-Seven Consecutive Times 246 
 Decoupage For Samuel      255 
 Two Thirds Genie, One Third Wish     257 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 

Wyatt 
 Dysphemisms         55 
 I Find Myself In Perfect Bliss On The Receiving End Of Fists     82 
 Phototaxis          84 
 Betraying Judas       164 
 Building Nothing Out Of Something     176 
 August In Eight Movements      231 
 Final Draft For The Moment      247 
 Coda        265 
 Reincarnation As The Last Resort     267 
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